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IWTBODUCTIOK | 

Changed trends .in 1950 
It is not easy, at a time, when economic conditions are constantly 

changing., to decide which phase or point in the cycle has "been reached "by Chile. 
At the end of 19^9 and the beginning of 1950, prospects' were rather gloomy,, 
as the drop in the price of copper, a product which is still of great importance 
to Chilean economy from the point of view of foreign trade, curtailed exports 
and made it necessary to tighten restrictions on the, granting of exchange permits 
for imports. That reduction affected in th§ first place the formation of 
capital, which is based to a large extent on the import of the corresponding 
goods. It was thus to he expected that the progress of industrialization, the 
means which Chile, like other l&Mn American countries, had chosen to compensate 
for the decline in her capacity to import, would he halted. 

In the second half of 1950, the position was completely reversed in a 
very short time. International rearmament created new incentives in the demand 
for raw materials, particularly copper, and prices returned to the level of 
two years before. This improved the situation as regards the availability of 
foreign currency (as from April, and with the exception of the month of Jüly, 
the trade balance showed favourable statistical balances, just the opposite of 
what had been happening since the middle of 19^9), which made it possible to 
prepare an import budget for 1953. hi per cent greater than that for the 
preceding year and to allow a more liberal regime on the foreign exchange market, 
one-third of the imports no longer requiring foreign exchange permits. At the 
same time, an effort was made to stimulate exports by authorizing negotiations 
on the free exchange market of foreign currency derived from some of them. 

It is still too early to pass judgment on the results of these 
measures, but there can be no doubt that developments in 1951 are in contrast 
with those of the previous two years, in which it appeared that a peak had 
been reached, as the rate of production increase was gradually slackening. 

The recovery, largelj' based on chance happenings abroad, is, however, 
rather uncertain and it is understandable that the Chilean Government should be 

/anxious to 
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anxious to carry on It a development plans in order to. provide the country, with -
a more solid structure that would enable it to meet possible reactions Abroad. 

As regards industrial production, 1950 is distinguished by the • 
opening of the iron and steel works at Huachipato. Chile is", thus the third 
country in Latin America to have set up a basic iron and steel industry 
which, in addition to. meeting consumer needs, produces a fairly large 
exportable surplus. This enterprise, which has- absorbed 60 per cent of- the 
foreign credits received by Chile between 19^0 end 1950, not only means that 
the country has a heavy' industry to produce capital good;s, but also one which . 
will give rise to other derived'6r related activities. Before the blast • 
' furnace had even started work, other industries were being set up in the 
neighbourhood. New factories are in course of construction: wire, iron 
alloy,and' cement works, not to "mention the branches of the chemical industry, 
based on coal distillation and the recovery of iron and steel products. - The 
San VicentevConcepcion industrial area, where the new factory is located^ 
will probably one day become chief industrial centre of Chile., . As regards 
power/'the outstanding facts of the post-war period are:, the progressive 
execution of the plan "to. electrify the country, under the auspices of the 
Corporacion de Fomento de la Production, and the exploitation of petroleum • 
in the far south. Plant with a generating capacity of 720,000 kilowatts 
was installed in 1950 fits against ̂ 9,000 kilowatts in i*©* an increase 
of 2k per cent. At the end of the war k2 per cent of the power in the 
country was hydraulic in origin, and the proportion is now 51 P©r cent,. 
For the first time in 1950, the proportion of hydro-electric power was 
greater than that of thermal origin. 1 

It was also in 1950 that Chile started exporting crude petroleum,, 
and the initial stage of an enterprise which has taken several years of 
study and prospecting without positive results was thus completed. In 
19^5 petroleum was found for the first time in Chile, as a result of boring 
in Tierra del Fuego• Since then, also under the' direction of Corporacion d'e 
Fomento, successful borings have been made and about.. 100,000 cubic metres of 

/crude petroleum 
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crude petroleum were extracted in 1950 and sold to Uruguay, since there are 
as yet no refinê ifcs in Chiles It is.hoped that the new deposit^ found 
vill be sufficient to meet domestic needs within ten years and that the 
proposed refinery will start operation within about two years. 

The outlook in agriculture is less hopeful, not only by contrast 
with that in industry, but as a result of its slow progress, which has not 
kept pace with 'thé increase in population. The- Government is trying to 
make up for this relative backwardness in agriculture by means of irrigation 
plans, the1 introduction of new crops such as sugar beet, the speeding up- of 
mechanization and the opening up of new arable land in the south, which has 
not yet been integrated in'the economy of the country. The principal means which 
the Ctoverrimeñt is hoping to use in carrying, out its plans for agricultural 
development are the technical assistance which has been requested from the 
Food and Agriculture Organization and the Inter-American Co-pperative 
Institute, together with credits In foreign,currency and immigration.... 

The quéstion with which the Government is principally concerned 
is inflation.' It has been impossible to check this, not so much on account 
of technical difficulties as of political ones. Several bills have been . 
dratted in an effort to stabilize the purchasing power of the. currency, and 
some of them have beén laid before Congress, In the meanwhile.,. the 
inflationary forbés, particularly the classic wage-price spiral,.continue to 
exercise the same strong influence. The improved position expected in. 
foreign trade, as a result of the rise due, to international rearmament, 
may produce a new inflationary factor, that of a surplus in the balance of 
payments, which had disappeared in the post-war period. 

Problems caused by recent developments 

As stated .in the previous econofi&c survey, the fundamental 
problem facing Chile ip tha,t :.of capital formation. As the country possesses 
only a small volume of sayings, capital formation raises difficulties which, 
in the absence of inflation and the contribution of foreign credit', would 
have been insuperable. It is true that inflation causes disturbances, 
particularly in the social field, but it must be admitted that it has had 
a certain influence on the development of the country. For that reason the 

/authorities, 
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authorities, who are desirous of putting ¿n end to evil, are, trying to. find.; 
measures whioh, while discouraging clixflation> hot diminish capital 
formation. The Government's desire ió obtain th9assistancfefof forei^a 
capital as a means of supplementing domestic savings is understandable. 

In some circles the opinion appears to be hold that the effort 
towards capital formation has exceeded the country's powers and that too 
heavy a stress has Wen laid on ~ Industrialization* As was reported in the 
previous economic survey, industry must grow rapidly In order to take the 
place of imports end allow the consumer market to recover from the depression 
of the thirties. industry and agriculture tóüst grow together, since otherwise 
there will be no reciprocal demand. It is no linger.-a matter of transfer of 
investment from industry to agricultvore, because, ths.t would destroy the 
balance and would entail a danger of losing the ¡results of the previous effort. 
The very growth of industry, with ite multiplication of activities in the 
heavy branch, makes it necessary to continue investment at an increasing rate. 
Agriculture must certainly be improved to increáse productivity and diversify 
production. It may help in solving the problem of replacing imports, or at 
least in meeting the steadily growing demand of, the consumer market, as it 
is now trying to do with sugar;beet. :' 

It is true that industry has developed to e greater extent than 
agriculture, and has taken a larger supply of capital to do so. As regards : 
labour, if the available figures are accurate,; it does not appear that industry 
has deprived the rural population of necessary workers, as it has confined, 
itself to absorbing workers engaged on work of low productivity, still very .. 
numerous in the country as may be seen both from the high percentage of 
domestic workers and the-large number of persons engaged in agriculture in 
relation to area undor cultivation and-the volume of goods produced. (Chart 2). 

jn the other hand, it may, be hoped that-the introduction of technical 
improvements in agriculture will create surplus,labour which only industry, in 
its later stages of-development, will be' able to absorb to a sufficient degree. 

To. sum up, the problem is not' to' increase>one'productive activity, at 
the expense of the other, but to ma&e. both develop together. The wish to 
compensate for the comparative backwardness of agriculture is praiseworthy, 
always provided that it does not affect, the' growth of industry, since disorderly 
or unco-ordinated progress would result in Confusion, with the inevitable waste 
of effort, /Tx <a 
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It is not possible to state , from the information available how much 
of an effort at capital formatioá ?has-.béen to&ta .inside Chile or to what extent 
consumption, which is not very-large> has been sacrificed. .. It seems that they 
might perhaps be reduced in favour of. better use of.resourc.es* Certain 
selective standards might wéll be introduced in capita^ investment itself, to 
direct it to ends which would render possible a rapid increase in productivity, 
thus providing an opportunity for the formation of new and genuine savings. 
The fact that investments in housing have deceased is a sign in the direction 
indicated, even allowing for.the existence of a chronic^shortage of popular 
housing. 

As will be seen later, the statistical information available does not 
make it possible to determine howmich investment comes from genuine savings 
and. how much has been obtained by mea inflation. As regards the question 
which section'of the popxtlation1 lias -nade the -heaviest sacrifices in its power 
of consumption^'it is only possible-to .put forward certain hypotheses based on 
the fragmentary data available. 

The only fact which*emerges fairly clearly from the inquiries carried 
out is that the wage-earners, whose;position had notably improved in relation 
to other sections' in 19^0-^5, have been losing their, advantage in the subsequent 
five years 19V5-50. The changes in the distribution of income are apparently 
small, and the lack of statistical material may give rise to error, not only in 
calculations but also in appreciation. 

One of the most effective instruments in the progress already made and 
still to be made is the Corporacion de Fomento de la,Producción, which by direct 
and indirect investment supplements or assists private enterprise. 

The Corporación de Fomento has not yet been able to make a complete 
plan of the requirements of Chilean economy, but has prepared an interim investment 
plan for the period 1951-60, This plan is based on the need to obtain up to 
1^0 million dollars in foreign credit and the investment of 5,60k million pesos 
by the Corporacion de Fomentó,- 7,068 million by the Statesor official bodies and 
2,07** million by private individuals, a total of 19,000 million pesos (converting 
foreign currency at the rate of 31 pesos to the dollar). An idea of the true 
significance of these figures e'en be obtained by comparing them with the 60,000 
million pesos which, according to the most accurate calculations, were probably 
invested in Chile in the period 19^0^50. 

/The investments 
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The investments planned, by the Corporación de Fomento represent only 
a part of the effort of capital formation which must "be mad© by the whole 
country in order to maintain the rate of increase of production both in 
agriculture and industry* 

As regards the latter, to keep pace with the trend of the 19^0-^0 
period, production in i960 would have to reach a valué, of 8,900 million pesos 
(at 19^0 prices) • A brief calculation of the values represented by the 
investments envisaged bfr the C oirporaclcn de Fomento gives a production increase 
of about 200 million pesos in i*e. 50 per cent of tt¿e total increase 
to be obtained over 1950 production, in order to maintain the rate of growth 
of the preceding ten years• This gives an idea of the volume of investment 
which must be made by private capital Unless indiistrial production ie to 
decline, 

* Something along the sa&e líjiés must be" achieved in farming. If the 
tendency hitherto observed continvie^ Í96Ó production will be about 4,700 
million pesos at 1240 prices, it will ¡ increased by per cent 
per annum* • Tho production increase to be achieved under the Corporacion's 
plans would bo about 260 million pesos, out of a total increase of 590, i.e. 
about 200 million would still be needed, and wcfuld have to be found, by means 
of private or State investment. 

1 

/Chapter I 
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. Chapter I 
INCOME, AVAILABLE GOODS AMD CAPITAL FORMATION . . 

Goods and services 
The figures calculated by the Corporacion de Fomento in order to 

determine the national income provide an indication of the purchasing power of 
the population/ Allowing for.the rise in prices, as shown by the cost of living 
index, this purchasing power,, which tod•increased per capita during the 19^0-^5 
period, has tended to decrease since that time., but, the variations have been small. 
Between 19^7 and 1950 there was a slight improvement,, but no return to the 19^5 
level, as may be seen from the following table: , . 
Table 1 - Chile:. . • TptaJL and per,capita income. . . . 
Years Income in Cost of Real Population - Real income per capita 

money living index income 

(millions of (19^0^100) (millions (thousands of (in pesos at 19^0 
pesos) of pesos inhabitants) value) 

aV 19^0 
. . value) . i . ' 

194o .I6,4l4 100.0 16,414 5,024 3 >267 
1941 21,259 115.2 18,454 5,094 3,623 
19^2 26,238 144.7 18,133 5,130 3,535 
19^3 32,035 168.3 19,034 5,237 3,635 
1944 36,975 188,0 19,667 5,273 3,730 
1945 42,470 204.6 20,757 5,349 3,881 
1946 48,947 237.1 20,644 . 5,430 3,802 
1947 62,605 316.7 19,768 5,525 3,578 
1948 76,014 373.7 20,333 5,620 3,618 
1949 93,000 443.8 20,955 5,709 3,671 
1950 a/ 107,000 501.8 b/ 21,323 5,800 3,676 

Sources: Corporacion de Fomento ,de la Producciónf General Department of Statistics, 
Notes: a/provisional 

b/average calculated on basis of figures from January to October. 

/The composition 
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The composition of this income needs to be analyzed. First, the 
national income1 in Chile is derived to a.; large extent from services: 51 per cent 
in I9V9 as against 1*9.3 per cent in 1940, The Economic Survéy for 19^9 has 
already' drawn attention to this fact, pointing out that in some under-developed 
countries such as Chile, the - increasing proportion of ;people employed in services 
is not the result of an increase of productivity-and growth of Remand owing to a 
higher income ámongst the population, as happens in developed countries,: but. 
conceals surplus population employed in Véry low paid work-. ^ 

This fact is very important and: helps to explain the lack of balance 
between the goods offered and the demand. The gainfully occupied population 
engaged in production properly, speaking is in competition in the purchase of 
goods, .with that part, of the population which is employed in services. Without 
expressing an opinion as to the utility of the latter or their "benefit to the 
population, it may be suggested that that is a form of inflationary pressure. 
The increase of Services in Chile has been greater than that of goods: in 19^8 
(the last year for which dataware available) the former show an increase of 3Q.6 
per cent in relation to 19^0, while the latter increased by 25.9 P e r cent. 

The increased Iguantity of goods available should, be contrasted with the 
increase in income. 1 As was explained in the previous Economic Survey, the figure 
for the former is arrived at by adding imports to production and subtracting . 7. 
exports, which means that it is affected by the terms of trade, an external factbr 
additional to the internal factors affecting production. 1 : i ! , 
Table 2 Chile: 

Years Production 

• Available goods and their composition 
(in millions of Ch'ileán pesos at 19^Q prices) 

Imports Exports Available Goods. 
1940 
1945 
1946 
1947 
191*8 
19^9 
1950 a/ 

10,183 
11,403 
11,337 
12,296 
12,936 
13,151 
12,557 

2,639 3,545 .9,277 
2,423 3,967 .9,859 2,871 3,566 11,142 
3,209 3,598 . 11,907 
3,1*0 4,017 12,059 
3,370 3,^92 13,029 
2,383 3,111 11,829 

Source: For original sources and methods followed in these calculations, see 
the Economic Survey for 1949. 

a/ Provisional calculation on the basis ot 9 and 11 months, ! 

1/ Document e/cw,12/i64, Chapter IX, page 10, 

A&itil 
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Until 19^9> the increase in available goods vas constant and vas 
maintained above the increase of the population. Figures for 1950, which must 
be taken as provisional, show a drop in the volume of goods-: lower production, 
resulting from a bad cereal harvest, coincided with a sharper drbp in imports. 
It does not appear that this signifies a change of trend: adverse weather 
conditions, an accidental factor,exercised a strong influence. As regards 
imports, restrictions applied as a result of the fall in copper prices in the 
second half of 1949 and the first half of 1950> have been gradually lifted as 
the trend in prices and copper exports altered*. 

The .above figures do not imply availability of good6 to the population 
in the strictest sense of the term, as they include a certain amount of capital 
goods. The volume of consumer good» obtained by subtracting capital goods, both 
imported and locally produced from the total> followed the course shown in the 
following table. ~ < 
Table 3» Chile: Composition of available goods 

(values at 194Ó prices} 
Years Consumer Goods Capital Goods Consumer Goods per capita 

(millions of pesos) (pesos) 
19^0 8,210 ; 1,067 1,634 
1941 8,4l6 1/015 1,652 
1942 8,110 810 1,581 
1943 8,387 742 1,601 
1944 8,598 872 1,631 
1945 8,839 1,020 1,652 
1946 9,192 . '1,350? 1,803 
19^7 10,279 1,628 1,860 
1948 10,457 1,602 1,861 -
1949 / 11,241 1,788 1,969 
1950 a/ 10,332 1,497 1,783 
Sources: For ̂ original sources and methods used in these calculations., see the 

Economic Survey for 194$, 
a/ Provisional Calculation 

/During, 
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During the war, the volume of consumer goods was reduced less than 
the total amount o£ goods, oincb the'f ornk^ andimports 
contributed very-little to It. : Il;c®a 19^5^vards,* capital^for^ 
recovered, hut'the domestic- próductioftof consigner goodewae aie0:dévélóping. 
Since in 1950 both production and imports vere cut/ affecting both consumer and H 

capital goods, chiefly ttíé latter, the • increase iñ the availability of gjods was 
maintainedonlyuntil 19^9» 
Distribution of Income by Origin, ' -

Another poi¿t deserving further elucidation is that of the ̂ proportion 
of goods available to each section of the ̂ ixrfully Occupied population. For 
the sake of simplicity it wi£i be that the latter caneists only of wage 
earners (workers and employees) and non^wage earners (company owners, individual 

; i . - . 

producers, and rentiers) . The first fact which becomes clear from the calculation 
of the national ix̂ bitó is that in Chile, the total proportion ot that income 

• inreal terms • attributable/to the wage-earOihg geotioii of the population has increased; iñ 19*0 
it wae 43,9 per cent1} in 19^5,"'kk*$^mtái'bxA in 19l¿8, the last year for 
which datá are available, it was ^ r : . s -
Table kt Chile: Retribution of totel real income V 

(in millions of pesos at419W prices) ; 1 
Yearb • Wage.earning eectlon • •.•*•' Non-wage-earnlng section . ̂  
19*0 7,204 ' " 9,210 
1941 8>048 • - ' : • 10,406 , 
19421,. . . . , 7,766 , . . . i 10,3,67 ; 
1943 8,018 ' 11,017 
1944 8,578 11,089 
1945 • . 1.:" ••• • •• 9,304 • • 'H . 'V 11,454 
1946 9,645 10,999 
19*7 9,333 * "" 10,435 
19*8 •• . -ó- ••'•••• 9,619 ''••• «'/••'.'••.••i-r-v; 10,714 . 
Sourcer ~ Corpoateclon de Fomejytode lá Producción. -'Y-'- m 

CoiBpariB^ Wtween the progrése/of Infcome i In each section reveals -
that the wags-earning section increased its inbameby29per cént between 1940' 
and l945,; vhile that of .the. other aectloá' increased by §4 per cent. Between * . " v i — 
19^5 and 19^3, the. poBiti^^cdion^s: ;the vage-eaming éectioh incre'aseeits 
earnings by 3 per cent, while the n^^^íeariil^^^tion fáe^^ 
income of 6,2 per cent. Chart 7 makes it possible to follow these movements. 

/The larger 
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The larger' ̂ répertlon received byVage^árnersdoes $ot mean that the 
position bf the individual wage-eárner :wás improvedduring this period. Assuming I ' 
that the relation existing at the time of thel940 census between the gainfully., 
occupied population and the wage-earners; (74.6 per cent) was maintained, the 
number of workers and employees may be calculated at . 1^636,000 in 1948 as, against 
1,488,000 in 1945 arid 1,289,000 in 1940. Hence the average\income of wage-
earners reached its peak In 1945, when it was 12.7 per tent more than in 1940. 
Since 1945, the average income per wage-earner has been d.ecreaslng, and in 
1948 it was only 5.0 per cent above the 1940 level. 

The next step is to see whether this phenomenon is borne out by the 
indices of real wages/ v., 
Real and frtoney Wájgeé. . . V* 

The <jue stion to be decided here is whether the wage-earning section, 
the direct Investments of which are small and channelled chiefly towards/home-
building, has been sufficiently affected by inflation to force a reduction In 
consumpticto, resulting in the compulsory. transfer of part ot lts real income to. 
another section of the population. : ( t 

The absence of reliable figures; on nominal wages, and of a coet of 
living index Which takes into account the priced actually paid and' th& changes 
in the stoructux̂ e of expenee budgete, makes it very difficult to determine real 
wages. It would be worth while making a survey to remedy these deficiencies, 
and it might thus be possible to dispel some doubts wising from the calculations 
of the national income. • 

In order to form an idea of what has happened to wage earners in general 
and each group iji, particular, we have tried to prepare an index of mean real 
wages, formed by a weighted average of the wages earned in agriculture, industry, 
building, mining, commerce and certain personal services, together with the 
salaries of public and private employees, thus covering practically all wage 
earners registered with the social welfare- funde. 

The variations in our index show the eame movement as the total per-capita 
real income oí wage earners calculated by the Corporaci^ de Fomento, as7 appears 
from Chart 8, in which the two graphs are pcápared. 

/With the 
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. . With the object of throwing the changes which have occurred into sharper 
relief, and aleo of explaining briefly the distribution of income as against 
available goods, the graphs of QO&e\aaer goodie per capita an$ capital. goods are 

, also shown, on the same. chart. 
The following ia a brief summary of the conclusions brought out by 

these charts and by the evidence which we have been analysing: 
1* Real wages declined between 19^5 and 1949, in contrast tp the trend -revealed 
in the preceding five-year period. 
2. The number of wage earners has increased, causing an increase in the proportion 
of the total income received by wage earners, from 44,8 per cent in 1945 to 
47.3 per cent in 1948 as already stated. (It is regrettable that more recent 
figures are not available to widen the scope*of these observations). Thus the 
two facta, the decrease of average real wages and the increase of total wages, 
are not incompatible. • 
3» During the same period, goode available per capita increaaed, but the increase 
did not result in higher wages, but r$ther in the payment of lower wages to a 
larger number of wage earners. 
4> Despite the fact that the proportion^of national income applicable to the 
non-wage earning section has decreased, the availability of capital goods has 
increased, which suggests that the incomes of entrepreneurs, and aleo perhaps 
*f the high income groups which contribute substantially to capital formation, 
have also increased. It is not very probable that thie increase in capital 
formation has been brought abO|fc by greater savings on the pari of entrepreneurs 
at the expenee of consumption* 

It would consequently appear that among the non-wage earning groups, 
entrepreneure have increaaed their income and their contribution to capital ; 
formation at the expense of other groups in this section, such as landlords 
and rentiers, the real income of whom he.s decreased as a consequence of rent : 
control and, inflation. This is borne out by the figures given by the Corporación 
de Fomento for income from rents, which fell from 6.8 per cent of the national 
income in 194? to per cent in 194&. " 

y The fact that part of investments have been financed with foreign credits 
~ might have weakened this ohain of argument^ but as is shown by the curve of 

capital formation excluding imports of capital goods paid for by foreign 
credits, given in Chart 13 >. the movement and scale of that phenomenon have 
not changed. 

/6, The phenóssena 
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6. 'In. S!wr1945-49'jfe^od tire-'fo'tatftrMi-iftth events 
in the1 preceding five-'̂ eár period;'- Between 1940 $nd l94í>, ávailablégoods a¿ a 
whole decreased slightly, while consumer goods aid not; in other words, consump-
tion was maintained at the expense of capital formation and allowed wage éartiers 
to obtain a larger proportion of consumer goods, ás is shown "by the increase in 
real'!wages during thát- period. Entrepreneurs on the 'other hand had; to restrict 
thair-consumption in proportion éis the decrease in capital formation was inadequate 
to keep up with their real expenditure. 
•7;'•'••. In 1950, the process appeared to he interrupted, although it does not 
necessarily follow-that its course will change:; capital formation decreases, hut 
the quantum of. consumer goods also decreases, so that it máy he assumed that real 
wages have also declined to a certain extént. 

Tahle 5. 

Years 

Chile: Availahillty of goods and real remuneration 
(at 19^0 values) 

Average real 
rémunérétion 

Available 
consumer gobds 
per capita 

Available 
capital goods 
per-capita 

1940 -
1941 
1942 " 
1943 
1 9 ^ ; 
1945 
19k6 
19U7 
1948 
M 9 • 
1950 
Source: 

in • pesop 

4/175' 
-4,342-'-
4;119 
4,076 

. 4 ,183 
4,644 
4,653 
'4,535 
4,629 
4,593! -

index index 

100.0 1,634" 100.0 
104.0 1,652 101.1 
98.7 1,581 96.8 
97.6 • • iyéoi • • ^ 98.0 • 
100.2 • lV'63fi ; 99.8 -
111.3 1,652 101.1 - • 
ill.5 ; ' 1,803 • 110.3' 
• 108.6'" -•' " - •-1,̂ 960 •••'• liftfc '• 
110.9 " < 1,861' H3.9 - ' 
110. 0' T, 969 • 120:5' 

• • • • ' -1,783 ; " "109.1 • ' 
Basic data from the CtoiiorBj. ítoícrtitcnt cf' Statiotioa 
Seguro Obligatorio. ' " " * "' 

in pesos 

212 
199" 
'158 
142: 

' 165 
' 191' -
249" 
295 
265 
313 • 
258 

index 

100.Ó ' 
" 93-9 
74.5 " 
6710 
77.8 
' 90.1 
117.5' 
139.I 
134.4 
147.6 •' 
121.7 : 

and from the Ca'íá dé 

- * ' . V 

-'-/The changes 
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- - T-be,changes. in.the t distribution of income,, as reflected in real remunera-
tion^ have. been, moderate on the whole, but in reality fairly sharp changes seem to 
•have-taken place within the wage earning sector. In the first place-, the trend and 
.fluctuations between .real wages (day wages) and salaries have been different. 
While-the former have decreased in certain years (up to 12 per cent in 19^3), the 
salaries of employees have made almost constant progress .-since 19^3J they have 
lost a little ground since then, but they are still 10 per cent above the.19^0 
level, which is not the case with real wagee.-^ 

The differences are' even clearer as. regards wages; only the industrial 
. wage group is more or less maintaining the-advantages,: in real terms,.of the .rises 
obtained genérally by pressure from trade unions or other methods. In agriculture 
and, mining, real wages have éensibly decreased. since 19^5* a**e now below the 
19^0 level. 

Disparities are also noticeable in real salaries and wages; the group 
of private employees shówed a very pronounced improvement up.to 19^, hut almost 
mtirely lost: these benefits'by"19%9. Public, employees, on the other hand, whose 
advances in terms of purchasing' püftrer were lesp marked, are now, in a better situa* 
tion than the first-named group" although their relative position is not quite ̂ so 
good. v 

Table.6. Chile: Real wage and salary indices 

Years 
•v Industry 

-Heel, wages 
Agri c ult ur© Mining 

Real salaries-y 
Public 
Employees 

Private 
Employees. 

19U0 - 100 

.19^ 106.0 IO7.2 ' 96.-4 102.0 122.2 
1942 103.2 • ••. 97.6 99-3 100.2 118,1 
1943 101.8 90.8 99.7 102.1 131.3 
1944 110.5 IO3.2 ' 95.5 102.5 126.7 
1945 118.1 106.4 103,4 114.3 119.2 
1946 123.2 101.7 98.3 111.8 114.8 
1947 110.7 91.0 91.6 117.6 106.8 
1948 119.2 98.4 92.9 111.2 107.4 
1949 121.7 95^ 92.9 112.4 IO5.8 
1950 • • . . • • . . 
Source: Caja de Seguro Obligatorio, General Department of Statistics, Comptroller-
. . General's Office, 
a/ Ón the basis of mean weekly wages, 
b/ On the basis of mean annual salaries. 

1/ It is worth noting that wages, which in 19k0 represented 55* 
tiont have fallen to 1*8,8$. 

of total remunera-
ortof-t rvn 
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An explanation is- thus, provided- of the fact that the improvements 
reflected in real remuneration were-obtained only in tfeépect of a rather, small 
group, of the gainfully occupied population, in this ease that employed ill industry 
(and ,even there, as may b© seen from other partial data, not in all cases). The: 
wage*pric© spiral exists in Chile,; in fact there, are several such spirals on 
different levels. 

Capital formation 1 
The other aspect to be considered! is that of the amount and source of 

capital formation. Chile's fundamental problem is the maintenance of a rate of . 
investment which will make it possible to increase domestic production in order to 
replace imports and to keep pace with'the growth of the population. 

The figures analysed above show that /the quantity of consumer goods 
per capita since 19^5 increased very little up to 19^9 and decreased in 1950» 
This was partly a" result of the tendency to employ a ledger proportion of popula-
tion in services, which creértes purchasing power without increasing goods. Capital 
formation also has of necessity had the effect of reducing the volume of consumer 
goods. This fact might be illustrated by saying' that beside the producer of " ; 

goods there have appeared a consumer who does not produce any goods and an 
entrepreneur who is investing. 

The domestic capital formation effort'might have been increased by 
sacrificing certain sections of consumption like that on luxuries which.is in 
Chile still somewhat out of proportion to the producing capacity of the country. 

The degree of capital formation achieved in Chile in recent years may 
now be considered. In the previous Economic Survey, certain data were given 
concerning the. volume of capital goods for which separate statistics were avails -
able: domestic production of iron, steel and cement, and concerning the importa--./ 
tion of capital goods. These data are complete up to 195o- - í-

A*able 7 
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Table 7» Chile; Relatioti between available goods and 
' ' • cat)i 

a/ 
Years ' Available • Capital goods Katio 

geoda 
^millions of peaos at " . "(per cent) 

19!±0 prices) 
1940 9,^77 1,067 11.5 
19M 9,^31 • 1,015 10.8 
1942 8,920 810 9.Í 
191+3 9,129 742 8.1 
1944 9A70 872 9.2 
1945 9,859 1,020 10.3 
1946 11,142 1,350 12.1 
.1947 11,907 . 1,628 •.'1 13.7 
1948 12,059 1,602 13.3 
1949 
1950 y 

13,029 1,783 13.7 1949 
1950 y 11,829 1,^97 12.6 

Source: Basic data from the Qeuimv-X B^mrtmsnt of Statistics For sources 
and notes on calculation see Economic Survey 19^9. 

a/ Import of capital goods plus domestic production of Iron and steel 
and cement, 

b/ Provisional 

It is clear that in I95Ó capital formation, as estimated in this 
manner, decreased both In absolute and In relative value» The increase in the 
production of iron and steel, thanks to the opening of the >Huachipato. vorks, 
did not offset the decrease in the production of cement and the drop in 
imports of capital goods • • 

The data given above refer to capital formation in certain basic 
goods,- either imported or produced In the Count xy. But thóse figures do not 
properly reflect the effort vhlcb. the country must make In investment or the 
form which those Investments should take, For example, imports of capital goods 
at c.i»f# prices take no account of additional costs, ranging from customs 
duties to the Installation of plant* 

- In order to have an idea-of the proportion of. income which is 
invested, and Is thus subtracted from consumption, the data on capital 

/formation 
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formation must be supplemented.. There are several estimates of Chilean annual 
investments, which differ among themselves he cause the standard for the 
inclusion of items or the estimate of their value followed is different in each 
case» They are given below as an illustration* 

Table 8* Chile: Estimates of annual investments 

Year Corporación . International Corrected 
de Fomento gy Monetary Fund h/ estimates £/ 

(in millions of pesos) 
1940 3,262 1,900 2,079 
1941 3,710 3>000 2,516 
1942 4,829 2,900 2,1*58 
1943 .5,164 4,100 3,81*7 
1944 4,788 4,700 3,655 
1945 . 6,1*02 4,800 3/963 
1946 8,468 5,600 6,432 
1947 10,639 6,500 7,450 
1948 . 14,657 9,200 8,636 
1949 16,843 10,800 11,416 

Sources: Corporación de Fomento de la Produceion, International Monetary Fund, 
General Department of Statistics. 

a/ A preliminary study made by the Corporación de Fomento includes the 
~ following items: Import of capital goods, local production of plant and 

equipment, construction and public works, variations in stocks and 
investment in capital goods by consumers é " 

b/ Includes imports of capital goods, domestic production of, capital goods 
and. Stat© investments. 

0/ Includes only the import of capital goods, local production of equipment 
~ and plant and- construction of public works* 

Two graphs, are compared in the attached chart, the graph of the 
availability of capital goods9 applying only to the imports of such goods and 
domestic production of irony steel ond cement, and the graph of annual invest-
ments which includes in addition to capital goods at market prices, investment 
in construction of public works. The similarity of movement between the two 
graphs will be noted, which supports the above Interpretation or the relation 
between real wages and available goods. 

The coefficient of capital formation obtained by relating the 
Iznrestments made to the «ational" income, has variad slightly: in no year during 
the period has it been greater than-12 per cent of the gross income; the 
maximum was reached In 1943, whan it wae 11»6 per cent, and the minimum in 
1945 when it was 9.2 per cent, 

/Furthermore, 
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Furthermore, the range of these comparisons is very limited. On the 
one hand, figures for annual, investments are only roughly approximate, because 
they do not take into account land improvements and changes in inventories. On 
the other hand, the estimates only refer to gross capital formation and have 
not been brought down to net figures by deduction of depreciation. The 
Corporación de Fomento has made-an effort in* this connexion, but the authors 
themselves admit that the results are not wholly satisfactory because 
Insufficient evidence is available. All that can be said is that, as gross 
capital formation in Chile .is low in comparison with that In other countries, 
the deduction of that part which must be devoted to replacements is bound to 
leave a balance of net investment which will also be very low. It must not be 
forgotten that, as in other Let in American countries, equipment for production 
and transport was intensively used.during the war without replacement. The 
increase in investments In subsequent periods presumably included a large 
proportion of replacements. 

It is also difficult to determine the influence of. capital formation 
in the last ten years on the volufij© of goods production. This is due, in 
the first place, to the reason already given — the need to replace worn out 
equipment. In the second place, It Is due to the fact that some Investments 
have been devoted to supplying services, such as transport material, : It would 
be worth while to make an analysis, bearing in. mind the specific composition of 
capital formation, but this would require a thorough investigation. 

There,can, however, be no doubt- that capital formation has made it 
possible to. Increase production.above .pre-war levels, and that its Influence will 
be still more strongly felt in future years, as there has been a tendency lately 
to invest in highly productive equipment such as the iron and steel plant at 
Huachipato, The fact that that part of investment devoted to housing has 
decreased (21 p$r cent in 19^9 as against 37 per cent in 19^6) is also an 
indication of a better use of available resources for investment. 

/Capital 
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Capital formation and import of capital goods 

The chief form of capital formation in Chile is the import of capital 
goods. The fact that it is necessary to import to increase or simply to maintain 
the productive effort of the country causes serious problems, amongst which the 
influence of such imports on the balance of payment is of great importance. Under-
developed countries, with no industries for the manufacture of production goods, 
can i'ind the means of capital formation by increasing exports, cutting down 
their imports of consumer goods or relying on foreign credits, Tñat is to say, 
domestic savings are not enough: favo\irable balances or loans in foreign -currency 
must still be obtained. 

In the case of Chile, the most usual situation in past years has been the 
following. Capital goods are imported by three types of purchasers and each of them 
uses a different means for the external financing of purchases. First, the mining 
undertakings with foreign capital use their own resources abroad, which means that 
this group has no problem of financing in foreign currency. Secondly, the official 
development or industrial exploitation bodies import capital goods chiefly on the 
basis of credits obtained abroad. Finally, there ere the ordinary importers who, 
except for short-term banking credits, are obliged to obtain foreign currency by 
application to the financial authorities, who iri turó obtain it from exporters; 
other operations, under which production goods such as automotive vehicles or 
ploughs are obtained in exchange for Chilean products Buch as nitrate, belong to 
this group, 

* An effort has been made in the following table to show the changes which 
have taken place in these three methods of financing the import of capital goods 
in the last five years: 

/Table 9» 
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Table 9. Chi let Ifanorts of capital floods; classified under -form of financing 
(in millions of gold pesos^) • 

""" IS 
By mining companies with 
their own funds--' 
By development agencies 
with foreign credits 
By1others, with foreign 
currency produced by exports' 

19k<? 19*» 6 ¿2ÍÜ M s ; : ;. M 2 
.20*8 28.1 43.8 49.9 iii« 9 

29.7 42,3 53.2 92.8 181.1 

124.1 171.8 28IÍ.1 ¿49.2 ' 332.9 

Total 174,6 242,2 381.1 391.9 x 625.9 
Sources. Calculations based on data obtained from the General Department of 

Statistics and from the balances of payment of the Banco: Central de Chile, 
a/ The gold peso is a unit of account with a gold content of 6d> used in Chile1 s 

foreign trade statistics, ; • 
1b/ In calculating the imports of capitel goods by mining companies, the consignments 

of thoeeigoods passed1 by the Customs north of Coquimbo have been used ae a basis, 
assuming that those used for other activities, ajre offset by imports by the mining 
undertakings through ports"farther south, 

It 1b noticeable that^vhile,in 1945, 71 per cent of the imports of capitel 
goods were financed by current exports,' 17 per cent by means of foreign credit and 
12 per cent by the assets of foreign companies, in 1949 the proportions for the same 
items were 53 per cénty 29 per cent and 18 per cent. The part played by foreign 
credit has been considerably extended as regards both absolute arid relative value. 

Source of capital formation. 

Another interesting aspect which may be considered Is the determination 
of the sources of Capitel formation, I.e. whether governmental or private* We shall 
thus ascertain whether the trend, which has now become very general in the world, 
, i.e. the attribution of greater importance to investment by the State, is also 
observable in Chile. 

The Chilean State invests in two ways: directly through public works and 
indirectly through development agencies. Available statistics reveal the fact that 
despite the considerable increase in public investment in the post-war period, 
government participation in capital formation as a whole has diminished, as it was 
only 29 per cent in 1949 as against 49 per cent In 1945 and 41 per cent in 1S40. 

/Table 10. 
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Table 10. Chile; Investments ty the State and by development aunóles 

Years Public . Educa,tibial<•Development Total , Percentage oi 
, works establlshme>niá eiaktíciéaS/ . iotal investments 

1940 359.2 27.1 467^3 853.6 41.1 

1945 690.1 34.0 1,219.0 1,943.1 49.0 
1946 742.3 27.0 619.1 1,388.4 21.6 . 
1947 941.2 61*4 1,237.7 2,240.3 30U 
1948 912.2 51.5 1,387.6 2,351.3 2f.2 . 
1949 ,1,357.2 46.4 1,913*3 3,317.2 29.1 
Sources: Corporación de Fomento de la Producción, reports of the Comptroller-

Geheral's office. 
a/ Investments by development agencies include ftuads diawn from their, ova ¿«sources, 

State cónt|lbuiÍQns and forelgp credits. 

Part played fry the Corporación de Fomento In capital formation» • • • 1 
Chile'd ^ost . important instrument for investment is the Corporacion de 

Fomento de la Producción, This body has three types of resources at its disposals 
Government contributions, its own income and foreign loans. In its 12 years of 
activity, that is to say from 1939 to 1950, its total resources have been 9,^22 
million pesos, distributed as follows: , ; > f 

Millions of pesos Percentage of total 
Government contributions ^,036 /• < 
Other contributions 6 0,1 
Own income 2,130 22.6 

Foreign credits3' 3.250 3**.5 
, 9^22 100,0 

a/ At the rate of exchange , of-31 pesos; to the dollar. 

Investments, properly "speaking, that is to say, with proper deductions • 
iiade for the service of foreign- credits ahd administration costs , have totalled 
.7,671 million pesos and were applied to the following purposes: 

/Millions of 
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•'".,. Millions of pesos Percentage of "total 
Energy ;¿-, > ,,.:;...>"•:.,¿̂ 0'. j,-.:.. ' 

Electricity ,, 2,150 ; . .28.0 
Petroleum . 860 ' . ,. : 11.2 
Other sources , 130 1.7 

Industries 2.760 , 36*0. . 
Steel ' . 2,020 26.3 ; ; 

Other industries 7^0 9.7 ,; . 
Agriculture ' . lt005 13.1 
Trade \ / ^ 
Mining " 2.9 
Housing . '. . . ; m ' ", sa. . 

• • • Totaj, ; v
; •••7,671̂ '; . 100.0 

, This, figure., which covers 12 .years ofinvestments, represents scarcely 
1.3 per cent of the national income. during that<.periodIt ,is: true that /ihvestmaiits 
Toy the Corporación, de Fomento have only acquired importance since the war, when < 
foreign credit and imported capital ;goods becameAvailable. , ., j.-

Foreign investments 

Until recently, thé information available cahcewfiing the amount of foreign 
investments in Chile waé very fragmentary. The suznd invested in the large mining 
undertakings werelmown approximately and the value of the Chilean seĉ ritiejg quoted 
on the London Stock Exchange wae?also ascertainable, . a, result of research 
by the Banqo Central, figures are available covering almost all foreign investments 
in Chile, classified by their nature or the type of investment, country of origin 
of the capital and the branch of aptivity in which they are invested. 

The inquiry, Which covered-nearly 200 undertakings end; bodies, revealed 
that at 31 December 19^8, a total of 966,800,000 doHars froin abroad were invested 
in Chile, distributed as follows according to country of origin: 

/Táblé U 



j Tabla 13U Chiles Foreign ; investments; ln 1948 
. s (ln m^l^lons oí doliere) 

Country of origin Direct " Portfolio Total . Percental 
United States 4960 3 17?.7 672,0 69.5 " 
Greet Britain 123.9 102.2 226.1 • 23.4 / 
Argentina V 5*0 • " 24.4 29.5 3.0 
Switzerland 25.1 25.1 2.6' 
Brazil - 3.0 3.0 0.3 
Belgium 1.8 0.3 2*1 0.2 ; 
Others 6.6 2.5 9.1 1.0 

'Total .. 633.6 ' 333.2 966.8 100.0 ; 
i "' ' • • t 

Source: Inversiones extranjeras en Chile en Banco Central de Qhile --
published by Editorial Ifoiveraitaria, 1950 
It vill be noted that 93 per cent of the total investments are made by 

two countries,: the United States: and Great Bfciteia^ The amounts invested by 
Argentina end Braail, shouldperhaps be :deductcid, the total since, in the first 
case; they refer almost .exclusively' to short^teym deb£t .balances, on the. sale of 
olive oil and wheat, and in the second case to a Jccppeitóótion account, 

investments have been classified under two headings: direct end 
portfolio, the first accounting for 633*6 million dollars and the second for 
333 • 2 million dollars> Direct investments, excluding consolidated and non-
consolidated debts, ̂ ouj*t to 5^5 million dollars and are distributed as follows; 
Table 12» Chile:- Direct investments class ifleft by ma .for economic activities 

Activity. - Millions of nesoa . Percentage, ;•• 
mmm^mmimmmmmmm^m ^i^mm^^mmmmmm^m^m'mmm^tmmm^^tm^im^» . i v • 

^"Mining • .̂ • • ,. . 376,0 . .69.0 
Services 98,6 .. , " l8.i 
Commerce " 34.7/ • 6.4 , 
Induatxy;.: • . .>,,.•-.• • >r.;29.0: • 5.3 , 

. Ft .ence , . 4.8 ^ 0.9 
Agriculture and \' ; ' 1. 7 1 v ' 0.3 
stqekbroeding ' •' • ,;•.';> ;

;; 
> Total . / , ^ 5 4 4 . 8 . 100.0 ... 

Sources Banco central de Chile. 

/This table 
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This table clearly showfc:.$fce., preference. of . in^iwtrial oountries for 
Investing abroad in branches of ecqnp^tc activity ooh^ecie^with 'the prodvfction'of. 
raw materials for export. The United States put 80 per cent of the capital it 
invested in Chile into minifcg and the United Kingdom 36 per cent; the letter country 
has shown a greater interest in public utilities, putting 45 pet -cent of its capital 
invested in Chile into this branch, as against the United States vith 11 per cent» 
The above table shows how little foreign capital has been attracted'to agriculture; 
industry has received very little external s t i m u l u s 5 per cent of 
the total. The capital, of other countries (thai; is to say> other than the United 
States and Great Britain), has been put by preference into industry, which accounts 
for 50 per cent of the funds invested. 

It is very probable that in previous years the pró̂ ortloh of foreign capital 
invested in other activities was greater, but information on the subject is incomplete 
Estimates of the United States Department of: tjqraaeree support this contention in 
respect of United States capital; unfortunately they aré not comparable with the 
Banco Central estimates'. 

Table 13. Chile: Direct United States investments 
(in millions of dollars) : > V 

'V'" ^ - 1929 19.36 ,,12^ 
! Tbtál ' ' " ^ : * ítgS Mii: , : , ; 

' ' Mining ' • - • : 331 . , , 277 , v , 
fining as a percentage of total 1 /8O.8 v 79.1. , 66.9 

Sources United States Department Of Conaiierce, as quoted fry the Sapeo Central de Chile, 

•Portfolio, investments of ari official character chiefly consist of the' ' 
foreign debt of the State*, loans received by tb̂ e Corporación de Fomento and the State 
Railwayscommercial debts incurred for the purchase of wheat and olive oil in 
Argentina and the debit balance of the clearing agreement with Brazil) distributed 
in accordance with;the.; following. table; , 
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Table, 14» .Chile: - -'OfíícM: '.ni^offi^ - ' 
' (ínlmií:&^ - : 

• A. Foreign debt ^ * 255;3 
. . , , . i In pounds ; 99 

, . In ̂dollars, .. \ , 130.4 . ^ 
In Swiss francs , 2^.1 

B.r Debts of govemaent agencies ( . 39*3 
í Corporación de ¡Fomento and. . 

' "'subsidiariesi in dollars' - \ 30,4 * ! 
"Stóte Railways, in dolled ' 8.9 

C. Commercial debta . w • • ' 
Purchase of wheat, in ' ' - " " 
Argentine fcasos 11.9 ,, ,, , 

/ 'Purchase of olive oil> :in; ; ; 
Argentine pesos 9-9 

Balance on agreement with Brazil 3*0 , , 

Total 319*4 

Source: Banco Central de Chile. 
All these iteius,' except the balance on the agreement with Brazil, are 

underwritten by, the State; but from the strictly investment point of view, it would 
be necessary to subtract comercial; debts and also the short or medium term debts 
owed by the Corporación de Fomento to suppliers or comercial bonks, which total 
;4;.2 î il̂ ion dollars» -Official foreign investments would thus total about 29CU _ 
million dollars. 

The credits obtained*by the Corporacl&i de Fomento and its subsidiaries 
totalled 82.6'&ilión dollars bythe end of 1946, 47*3 minioh'of toch hád'béen! 
utilized; 21+1? million had heen amortiied, 'arid the-balance outstanding wes 26,1 
million» v" • ; " - •• * - ^ • • - ' • 

Credits from the Export-Import Bank'- ari&'tlíe intérñátioitó^ -
changed the structure of foreign investment in Chile, and above ell have introduced 
a new method:, . the loans are made to government agencies which retain full ownership 
of their assets and of profits /realized. These agencies are under obligation solely 
to make payments of interest and amortisation* Thus the role of foreign capital 

¡ 

/is limited 
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áb to the acquisition of capital 
, agencies concerned;, this role, 

is limited to the economic contribution it 
goods tfhich become the property of the 
moreoverends:és the.loans are. repaid* 

Private portfolio investments, , as revealed by the inquiry of the Banco 
Central, are small in amount ee they reach a total.ct^ only 14 million dollars 
distributed over 80 Chilean undertakings. It Is probably that, despite the effort 
made, some of these investments have been overlooked, because of the difficulty of 
identifying foreign participation in Chilean companies or real property» Such 
investments have been directed chiefly to agriculture and stockbreeding (one-third) 
and industry (another third). 

The Banco Centrales inquiries 3aade no reference to the matter of the 
service of foreign investments, but it is interesting to determine, on the basis of 
figures available from the balances of payments, hov much vas due in 1948 for 
interest and amortization of foreign capital. The results are given in the following 
tables 

Total •'• Jaterest Annual 
vestse^ service 

Table 13» Chiles 

(in millions of dollars) 

Service on 
investment 
(percentage) 

1. Foreign de>t of 
the States' 254.7' 

2. Credits to the Cor-
poración de Fomento, 
State Railways, etc» 64.2 

3. Mining undertakings 376.0 
k. Other undertakings 272.0 

3»! 

21.6 
6.1 

3.9 

5.0 
56.3 
2.2 

6.9 

26.6 
62,5 
2.2 

2.7 

41.4 
16.6 
8.1 

Sources; Balance of payments, Banco Central de Chile; Inversiones extranjer as en 
" "J' Chile en 1948, Banco Centyfo de Chile. 
a/ A new Act (No. 8962) of 22 July 1948 authorized the President of the Republic to 

convert foreign long-texm direct obligations or indirect debts of the State into 
new direct obligations* This refunding operation extends the maturity of the* 
foreign debt to 46 years. 

This Act Fixed the rate of interest for 1948 at 1 per cent and regular 
amortization instalments of 2,531#000 dollars-* Owing to the promulgation of this 
new Act and to the changes introduced in the payments on service account, the 
interest due in 1948 was not paid until 1949, so that it was included in the 
balance Of payments for the latter year instead of 1948. The above table, however, 
includes such Interest payments in 1948* ' * 

/Thus the 
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Thus the contrast "between thfe foreign debt of the State, vhich 
owing to the long period set for etabMil&tionj bosta letté thaá 3Í per cent pet 
annüm» and loans from foreiga banks to development agencies, the period of 
repayment of which is short and raleesthe amu^l/js^apvice to teord than 
Uo j?ér eent, is clearly bright out^ : 

/ cHAíraí u 
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CHILE 
- " ̂  ' CHAPTER II . ' . , 

' 'BéüSI'BIAL PRODUCTION 
New Advanceb In Industrialization 

The previous "Economic Survey" in the chapter on economic development 
in Chile from 1925-49, discussed the casé of a ,country with limited capital 
and little Industrial experience which had succeeded In establishing relatively 
large Industries. Attention was also drawn to the efforts of the Corporacion 
de Fomento de la Producción tó concentrate its plans for the industrialization 
of the country on certain fundamental objectives such as the construction of 
á steel plant/the electrification of the country, the exploitation, and 
refining of petroleum and the establistoent of ceítaln essential industries. 

During the period 1945-50 Chilean industry has continued to develop 
rt ' ' 

along the same lines, attempting to improve the supply of goods for the country 
by producing those. Items which it cannot acquire abroad In the necessary 
amounts, owing to its, decreastóg capacity to impóH» r 

Among the - foremost o£• J^ca&tfe^hlevements is the entry into 
operation of the steel plant at Huachlpatov On 3 June 1950 it produced its 
first pig iron. ̂  ; 

The. Corporacion de Fomento - de; la Producc Ion considers that the year 
I950 marks the end of the first- stage, of its tfork,' and that it should now 
prepare to assume new tasks within the framework of that programe. Thus, for 
example., a "blueprint of undertakings planned for 1951-60" has been drawn up 
which like the previous plan,- depends largely on the - obtaining of foreign 
credits. v \ ' 

, As evidence, and: Justification of its participation In the drafting 
of this plan, the Corporation hasmade/an estimate of the savings In foreign 
exchange which have been made possible by the projects already In progress, 
and which will amount in 1951 to 34.4 million dollars, approximately half 
being attributable to the steel works. 
l/ True, the rolling unit had been In operation since November 1949 'but it 
was still using raw materials imported from abroad. 

/Of this 
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Of this total 23*5 million dollars or 68 per cent kre due tb savings 
resulting from investments made with foreign credits. At the end of 1950 
foreign credits amounted to 115*6 million dollars used as follows: 
Table 16 . Chile. Distribution of foreign credits obtained, fryJBhe 

• Corporación de Fomento 
Purpose Amount 

' Millions of dollars \ Percentage 
Steel, works ; - ^ 51*1 . 4 4 . 2 
Electricity 28.5 , < 24.6 
Miscellaneous industries ' * 21.7 18.8 
Agricultural machinery . ; ,14.3 12.4 -

Total'1 t .;. . V .v 1 Ü O 
Source: Coiporaclpn de Fomento de la Producción 

- , As 9 million dollars will be required In I95I ̂ o service those 
credits, the net,savings on that portion of the investments made with foreigh 
credits will be. 14 million dollars* Savings of 11 million dollars will accrue 
from Investmentsr made with local funds, making á total net saving of ¿5 million 
dollars against imports which, vary between 300 and'33O million dollars* 

. This saving should-not,1 of. courteey be interpreted merely as a means 
of reducing importe which would be little more than a relative improvement, for 

-

the only result would be to substitute goods produced locally for imported 
commodities, leaving the volume of available goods unchanged. In reality, the 
purpose .pf, savings In foreign exchange throügh the process óf industrialization 
in the tender-developed, countries is to make impossible to éóntinue diversifying 
Imports without being too closely bound by the.-'fluctuations iri the import 
capacityf which generally show: a downward trend*' 

The loxig-texm objective of the Corporation's policy is to break the 
vicious circle to which reference waB made in the previous Survey in the 
following passage: • "It .is impossibleto increase theproduction of consumer 
goods to the extent required because sufficient capital goods are not imported, 
and imports of capital goods cannot be Increased because the country must 
import consumer goods." ̂  At the same time-it Was stated that only foreign 
investments could break this vicious circle but of course only, to the extent' ' / 

L / Economic Survey of Latin America,. 1 9 4 9 ( e / cN . 1 2 / 1 6 4 ) 

/that such 
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that such Investments would result- in-a net saving of foreign exchange vhlch 
would release the exchange used for Importing consumer goods and allow it to 
be utilized for acquiring capital goods abroad* In other words, when domestic 
sating are Insufficient, recourse must be had to foreign capital, and the 
adequate use of such capital constitutes a means whereby domestic capital 
formation can be progressively expanded. 
Plans for the next ten years 

The desire of the Corporacion de Fomento to pursue with vigour 
development programmes which Involve the use of foreign capital is therefore 
understandable« The principal projects which have already been studied and 
which constitute the goals for the ten-year period 1951-60 will .require 
approximately 140 million dollars in credits from abroad. The principal projects 
will be distributed as follows according to the branch of the economy which 
they are designed to help: 
Table 17 Chiles i>istrlbutlen of foreign 

credits by branches 1|1 •••> I I ,||,';,; .jfi. || i | I|» T .^i^i. ji I m\ IIHM .I linn 

X Millions of dollars 

Industry 
Mining 
Agriculture 
Electricity 
Transport and communications 

TOTAL: 

3 7 . 8 

11.8 
26.2 
2 7 . 7 

3 6 . 0 

1 3 9 * 5 

Percentage of 
the total 

27.I 
8 . 5 

18.8 
1 9 . 8 

25.8 
100.0 

Source; Corporación de Fomento de la Producción' 

/As vill be 
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..As-' will. "Tib-- seen; 'indust^r 'will réceivé 27 per cent of the total new 
credits, ór approximately $3& -mi H i on i The following industrial projects 
listed according to "the; amount of credits required will make up the programme 
for the next d e c a d e . ' ? 

Table 18: ' Chile: Foreign credits for industrial investment proposed . 
by the Corporacloh de Fomento for the ten*year 
period 1951-60 t . ' . : » . ' 

Project J: Yéar^A T Amount in millions 
— • ' .. , v, :. of dollars „' ,, • 
Cellulose, |!Qr paper and rayon, and . 
paper" factory .1951 . - . 10.0 

Beet-sugar factories 19^1 6.0 
Saw mill,and related industries 1953-' 6.0 
Compañía dé Acero del Pacifico 

(extensibn) , - rmmmrr7^ ; I95I 5.0 
Soda ash plant 1952 4.0 
Copper refinery 1952 2.5 
Fishing industry / 1951 " 2.0 
Iron alloys factory , 1951 ' 1.5 
Zinc refinery 1951 0*8 
, . • > Source; Corporación de Fomento de la: Producción. 
Note: a/ First year credit will be required. 

Moribof these projects were mentioned in the previous Survey 
since'.the" preliminary studies to support the applications for credit were already 
well advanced. Nevertheless it is worth considering them again more closely 
froa the, viewpoint of investment and of the savings in foreign exchange which 
are,expected to result. 

The cellulose plant, which,will • also-. \>p used to manufacture rayon/ and 
paper, and the new paper factory, are to be established for the purpose of 
doing away almost entirely with imports of cellulose and paper including news-
print. This would enable the country to improve the balance of payments position 
by approximately $6 million ($4 million for cellulose and $2 million for paper). 
The portion of the investment to be financed with foreign capital would amount 
to $10 million; private Chilean capital would contribute 320 million pesos, 
making a total investment of $15 million. The Corporación de Fomento de la 
Producción has estimated allowing for a moderate regular growth in the con-
sumption of cellulose and paper that the savings in foreign exchange would amount 
to seven and a half million dollars in i960. The raw materials would be taken 
entirely from Chilean forests, the systematic exploitation of which is also 
visualized in the plan. 

faTOtA Áátlnl 
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, The cellulose • plan, is. linked to the timber plan for which a North 
American mis si on ,, at the reque s t of the Corporacion deFcp.ento de la Producclon 
has made a complete survey of the forest resources of the country. The . 
exploitation of those resources includes: (a);sawmills with: completely mechanized 
equipment and transport facilities; (b) a pressboard,factory as an adjunct to. 
one of the sawmills with a productive capacity of 21 million square<metres of 
hard and insulating "boards; (c) the modernization of the existing timber , 
industry with a View to intensifying production end lowering costs. 

,Jn all, these projects will require $6 million in foreign credits 
of which $3 million will be used for the sawmill plants; $2 million for the 
pressboard factory and $1 million for modernizing existing installations. In 
addition, an investment is envisaged of 2k0 million pesos, or million, to 
camel.,from ̂ e.-prlyatelyrowned^imbeir, indus.tryf--. 

Sales of Chilean timber tárq&'VÍéi, he í increased -by approximately". 
$2 million as a, result of th^se also make it 
possible to meet under inore, ffef̂ í̂ líie c^MMmB"the .competition of other 
supplier; countries, for example^ • jtto*ml^^^mring market of Argentina. 

.. As regards .the' Iron ̂ ^ el^i ín^^try, which is the one that up to 
this time has received the greatest attention, the plan has two objectives: 
(a) the expansion of the various sections -of the Huachipato factory and (b) the 
installation of an iron alloys factory. 

It may seem surprising that the metallurgical unit of the Compañía de 
Acero del Pacifico should hardly have been put Into operation before it was con-
sidered advisable to expand the plant, particularly when it is. borne in mind that 
at the outset fears were expressed that the plant would be too large for the 
resources of the country. Actually further investment at Huachipato has been 
made, necessary by a combination of factors. In the first place domestic demand 
and the opportunity to place export surpluses' have exceeded the estimates; 
secondly, blast furnace output has also been greater than anticipated and 
accordingly a larger supply of pig iron, also makes it necessary to Increase the 
capacity of the other processes of production, the steel mill and the rolling 
mill, If the rate of processing in the later stages is to be maintained without 
bottlenecks; lastjy, due to the shortage of foreign;exchange t it has hot always 
been possible to carry put the installation on the mostdesirable scale,; and it 
is therefore necessary to consider new investments to supply the deficiencies 
which have become apparent in theproposed installations. 

/to the 
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In the opiiiiop 6f the Cór^brácipn de Fomento investments in Various 
sections such as supply of materials, a cpkery, a blast furnace and a steel 
mill totalling 6 million dollars would be required to expand "the irói and steel 
programme;, of which 5 million dollars would be provided by foreign creditsv That 
investment would produce an-increase of 30 per cent in the volume of finished 
goods, which would result in ah additional saving in foreign exchange of 
5 million dollars, that-is to say frcm'the viewpoint of the balance of payments 
the investment would pay for itself in a single'year. 

The other project is also cc^ected with the Huachipato works but it 
concerns a different enterprise in which private industry is participating. The 
objective is ;to "supply the dmestic demand for iron alloys which has increased 
owing to the establishment of the iron and steel works. The new factory would 
be set up near the Euachipato-works! and wóuld have a productive capacity of 
17,000 tons of ferro?-manganeee, 2,000 tons of ferró-silicon, 3/000 tons of 
sili co-manganese and 5,000 tons of calcic carbide. The exportable surplus of 
the first three products would amount, altogether to approximately 3 million 
dollars a year, a figuré- which when compared with en investment of I.5 million 
dollars in foreign capital shows; the advantages of this project. Investments in 
local currency to be made by. private capital would amount to 70 million pesos, 
or slightly more than a million dollars. ' : : ' 

The non-ferrous metals industry will be further expanded by two other 
projects under the new plan of the Corporaclon* de Fomento, namely, those for 
zinc and copper .refineries. In the previous-survey reference was made to the 
construction of a copper smelter,at Paipote by the Qája de Crédito Minero for the 
purpose of enabling.small, and medium-sized mines to smelt their metals instead,of 
selling them abroad as concentrates which is much'less advantageous to the country. 
The copper refinery planned by the Corporation de Fomento is viewed as the in-, 
dispensable complement of >the smeltér at íaipote and:is intended to be used to , 
recover gold and, silver from the smelted copper in addition to refining the 
copper itself. / The new plent is designed to produce 20,000 tons of defined 
coppér, 5,000-- kilogrammes of gold and 10*,000 kilogrammes of silver. The project 
wiU require .an investment of 2f million dollars in íoréign ereáítBan d 50 million 
pesos in local; capital or a total- of 3.3• millioh dollars. The savings in 
foreign' exchange have been estimated at dné million dollars per annum. 

v , • /Che zinc 
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The zinc refinery, is due to the initiative of private- industry, and , 
Corporación de Fomento has decided to support, it in viey of the. advantages it 

will bring to the country. The plan is to install, a plant capable of - producing 
2,000 tons of electrolytic zinc and 3,600 tons, of sulphuric acid annually., ... 
Hitherto electrolytic zinc has not been produced in C^ile(4andr its, production within 
the country would make possible saving of half a pillion dollars annually. As; 
regards sulphuric ¿cid, although it has been produced from domestic sulphur, the 
plan is to manufacture it fro© iron pyrites, since the production of this, commodity 
although still in the initial stages and costly: is essential.to th? development, of 
this chemical industry. The investment, will amount.to 700,000 dollars in foreign 
credits and 50 million pesos in local capital. 

Another interesting proposal is the.establishment of a plant for the 
production1of soda ash and caustic soda. The.objective issgradually to satisfy 
total domestic demand which by 19$) would amount to kO,,00.0 tons of soda ash and 
12,000 tons of caustic soda. All the ra» materials are to be found tti the coimtry 
(salt, lime and coal), and in that wey the nation \*ould avoid the employment of 
nitrate which is now used as a rato jptwi^lWith the attendant watte and high cost 
of production. With an investment of k million dollars in. foreign capital and 
2 million dollars from local sources, 36,000 tons of ;sod9, ash and caustic soda 
could be produced with a yearly saving of 3 million dollars in foreign exchange.-

Evén though the setting up of the .beet sugar industry is of concern 
to agriculture because of its effect on crop rotation and cattle feeding, some 
mention shouldlbe made., here of' the projects of the Corporacion de Fomento in this 
f i e l d . : -

íhe Corporaciones projects for the period 1951-60 are based on the 
construction of three factories each having a productive capacity of 12,000 tons 
per annum. The total investment would amount to six million dollare f t h e 
importation of machinery and equipment and Jj-32 million pesos for local expend!* 
tures Including credits to farmers for the purchase of livestock^ the construction 

1/ The previous Economic Survey described the economic basis of the project to 
satisfy part of the demand for sugar, even if the plan onjy succeeded in , 
taking care of the normal increase which, it i>e estimated,^ dáveíope cumula» 
tively at the rate of 10 p^r cent every three years. 

/of silos 
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oí siios and stables etc. The savings iri foreign exchange may he estimated at 
five million a year from i960 onwards without taking into account the increase ih 
agricultural production which is essential, in view of the limited Quantity of 
protective foodstuffs consumed in the country. 

The investments which the. Corporación dé Fomento' plane to make in regard 
to1the fisheries and the utilization of fish products'are not limited to the 
industrial field. The plan for the fisheries includes the impprt of equipment for 
the fishing fleet, the construction, of canning factories', the modéríiization of ̂  
existing factories, the installation of freezing plants, and the construction of 
factories for by-products such as oils, fish meal • glue and raw materials for the 
paint and varnish industry. The investment ;wóuld;amount to 2 million dollars in 
foreign credits and 2.2:millibh dollars in. local funds and would make possible a 
saving of almost k million dollars in foreign' exchange annually. 

These projects in'the aggregate woiiid increase the Chilean industrial 
potential to an extent which can bo appreciated by comparing the total amount of 
the investment required' with the savings in forei^i exchange which it is hoped 
to realize. Adding together the hO million dollars in foreign currency and the 
l,50b millions in local currency which are to be spent,converted it the rate of 
60 pesos to the dollar, a total of 65 million dollars'i¿ obtained* The antici-
pated savings in foreign exchange have been estimated by the Corporación de 
Fomentó' at approximately 22 million dollars in 1955 end 31 million dollars in I96Q 

Table 19 v Chile; • Estimate of savings in foreign exchange in i960 . .. 

Projects Milllons of dollars 
Cellulose1 and paper factory 7»5: 
Sugar industry - 5.0. 
Expansion of the Huachipato steel works 5,0 
Fishing' industry ' 3.7 
Iron alloys .factory ' ' 1 3*0 
Soda.ash factory §.0, 
Saw mills and related industries 2.0 
Copper refinery 1.0 
Zinc refinery p.5 

• '/ - . ; • ; . _ . ;• 30-7 
Source: ' Corporación de Fomento de la Producción», 

/Evolution and 
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Evolution and Trend "of .índufttñ^ 

The purpose of the examination which contrary to chronological order 
has just "been made of the future of • Chilean industry has "been to. show the length 
to which a nation is prepared-to go-when it has decided that its future develop-
ment depends on industrialization,, the mechanization of agriculture and the 
harneesingfdf its sources of power.. Such a survey allows of a better estimate 
being made .'of the present state of Chilean industry and its recent evolution. 

iHíe valué of Industrial production at constant prices together with the 
corresponding index are the first elements required to form a Judgment of the 
progress which has been made in this, economic sector during the .post-war period* 
Table 20 . -Chile: Volume of industrial production • ' 
Year - • Value . Index of • . Index of employment 

at 1940 prices,in production (man-days worked) 
millions of pesos - ' 

1937 . 1 0 0 -1937 • 10Ó 

1940 4,428 1 1 3 . 6 1 1 6 . 1 
1 9 4 5 5 , 2 5 6 1 3 5 . 0 . . , 1 2 3 - 8 

19^6 5,682 . ... • 145.9-' ; ,128.0 . 
1 9 ^ 7 • - - : , . ' ' 6 , 0 7 1 . 1 5 5 . 9 1 2 2 * 4 

1948 : : 6,350 o I63.O ; 1 1 9 , 5 
1949 . . . : • -6,594a > . .169.2 f t / 1 1 2 2 . 0 : 
1950 ; ; 6,-449-' / , 165.5^ ' 113.1 
Source! General Department of Statistics and Corporacion de Fomento, 
a/ Estimate based on nine'months. ; 

These figures show an increase of 45*6 per cent in the volume of 
production over 1940 and a rise of 22.7 per cent over 1945 which may 'be considered 
a relatively high rate of increase. It is also gratifying that productivity as 
expressed by the ratio between the indices of production and employment should 
have increased; with 8.6 per cent les? mah-days them in 1945 a 22.7 per4 cent 
greater volume has been obtained. As these figures, however, only include a1 \ 
limited number of enterprises and in particular do not take into account the new 
industries, their representative value can only b^ approximate and they aré 
probably5 below the reality. Furthermore, as indices, do not include the same 
groups of industries they are not strictly comparable. 

This is illustrated by Industrial consumption of electric energy which 
has been increasing at an average rate of 1 3 per cent per annum in the last década 

/Pable 21 
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Table 21. Chile; Industrial consumption of eleotric energy 
1 

(Millions of kilowatt hours).. 
Year Indus,tr.les listed by ; Estimate for all s Index 

the General Department industries 
of Statistics . •-• ' - ' • •• ' • ' - '-. ̂  

19^0 232 290.0 100 
i9*u , . 260 - , 325.0 ; < 112.1 
19^2 3llf 392.5 135.3 
19^3 336 - - 422.5'' 1*5 
19kk 383 . . ; - W f 7 , ^ 165.1 * > 

19^5 : : ^ ' • 5^1.2 186.6 
19^6 508 . 635.0 219.0 
19^7 5^2 677.5 233.6 
19U8 . 613: , - 766.2 26U.2 
19̂ 9 626 2/ ; ,782.5 : 269.8 
1950 , • 671 ' 838.7 289.2 
Source; General Department of Statistics, -

Note: a/ Estimate arrived at by extrapolation. 

, The only available figures on.the consumption of electric energy 
by industry are those appearing in the Statistical Yearbooks. As these 
statistics refer to a group of approximately 5,000 enterprises, there 
are some:industries on which no. information is available. nevertheless 
It may be assumed that the balance not covered consists of smaller 
enterprises end that accordingly their consumption of electric energy, 
is stcft.11.- Jt may therefore be assumed that;; the consumption by-
in&usvrias covered by the statistics represents about 80 per cent 
of total industrial consumption In the nation. • 

Iron and: Steel Industry. 
As we have.vSeen; this branch of industry is that which has. received 

theigreatest stimulus owing ta: the investment of about -90.million dollars, 
representing the total co#t Of the Huachipato plant which -was • officially 
inaugurated on 25 November' 1950../ 

An idea of the- importance of the ttew plant máy be obtained fróm 
a comparison of Chilean- iron:and steel production before and after the first 
coke blast furnace went into operation, : " 

. . . " " -p..'.,}•/ • • 

/Tatle 22. 
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Table 22, Chile: Iron and Steel E^&ittSlon 

Year Tpns 
19^0 23,000 
19^5 J-'w-i 27,700 
¿9̂ 6, 32,600. 
i9i»r - 36,000 

.;. ; 19U8- : > . - : .. 39,600 
.19^9. . 36,900 

. 1950 (x) ^ ¿ v.- 108,500 . y ' ' . * '<•. 1 

Source: . Producing firms. v / •. . > 

(x) I^oviaiohal ; V. ^ r"':'. \ • . • 

Of the 108,506 tone produced in 19^ accounted fót ty 
, fcuachipato. In six months during which the;plant was not in full-scale operatioh, 
and without reckoniiig stééX in, the process of manufacture the enterprise has 
produced''46,000 tons of pig .ipori fpr. the market, 12,500 tons of steel bars and 
12,500 tons of sheet steel including tin plated pie old charcoal blast furnace 
which is operating í.n' the southern part áf the - country only produced 7,600 tons 
of pig Iron and 6,000 tons of steel bars, and the existing roiling mills only 
manufactured 23,000 tone'of steel bars. In future the old charcoal blast furnace 
(which ifa part will use foundry coke from Huachipato) will only produóe high-grade 
pig iron, and of the /existing rolling mills, one has been dismantled and moved to 
Huachipato to complete the Installation there, r v • • 

- . » ^ 

77 1 V^'V''"^;' • V'V--','V< ' ' 
October was really the first month of normal full production; 3he blast 
furnace produced ian average of 6l6 tons of pig iron daily whereas estimates 

* had been conservatively placed at 55^ tons a~day. This fundamentally 
favourable situation has given rise to some concern as the capacity of 
Siemens-Martin and Bessemer converters does not permit them to keep up 
with the blast furnace's:production* Ibis maladjustment, characteristic 
of any plant in ita early stages., is due chiefly to the fact that the blast 
furnace discharged five times a; day and that the pig iron is kept at the 
proper temperatwe only to permit of three loadings:of the Bessemer after 
each pouring, ,;The< Siemens^Martin, which uses only 55 per cent of freshly 
produced pig iron, requires which has already passed through the 
Bessemer, and the latVer does not work at full capacity for the reasons 
explained; At .the rate of production the blast ffeikbe reached In October, 
about 175 tone d^ily would be left unrefined. With the installation of a 
mixer to malntaíih the temperature of the pig iron at the proper level, this difficulty would be overcome. 

/According 
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According to the technical the alterations provided 
for in the expáttéion plan were carried î iij ISl&st furnaces ptfodttótióri could he 
increased to 7Ó0 tons and eveh'to 900 tons daily, thus giving an annual production 
of 270,000 to 300,000 tons. 

This figure exceeds domestic consumption by a wide mkrgitt. It is not 
surprising,therefore, that pig iron should have been exported ih 19Í5ÓÍ 32,000 t 
tons vere sold to the United States> taking advantgae of the high prices paid 
by this market, which had been affected by the economic emergency caused by the 
re-armament prograifcme. 

Other more elaborate products (sheets, bars, wire> strips and sections) 
have been exported to the neighbouring markets of Argentina, Peru and Ecuador. 
Chile has signed an agreement with Argentina which provides that exports of iron 
and steel shall be applied to pay off párt of the débt contracted earlier for 
the pyrchaeelof; wheat and olive _oil,. tiSru^ptay haé also'manifested interest 
in Chilean steel. ' •* 

The production schedule for 1951 will be as follows: 
Commodities • Tons 
Iron and/or steel ingots • 52,000 

' Bars and sections 62,000 
' Strips • • •• 6,000 
Wire 20,000 ' 
Thin sheets (up to 3.2 millimetres) 22,500 
Thick sheets (from 3.2 to 12 millimetres) 20,000 
Tin plate and black iron plates 16,500 
Pipes 4,800 

Total \ 203.800 
For most of the'commoditiesy estimated production exceeds consumption 

even taking into account, that ,the latter is tending to increase. The consumption 
pattern in 1950 is indicative of the new-position which Chile has attained. "Total 
production reached 108,000, tons, a figure more 'or less( equal to the amount of 
imports. Deducting exports (12,000 tons) and orders accepted but not shipped 
(25,000 tons) we obtain a figure of 180,000 tons for apparent consumption, which 
ié 6 per cent Higher than the 19^9 figure. It isv still farfromtherecord 
consun®tion of 220,000 tone reached before the wórid economic crisis. 

/Cement 
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Cement Industry , 1 

Cement holds second place among capital goods produced in Chile. It . 
held the first place before the Huachipato plant vent into,operation. In the last 
three years cement consumption has been declining after having reached its peak 
in 19^7 as is shovn in the following table: 
Table 23. 

Year. 
19^0 

Chile: 

Production 
385.1 

Production? Import and consumption of cement 
(in thousands of tons) 

Imports 
13 .t 

Apparent Consumption 
398.7 

1945 411.1 44.5 458.5 
1946 579.9 8.7 581».6 
1947 602.3 0.7 : • 600.1 
1948 539.8 2.2 . 539,7 : 

1*95.2 1.6 ^95.5 

1950 2/ 1+86,1 • 1.6 477.6 S/ 

Source: General Department of Statistics 
a/ —' Estimates "based on data for nine months. 

In 1950 with the establishment of a third factory the theoretical 
production capacity in cement was raised to 900,000 tons to cover demand which 
would normally have-amounted to some 600,000 tons or more if the rate of growth 
between 191*0 and-19^7 had been maintained. Jt Is proposed to set up another 
factory near Huachipato and this will use the blast furnace slag as well as , 
semi-processed cement from one of the existing factories which devotes its excess 
capacity to the manufacture of superphosphates. 

Chile thus has^viytuol exportable surplus available for which it is 
seeking markets. In I950 it exported small quantities amounting to about 
10,000 tons and it has been negotiating the sale of cedent to Argentina. The 
slackening of domestic consumption of cement is connected with the decline in 
construction and public works from 19^6 onwards. 

/Table 2k. 
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Table 2k Chile; Construction and éifleftdlture on piiblic works 

Year Planned construction In 13 communes Expenditure, on public works.. 
In thousands of" In millions Volume a/ 
square.metres, • ''Index of pesos Index "" 

1940 . 76910 : " 100.0 360.8 t 100.0 

1945 763.6 . 107.7 763.8 88.8 
1946 1,118.7 157.8 1,056.3 U3.O 
1947 917.3 129.4 1,344.6 122.9 
1948 798.9 112,7 1,246.3 98.5 
1949 806.7 113.8 1,567.5 107.9 

1950 874.3 y 123.3 y 1,800.0 c/ 108.0 y 
Sources: Auditor^General's Office of Chile 

General Department of Statistics 
Corporación de Fomento de la Producción 

ej Figure obtained by deflating the value oú the basis of the cement price index, 
b/ Estimate based on figures for the first ten months, 
c/ Provisional 

The rise in cement prices does not seem to have been the obstacle 
which discouraged investment in construction; cement' prices have actually • 
increased by only 3^2 per cent since 19^0 whereas the rise In wholesale prices 
or in the cost of living has been greater. The decline in building after the 
peak of 19^5-47 Is rather attributable to the difficulty in obtaining capital 
for such purposes and to the laws fixing rent ceilings which have made investment, 
in housing for rental purposes less productive than other investments• 

Although public works which use. large quantities of cement, have 
slackened off less than private construction, they have not maintained the 
volume of activity reached in 19^6-47 though a trend towards recovery 
has been noted in the last two years. 

/Chemical 
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Chemical Industry . 
The. Chemical industry ranks among the basic industries and the progress 

which, attends, th^ establishment and expansion of. that industry is .one of the 
best indices of a country's, economic, development, in .general, the first stage is 
characterized by the manufacture of commodities in great demand from'finished ' 
or sepi-finished imported materials, and these activities usually, require 
strong protection to enable them-to become established and to survive. The 
second stag© consists in the processing of raw materials for industries 
manufacturing consumer goods,. In some instances, these raw materials are 
required, for a particular industry.and the consumer industries themselves 
undertake their production. In other cases, they are pi'oduced for a variety of 
purposes. In the third stage, the chemical industry is devoted to the production 
of materials which are basic to other industries, and it has then become a 
heavy industry. It is possible to consider a fourth stage when a chemical 
industry for the export market ari$ee in countries possessing abundant natural 
respurces. . ; . 

Chile has partially tbir̂ r fttage already and has the 
necessary qualifications one day to reach the.fourth in some fields at least. 
The variety and abundance of basic raw materials in Chile such as nitrate, 
sulphur, .coal, wood, iodine, salt, lime and metals such as.copper and iron, are 
well known. Another decisive factor is the existence of cheap electric power, a 
goal toward which Chile is striving through its.hydro-electric development schemes 

In reality, the problem lies in Chile's own consumption of most 
chemical products, which is too small to make it worth while to install plants 
of the minimum, eize necessary for economic operation. Fortunately/ the -
same industrialisation which has benefited the country in other fields is 
changing the terms of. this problem. On the one hand, new branches:, of industry 
are being developed that require the chemical products which existing 
Industries used to import, and on the. other hand, the output of .some of the 
recently established industries, such as the iron and steel industries, includes 
a variety of by-products for which the question of cost does not arise. 

/in Chile,- » 
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In Chile, the chemical industry éitî ts in the first three stages men-
tioned above, for after a new stage has ifeéti íéáched, the earlier stage does not 
disappear although it becomes relatively less important. The most significant 
example Is the pharp^ceutlcial product s industry which. Is-among the light or' 
terminal. industries. In 19^8, out. of a. total'volume of, 2,800 million pesos which 
statistics show for the production ót thé chemical industry as a whole, the; 
manufacture of pharmaceutical products amounted to 500 million pesos or 18 per cent 
of the total, whereas in 1940 the Corresponding figuré was approximately 25 per cart. 

Another branch of the chemical consumer industry, the manufacture of 
perfumes and tiolét articles, has increased its share from 1.3 per cent of the 
total volume in,1940 to 12 per. cent in 1940. That is due, however/ to the fact 
that this industry .has ,been making inroads into the domestic market until, prac-
tically speaking, it supplies;.the entire demaná-. . 

, ; The manufacture of matches- has-also satisfied the whole demand for the 
last thirty years. • Per capita consumption has - increased 18 per cent over the 
pre-war .period.; ' * .J. ,'f " • '*"'.•• ' 

*:' The hgavy chemical industry. in, Chile. already possesses some of the primary 
prerequisites, sulphuric, hydrochloric and nitric acids which are the indispensable 
basis for a series -of qther mnufactures> \ 

- It.will be seen from the following table in which the production figures 
refer only 19 acid used for commercial purposes, (excluding acid which some mining 
industries and establishments produce for their own consumption), that between 1939 
and 1948 there has been an.increase of 48 per cent in the. production of sulphuric 
acid, of 42 per cent in that: of• nitric acid and of 127 per cent in that of hydro* 
chloric acid. Practically- speaking, the demand is satisfied and in the case of 
sulphuric acid, there is a 'small'' surplus which is disposed of in Bolivia. 
Table 25 Chile:. Production and net exports and imports of the principal acids 

> (In metric .tone) .. ' "r-• - "•• ? 

Year Sulphuric Acid. Nitric Acid , • ! Hydrochloric Acid' : 
Production Net Export. Production Net Import: Production. Net; Import 

1939 3,470 . 191 : 1 126 • '25' : 481 ' 18 
19^0 2,216 299 - 143 15 '.' 456,;, • : 5 '••• 
1941 4,626 254 133 21 ... 560 , 12, 
1942 3,808 • .'325 : ; 118 .: 24 580 13 
1943 3,775 384 ; • 125 < • 6 , - 826 . •< 8 : 
1944 4,283 299 '107 12 893 10 
1945 4,843 212 137 11 1,080 2 
1946 4,008 341 129 3 845 7 
194? . : 5,551 369. 154 19 1,090 7 1948 5,076 423 180 11 1,094 15 
1949 : 453 • • 13 • »• 12 
1950 416 a/ • • • * • • • • 

Source t Industrial Yearbooks, General Department of Statistics» 
a7 First eleven months. , . . /The most 
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The most toportant of these acids is sulphuric acid which heretofore 
haB bee&^produced only from domestic sulphur. Some figures are given on the 
extraction of sulphur in the chapter bn mining where it Is pointed out that the 
plans of the Oorporaclon.de Fomento Include provision for the Installation of añ 
electrolytic *inc reflnex̂ y at Huachipato which would produce as a by-product 
some -3,600 toL\ vf sulphuric acid annually' or about 70 per cént of present output. 
This tonnage however would not be available in its entirety for commercial markets 
because the steel industry itself is á consumer of acid, and with that consider-
ation in mind it has installed a small plant of its own which has been producing 
at that rate annually ever since June 19501 Although it sells small quantities 
to the public, it has not been Included in the table because it began operations 
in 1950. 

Another advantage which would be derived from the production of cheap 
sulphuric acid in the vicinity of Santiago would be the fact that pyrites from the 
El Teniente copper mine could be utillijed^ 

Of these three chemicals, hydrochloric acid has shown the largest 
increase in consumption. This is due to the advances made in certain 
metallurgical industries, particularly wire-drawing. One of . the by-products 
of the manufacture of hydrochloric acid is sodium bisulphate of which 3>0QQ tons 
are being produced annually. In turn, this acid salt may at times be substituted 
for sulphuric acid as a deoxydizer*of metals, for example, in the manufacture of 
galvanized iron* Iii this way the production of hydrochloric acid is helping to 
satisfy some of Chile's réqüiremehtd ixi sulphuric acid. 

The growth of the textile industry has considerably increased the 
consumption of acetic acid and4 seme of its salts. These products are obtained 
by the distillation of wood; in general charcoal, which is consumed in large 
quantities for domestic purposes in central Chile and to a lesser extent in the 
north in the manufacture of blasting powder, is produced locally in Improvised 
kilns in which the by-products are lost. \ 

1/ This project was "studied a few years ago by the Corporacion de Fomento but 
was not proceeded with, probably owing to the complications raised by the special 
rate of exchange applicable to this mine for its expenses in Chile. 

/Since the 
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Sine© the beginning of this 'century , a" plant" which uses woods native 
to the region has operated Intextit'ttenily at the'port"ofQuellán on the island 
of Chíloe. In 1941 with the help of the Corporación de Fomento a plant was set 
up to produce charcoal from wood from the eucalyptus forests near the port of 
San Antonio. ÍEhlé! establishment was in operation up to and including 1943 when 
it burnt down; It was not rebuilt because of the demand for/unprocessed wood. 
In the last^few years two new 'small scale plants of this type have been established 
and to these- the increases in production noted from 1946 onward are to be attributed, 

The projects of the corporación de Fomento fpr the development of the 
lumber industry envisage certain credits for the construction of new plants to aid 
in the full exploitation of the forests. 

Before the modem systems for extracting boron and its derivatives were 
perfected, Chllé* wae one of the largest exporters of caicium borate. The 
exploitation of the deposits was halted completely at the'begiiming of this 
century. The British firm which exploited them retained ownership of the 
deposits,however, and at the beginning of the war It put Into operation a factory 
to supply Chilef s requirements of boron 'and its derivatives. These are chiefly 
boric acid, sodium borate aiid sodium tetraborate. 

The consumption of boric acid in Chile rose fivefold between the years 
1939 and 1948, probably owing to the increase in the manufacture of sodium silicates 
(soluble glass)» In the first half of Í950 there was for the first time an export 
of sodium borate of more thaft 150 tons which is almost double the annual Chilean 
consumption. 

As regards sodium tetraborate, the production and consumption of this 
substance has increased "considerably siilce 1948 owing perhaps to the Initiation 
of the manufacture of glass' utensils capable of withstanding high temperatures 
(Pyrex type). Ijg an emergency which might cause a shortage of boron products 
in Latin America, it would be relatively easy for this factory to increase Its 
output. It is nevertheless likely that owing to the higher wages paid in Chile, 
it may not be in a position to compete with a. similar enterprise which the same 
compény has at Cehollar in southern Peru. \ 

/The consumption 
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. The consumption of ole^q acid and glycerine he.8. increased owing to 
the progress made in the textile and cosmetics industries and particularly to 
the need to improve the different types of soap. 

While :the output of glycerine has remained more or less stable,due 
to the limitations imposed by the shortage, of fats and oils, the production 
of oleic acid although still small ha3 increased considerably. Imports of 
both these products are, now of little, importance. 

The sodium alkalis are the most important group of basic elements used 
by the chemical industry. This group includes caustic soda, sodium carbonate 
(aleo called soda or :&oda ash) and sodium bicarbonate, The. latter was pro&iced 
for the first time in Chile in 1950, the output totalling ̂ 53 tons. Small 
Quantities of caustic soda have been manufactured for sale by electrolysis of 
salt (sodium chloride). They consist almost entirely of the by-products of the 
factory which manufactures cellulose trrn wheat straw. 

The following table shows the manufacture, import and apparent 
consumption of caustic soda and sodium bicarbonate. 

Table 26 Chile: Production, Import and apparent consumption of 
caustic soda and sodium bicarbonate 

(in metric tons) 
Caustic Soda < ' Sodium Bicarbonate 

Year woauetion img^rt consumption deduction Import Aggaren^^ 

1939 2,173' 2,36k 4,537 . . 443 443 
1940 2,054 1,806.. 3,860 . . 603 603 
19^1 3,017 2,974 5,991 . . 758 . 758 
1942 2,01*3" If,625 6,668 ... . . . 9U0 9U0 
1943 2,850 2,356 5,206 . k66 466. 
1944 2,607 1,334 3,9*1-1 . . 528 528 
1945 3,137 4,735 7,910 Vv 734 73^ 
1946 1,547 2,726 4,273 . , 409 -409 . 
19^7 3,700 2,619 6,319 . » 358 358 
1948 4,123 4,337 8,460 * . 1,040 1,040 
1949 4,344 - 4,003 . 8,347 ... ... . 1/231 . ,1,231 
1950 4,553 5,378 9,931 453 ' 618 1,071 
Sources: Industrial and Foreign Trade Yearbooks of General Department of Public 

Works and Corporacion da Fomeato de la Preduccich.. mi ••HW..i*iiii.»iii»||.III| 11 .rm.iM»» .̂». 11 . I 11111). » li'inwimt-'wn»"''»».»*'* ' 

Note: a/ Small amounts of pure sodium hydroxide are not included. 
/An increase 
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An increase is to "be noted of about one hundred per cent in thé 
production, imports and apparent coneümptióñ of -caustic soda during this period. 
j?he consumption of.sodium bicarbonate has increased slightly less, national 
production in 1950 accounting for 42 per cent pf the. total. • 1 

The, supplies of these two alkalis reflect the war time limitation of 
imports and the vorld. shortage ofsodium alkalis which prevailed in 1946 and 1947. 

Table 27 

Source: 

y 

±t 

Chile: Production, import and apparent consumption 
of sodium carbonate 

(in tons) v . 

Year Production Import . Apparent Consumption 
(Estimated) 

Import 
(Estimated) 

1 9 3 9 • ' 2 , 3 7 3 2 , 9 2 3 -

1 9 ^ 0 . • . . 7 7 0 . 4 , 7 0 8 5 , 4 7 8 

1 9 4 1 ' 680 , , . - . 5 , 1 9 5 

1 9 4 2 5 , 3 6 0 6,363 . ,,..•... 1 1 , 7 2 3 

1 9 4 3 7 , 5 0 5 • V M . 0 2 1 1 , 9 0 7 . -

1 9 4 4 3 , 2 5 0 3 , 2 7 7 6 , 5 2 7 

1 9 4 5 .. 2 , 3 2 5 4 , 7 4 1 . • , 7,066 ; •:•• 
1 9 4 6 4 , 5 5 0 ' ; . 3 , 5 3 2 - • . ' : , .. .' 8,082 
1 9 4 7 8 , 1 1 5 L , O 4 L 9,156. 
1 9 4 8 .... . 8,655 .. 2 , 6 7 4 • 11,329 
1 9 4 9 ^ 8,960 ' ' ' 1 , 5 6 2 ' 10,522 
1 9 5 0 9 , 8 2 0 1 , 0 1 1 10,831 

Industrial and Foreign Trade Yearbooks of the Department of Statistics 
and data supplied by the Corporación de Fomento de la Producción. 
Based on statistics of nitrate used as a raw material and on enquiries 
among the principal consumers. 
Estimated without the figures for the saltpetre-used. 

In the post-war period, a growing recovery of consumption has been noted 
since 1948. " 

éodá ash arid It's substitutes Include^ in this table are produced in Chile 
by the wasteful method of burning saltpetre (¿odtüpi nitrate) and allowing the 
nitrogen to escape. 

/On an 
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On an average one ton of soda ash is obtained from.two tons of saltpetre. 
The Corporación de Fomento has "begun, by studying the uses made of saltpetre sold in 
Chile for industrial purposes., The. carbonate which could have been obtained from 
this source is less than the total estimate!by the Corporacion de Fomento, as may-
be seen from the following table on the use of saltpetre between 19^3 and 1950. 

"V 

Table 28. % Chile; .Use of industrial saltpetre sold annually-^ 
(in tons) 

Year In the manufacture ¡For explcolves Total Manufactured Difference 
of soda ash and prepared frdá industrial (Excess) 

i fertilizers •. saltpetre 

1943 7,801 4/000 .. ll,8oi 3,900 3,605 
1944 4,000 1,239 5,239 .2,000 1,250 
1945: ' 1,239 ' é,49¿ 3,731 . 620 1,706 
1946 2,492 4,810 ' 9,302 1,246 3,304 
1947 4,810 8,377 13,187 2,405 5,710 
1948 8,377 5,671 1M48 4,188 ,. 4,467 
1949 5, ¿71 8,733 l4,4o4 2,835 6,125 
1950 ; - 8,733 " 7,050 15,783 4,367. : 5,453 
Source: Calculated from information supplied by the Corporacion de Fomento de 

la Producción. 
Jotes a/ The difference which varies greatly from one year to the other has been 

obtained by deducting the demand estimated, by the Corporacion' de Fomento 
on the basis of the figures for the consumption of a significant 
proportion of the consumers. Hence if -there is any erator, the figures-

. will be lower than the reality and in no case,higher..The surplus 
carbonate was no doubt produced clandestinely from saltpetre intended for 
agricultural purposes. In the interests of economic development, the 
agricultural consumer pays a much lower price than that charged for nitrate 
for industrial purposes, and accordingly the business of diverting 
agricultural saltpetre to the production of carbonate becomes very 
lucrative. 

In attempting to evaluate the total production of sodium alkalis it should 
e borne in mind that owing to the chronic shortage of foreign exchange consumption 

\ 

s rather low> since various substitutes are found in the country which are at 
east tolerable substitutes for these alkalis in some of their uses. One such 

/substitute 
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substitute is sodium sulphate of which the country has vast natural deposits. 
Another/as we have seen, is saltpetre, or, its derivatives. During the depression, 
glass factories frequently hsed saltpetre directly in the furnaces in place of 
carbonate. The glass whíck le ofeíí&Ined Ip more, fragile but tiié shortage1 of foreign 
exchange for the import of sodium alkalis has made It necessary to follow this 
procedure* V- - - • - • < . v 

Apparent consumption of alkalis In 1950 was therefore as followst 

, Caustic soda lOyÓOO tons 
Sodium, bicarbonate 1,100 tons 
Sodium carbonate 10,900 tons 

Total * 22,000 tons 

The Corporation de Fomento, had estimated that clandestine production not 
recorded by it amounts to an additional 3,000 tonfc making a total consumption of 
25,000 tons. In 19^3 consumption amounted to l8>000 tons, thus indicating an 
Increase of about 22 per cent in seven years. 

In .view of these facts the Corporacion has planned, a plant ttith a 
capacity of 36,000 tons which will require an investment of 120 million pesos plus 
k million dollars, for which a loan has been requested from an international credit 
Institution. At current prices the production would be valued at about 5*4 million 
dollars annually, of which 3 million dollars would represent .savings in foreign 
exchange. , . . . . <,. 

Chile's raw Materials, particularly sodium chloride, are unusually pure 
and are located on the coast, for which reasons it .is,llkely; that any surplus 
production could profitably be exported to other Latin American countries. ' 

The urgency of carrying out this plan is also;shown by the fact that the 
manufacture of cellulose from wheat straw,, which at the present time provides most 
of the output of caustic soda, will be paralysed, as soon as the projected factory 
for manufacturing cellulose from pine wood.has been put into operation. 

/National 
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National production of potassium carbonate has eliminated imports 
entirely despite the fact that consumption has tripled since 1939. This industry 
tises as Its raw material potash [A .saltpetre, á mixture.,of'sodium nitrate and 
potassium nitrate, from which the letter, is removed, by pleaching and then burned,- Just 
as soda is prepared from sodium saltpetre.- As the industry uses very primitive 
materials 9 it would be a simple &atter: to expaM production to supply the other 
Latin American countries if necessary. 

"'Imports of anhydrous ammonia -have increased about 50 per cent since 1939, 
but despite^ this fact they account ad in 19^8 for less than 20 per. cent of the. 
national-consumption, which increased eightfold between Í939 and 19*$. Ammonia is 
obtained* as a by-product of the gas manufacturing works at Santiago and Valparaiso, 
and current'production uses all the raw material available there. • The cokery of 
the Huachipato iron and steel plant will* be able to furnish a. slightly larger 
quantity which in tura may be supplemented..by the -successive rises, in output that 
will apparentlyvhe néceesaryin the irpti and, steel industry. The contribution 
from this new source will,'however, tyé-'halted by the cessation.of manufactured gas 
production at- Santiago and Valparaiso a& soon ;§s the. petroleum refinery to be 
installed at'Valparaiso cornes into operation in about four years time. The present 
distribution network for manufactured, gas- in tho cities mentioned will be used only 
to distribute surplus^petroleum gas from this refinery. 

It is possible to surmise from the unusually high rate of increase, in 
the consumption of ammonia that the trend will "continue, although possibly on a 
smaller scale* In that case domestic supplies could be increased by expanding the 
ammonia production capacity of the corresponding;.unit which is to.be included in, 
the proposed Solvay soda factory. * . 

'•• Chlorine' i's obtained' from the -synthesis of-salt In the. manufacture of " 
cellulose. Imports "have béeñ almost entirely replaced by Chilean products, and ' 
consumption has increased' almost -threefold from 1939 torl9lf8. This product is of' 
great importance for sanitation purposes, as it is used to purify water in the • 
urban distribution systems; production will be halted when the present, plant 
making cellulose-from wheat1 straw ceases operations. Consumption should continue.; 
to rise at an accelerated pace/ and as this product is also used in other chemical . 
industries it*'will be necessary, to find a new source of production for the: ' 
country.-" ' * ? J '' • • \ ' - - " "• v • : • 

/in regard 
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In regard - to, .compregsefl yeast f yhiqh, Is obtained, from the ¡fermentation 
of -beer, and grain or industrial" alcohol, imports have varied little but. •,..„. 
national production has increased tenfold between 1939 and 1948, when imports 
amounted to about one per cent of Chilean production*. 

In a country as poor in protein foods as Chile, there, is no limit to the 
potential consumption of this product, and. various. Chilean biochemical establish-
ments propose . to utilize possible, increases in production, for this purpose.,. . 

Chilean production of sodium Billcahe in 1939.amounted to 18 per cent r 
of .apparent, consumption, and in 1948 it had. risen to 74 per cent.. ,On,the other, 
hand, consumption has not increased greatly, except .in 194?, so that in this casev 
there has .been a substitution of national.products for imports, as a. consequence , 
of the domestic production of boron derivatives. 

Tartar i c acid and acid tartrate- of. potassium. are obtained from the. . . 
lees of .vine and tartrates deposited in the casks in which the wine is fermented. , 
and aged * . -Tartrates have traditionally been exported, to countries with more : 
highly developed; chemical industries but since the establishment of that induetry . 
in Chile,, such exports, are mad© In accordance with the market situation -- in some 
cases as a raw material tartrate — and in other cases as specific products: 
tartaric; acid and. acid tartrate .of potassium.. 

The dislocation of trade caused by the last war led to the creation, of 
a series, of industries producing raw materials which could not be imported, both 
to supply the country's, own needs, and to a lesser extent for export to certain 
neighbouring countries.- With certain exceptions this industry worked with 
improvised Installations and the quality of the products was irregular. Some of 
these, fiim? disappeared as the difficulties which occasioned their establishment,, 
were.solved. .Others curtailed their production after haying reorganized their 
plants , , 

, Thus from 1940 onwards, the manufacture of sodium bisulphite fthas, , 
satisfied domestic, needs, production, the capacity of which far exceeds 
consumption,, haying adjusted itself to,demand. An upvard trend, has been noted 
although the figures are. somewhat sporadic. As bisulphite has many uses, it.Is , 
difficult to determine the cause of these fluctuations except in the case of the 
1946 Increase which was due to a larger output of acid tartrate of potassium 
(cream of tartar), a process .in which bisulphite is used. 

/According to 
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According to statistics sodium bisulphite, Vhich has many uses in the 
metallurgical,, textile and other industries, has been manufactured in sizeable 
quantities only since 1944* It is li'kelj that in previous years a part of the 
production was not recorded as imports have always been very small and as It is 
obtained as a by ̂product of the manufacture of hydrochloric acid which has been 
produced in Chile for many years* 

The production of sodium hyposulphite reached a maximum of 688,000 tons 
In 1942 but has since declined* In some of its uses, for example, in the 
bleaching of textiles, It has been replaced by the bisulphite mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph» 

. Chile has produced varying quantities of potassium nitrate which exceed 
domestic consumption. The surplus is disposed of in foreign markets but demand 
abroad has been irregular* 

Sodium sulphate is extracted from large deposits in the north of Chile, 
which are 85-5 per cent pure. Here is another Industry which can be set up with 
very little outlay, especially if production is limited to crystallized sulphate. 

Mine production amounted to U4,l42 tons In 1947, 55,500 in 1948 and -
5,7^0 in It is likely that some industrialized production is not reflected 
In the statistics. 

Exports In 1947 were due to the world shortage of sodium alkalis, since 
sulphate can be substituted for carbonate in some processes. At the present 
time sodium sulphate is being used In Chile to replace oarbonate in several of its 
uses. It is clear that, should a new shortage of sodium carbonate occur in 
Latin America, the possibility of partially substituting Chilean sodium sulphate 
for this product could be considered since, Judging from the figures given the : 
potential development of the industry Is considerable. 

From 1927 to 1930, consumption of calcium carbide in Chile exceeded . 
an average of 6,000 tons per annum» The substitution of electricity for 
calcium carbide in many cases (soldering, illumination of mines and homes) has 
reduced the figure, to about 4,000 tons after it had dropped to a low of 
1,600 tons in 1933 • . , 

/Due to 
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Due to the impetus which Chilean industrialization received from the 
shortage of-foreign'exchange duringthe depress ion various attempts to produce, 
calcium cárbide culminated in the establishment of a small factory near 
Santiago. This enterprise has its own hydro-electric plant with an installed < 
capacity bf 5,000 kilowatts and a productive capacity far exceeding national 
consumption. The high price of' sheet steel and the distances over which the 
raw materials coal, calcium carbonate — have to be- transported do not 
permit of production at prices which, can compete withi,the large-international 
exporters. The following table shows production, import> export and apparent 
consumption of'calcium carbide: *' 
Table 29» Chile: Production, iroport, export and apparent consumption of 

• • - calcium carbide 
(In metric tons) 

Year Production Import Export Apparent consumption 
1939 , 2,209 l,23.a m «ft 3,^7 
1940 . 2,458 3,065 5,523 
1941 2,353 914 '" ' ,219 3,048 
1942 : 2,655 •• 572 • : 253 • » • ; 2,974 , . 
1943 . 4,659 318 77:2 . _ 4,205.\ 
1944 4,760 42 275" . 3,527 

1945 4,096 23 * * 4,119 ' 
1946 3,063 2 • » 3,065 ' 
1947 • - 4,191 •138 4,329 
1948 3,274 . 41. • • 3,315 .. 
1949 . . " 610 ' • • . . 
Source: Industrial and Foreign trade yearbook of Chile. • 

As the table shows, imports disappeared almost completely during the 
war and not only was the entire domestic demand satisfied but in I9hk it was , 
possible to export 1,300 tons. These exports were still limited by a shortage. 
of thin Bheet steel for the manufacture of watertight containers. The imports : 

which have reappeared in the last few years are due to purchases by industries 
which are subject to the special exchange regime applicable to large mining 
concerns, that is to say, which are compelled"to pay for their expenditures in 
local currency with dollars converted at the rate of 19»37 pesos to the dollar. , 
Once the neighbouring countries were able to obtain carbide from the customary1 
large producers this factory, as we have seen, was not in a position to offer 
competitive prices. 

The excess productive capacity of the electric furnaces not. required by 
the market has been used for the manufacture of certain iron alloys, principally 
ferro-manganese and silico-manganese. Chile has consumed relatively little of 

/these alloys 
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these alloys but there has been no difficulty in exporting the surplus, Europe 
being the chief purchaser. 

In 1947 and 1948, an aggregate of 1,427 tone of silico-manganese were 
produced, of which 985 tons were exportad between 1947 and .1949, the rest being 
consumed in the country. The manufacture of this alloy vas subsequently aban-
doned and production was concentrated exclusively on the manufacture of ferro-
manganese despite the fact that normally from 120 to 150 tons were consumed 
annually before work at. the Huachipato factory was begun. Hitherto this alloy 
had been used almost exclusively in the production of replacement parts for , 
mineral grinding:,, ,as these parts, are .manufactured in Chile, and their output 
has therefore paralleled, the fluctuations,in mining production. The Inon and : , 
steel industry will use larger quantities of manganese, but in 1950 when the 
steel mill was operated at less than capacity for some months,, the increased 
consumption of manganese was in the form;of mineral which was used directly., 
In future years this situation should change and the use of .ferro-manganese. , 
should increase 

For this reason and because, as we have seen, .there is an immediate 
possibility of increasing the production of mangones^ minerals slightly it is 
proposed to expand the factory and move it to the vicinity of Huachipato. 

The new industry will be able to produce: 
For domestic consumption ' . gori export 

Ferro-manganese .3,000 tons 1̂4,000 tons. 
Ferro-silicon . . 1 , 0 0 0 tons ~ . 1,000 tons .. 
Silico-manganese f 300 tons .. 2,700 tons. . 
Carbide 5,000 tons .. 
Grand total: 27,000 tons. 

This figure should be compared with a total current capacity of 
10,000 to 11,000 tons. The amounts of each alloy to be produced are given only 
as an indication, as the industry can easily adjust its relative production of 
the different items.. This project offers many advantages to Chile, the chief 

% • * 

of which is that the manufacture of ferro-manganese from materials more than 
99 per cent of which are Chilean woulC^reatlj: increase the value of the manganese 
contained in the minerals.-i/ 
1/ In a normal year, 1948 for example, the manganese exported in the form of Iron 
alloy was price f.o.b. Chilean port five timas higher than the manganese contained 
in minerals (more precisely, 4.92 times). Some 12,000 tons of minerals exported 
thip year fetched $288,000 f.o.b. Chilean port whereas, if they had been fully 
converted into iron alloys they yould have been worth more than $1,400,000. In 
view of current higher prices, the earnings in foreign exchange on this score m 
would make it possible to amortize the dollar loan in a little over a year. /Moreover, this 
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Moreover, this industry Is a stabilizing factor in mining production. 
Wheh the,United States Government suspended its purchases which had given 
manganese, production such é stimulus in 19^3 they .aj&jpuated to 52,0^4 tons — 
extraction fell An I9U0 to 10,192 tons, .of which this factoxy ̂ consumed AO.5 
per cent. In the following year production dropped even further. (9,3319 tons) 
and the manufacture of iron alloys consumed 63 per cent of the manganese 
content, all the surplus, after the small domestic consumption had been supplied 
being exported without difficulty. 

In addition it should be pointed out that Chile's manganese deposits 
are ppt large. There are abundant surface outcrpppings, but these are low-, 
grade deposits end probably not very extensive* The existence of a large . 
factory in this country would make It possible ellgbtly to lower the standard 
of purity for thle mineral and thus Increase the number of small mines-which 
could be worked economically. 

Lastly, as In the future there will be no difficulty In supplying 
black sheet steel for carbide containers owing to.; the product Ion at Huachipato, 
the expanded factory could be helpful in supplying the calcium carbide 
requirements of the other Latin American. countries• 
Cellulose and paper Industry 

The paper Industry is a typical example of a branch of activity 
which prepares its own raw material, cellulose and mechanical pulp; In 
addition, It obtains as a surplus over its consumption needs or as a by-product 
certain substances such as chlorine, caustic soda etc. which it places on 
the market. 

/The following 
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Tha ^qllówisg fiqparfc- of-^pér, " 

cardboard ahd some of its manufactures as recorded in the official' statistics. 
Table 30 Chile; Produotion and Impart ofpáperand cardboard.. 

(intone) • \ 
Production ^ ; " ' Import 

Year Writing. Wrap-. .Card* - Total /Jfews- Otherv/Tótal Ap¿¿reht 

1935 
1936 , 
1937 -
1938 . 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947. 
1948 
19k9 

Printing 
PaperS/ 

10,262 
9,516 
i?,575 

, A,581 
13,251 
18,542 
21,336 

. 18,871». 
18,383 
15,558 

,020 
,393 

16,403. 
19,067 
20,962 

• ' t V^X VkT J.V \r-Jm ' 4WHO"" VVUVJ. V If w UM14* iJf - V* w 
.pins • board;' • Produc- >;;prííit Tfcpe*-' import -Goristeptiotí 

tiá '' taper v ' *" 'ti mí ' " . -

s 

8,970 
9,526 
9,277 
11,^87 
11,762 
13,398 
I2;95l 
12,789 
12,754 
12,736 
13,355 
15,377 
16,312: 
18,119 
16,5M 

2,960 
2.447 
2,567 
3,179 
3,249 
3,l46 
3,252 
3,144 
2,194 
2,1+80 

2,3 64 
2.448 
2,662 
2,553 
3,114 

tion 

22,192 
21, 489 
22, If 19 
29,247 
28,262 
¿4,986 
37,539 
,34,807 
33,331 

. 3.0,774 
32,739 
34,218 

, 35,377 
39,739 
1+0,017 

12,720 
11,01+2 
1^,796 
11,732 
10,244 
•10,31+1+ 
* 9,520 
5,453 
U,888 
11,01+1 

17,766 
19,136 
14,1+64 
14,675 
14,047 

1,^63 
2,025• 
2,1+78 
3,095 
2,633 
2,395 
2,693< 
2,782. 
2,318 
2,401 
3,204 
3,347 
2,965 
3,533 . 
3,208 

14,383 
13,067 
17,274 
14,827 
12,877 
12,739 
12,213 
8,235 
7,208 
13,442 
20,970 
22,483 
17,429 
18,208 
17,255 

36,575 
.34,556 
39,693 
-44,074 
41,139 

• 47,725 
; 49,752 
•43,042 
40,537' 
44,4i6 
'53,709 
56,701 
52,806 

57,872 

Source: Industrial and Foreign Trade Yearbooks of,Chile, 

a/ ' ' " ' < : 

i/ 

Domestic factories with surplus .capacity, and sufficient cellulose available 
• producé' some newsprint Which is included in this column» 
Includes; cardboard otf pas teboard for construction, books, printing and 
publications (an average of 530 tons in 1935-38 and of 1/400' tons in 
1946-48), unspecified paper,, cigarette paper and various other, types* 

.;. This table iiicludes. data since 1935/as this makes it possible to 
observe additional stages in the development of national production wiiichv has 
grown by stages from a total of approximately 22,000 tofts ih 1933/37 to' 
approximately, 29,,000 in 1938> 35,000/ in 1940, 3T,500 in 1941 arid 40,000 tons 
in 1948/49* • • • 

, Apparent qonsumptioJ&has risen from 39>400v tons ih 1936/38 to 
56,200,, in̂  1947/49;^-ora little; iaprê  than 40 péfr ceftiy or in other words át én 
accumulative rate of 3#4 per oeht per. annuá oter • a period of eleven years. The 
proportion-of paper • supplies • provided from national resources has béen maintained 
almost cofastant« For more precise terms, it fell from 62" pet cent in the ̂ ears 
1936/38 to 60 per ceht in 1947/49* As regards newsprint, which is imported, 
although it has increased slightly in volume {ftm 12,300 to l4,400 tons), it has 
dropped relatively from 32 pe!r cent to 25 per cent of the total T iuffw 
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The-follo^laé ''tÉtble.ó^i 'o:óxiBU2i^1#Íózv ákxd the origin' ói the 
cellulose and mechanical púlp litili¿éái 
Table 31 Chi^g: Production ofcellulosé and mechanlcal pulp 

and import of céllulose 
. rXin metric tons) . ."•.-':•'•*"" '•! 

Cellulose 'Cellulose Uotál Per cent4 Mechanical pulp Grand 
Year : Production Imports Cellulose Domeetio Production Total 
1939 5A75 14,633 19,808 2Ó.6 7,200 27,008 
19^0 
1941 

1943; 
1944 

6,031 
. : 5,509 
••5,076 

4,649 ' 
5,^23 

. 17,^76 
í ' 20,686 

19,322 
' 5,073 ' 
12,165 , 

23,507 
26,195 
24,398 
9,752 
17,588 

25.6 
21.2 
20.6 
48*0 
31.0-

8,644 
10,400 
13,561 
12,665 
12,558 

32,151 
, 36,595 

37,979 
- 22,387 
30,146 

1945 1 
1946 
194? 
1948 
1949 

4,749 ' 
; 5,036 
4,953 
5,732 

13,924 
17,908 , 
24,748 
22,788 • 

18,673 
22,944 
29,701 
28,520 

25.3 
2Í.9 
16.7 
ao.i 

12r446 
11,781 
11,813 
U,927 

. 31,119 
34,725 

: 
40,447 

Source; industrial and Foreign Trade Yearbook of 1̂ he General Department of 
Statistics* " : - , \ 
i V • 1 " ; 

• % 

It should be noted that national production of cellulose has remained 
constant; the factory maintains the same capacity, and the variations from one 
yew to another are due to many factors* among which may be mentioned the greater t. • * • 

or lesser abundance of wheat straw, which is the raw material used. On the 
other hand, imports have risen more than 60 per cent in the period under review. 
Nevertheless the percentage of domestic cellulose used in industry has declined 
except during the war, when it was impossible to import cellulose and domestic 
supplies accounted for almost one •half of Industrial consumption. 

- On the other hand, the manufacture of mechanical pulp which is a simple 
operation, the process consists In grinding the wood very fitte — has been 
increasing in relation to demand» 

The cause of the stagnation of the óéílulbse Industry UeB In the high' 
cost of production if it is manufactured from wheat straw, beginning with the 
cost of transport, since the yield of cellulose per hectare of land sown with 
cereals is very low and much haulage is squired• tfie • chemicteí: process 
is not cheap and the first difficulty in the way of - further development is the 
disposal of the surplue chlorine Which is extremely toxic; its uses are very 
limited ,and it cannot be s t o r e d ; * r 
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Chlié has abundant natural forests and ever since the end of the last 
century much intent haá beenshoynih producing domestically at least the 
cellulose needed' t^rríocái arid as far as possible some surplus for 
export. :The surveys, did not íeál tó méjoĵ  results; íh'e nature! forests of conifsia 
aro few and widely separated. The soft-wood forests' in the temperate zone are ' 
generally composed of a variety of miany species' Of trees with a very iow density 
per hectare, and the resulting cellulose has a very short fibre. To these técimi-
cal complications muBt: be added the shortage: of capital with which to set tip a 
large industry» 

The principal paper factory has tieen amongst the most active in investi-
gating the possibility of producing cellulose from wood in Chile, Finally a 
solution was. found through the utilization of the pino lnsifflls forests which have 
been planted intensively since the beginning of the I930?s in the south-central 
region near Huachipato; cheap hy&ro-electric eneygy frc»i the Laja system is also 
available, there. The technical research was concluded in 19^8-19^9 and this company 
has drawn up a scheme to erect a flant with a daily capacity of 100 tons of cellu-
lose or approximately 30,000 tons e year* It is intended to discontinuet operations 
at the present small plant producing ->,000 tons of cellulose from straw as soon as 
the new industry, is in operation. In addition to the manufacture of chemical pulp, 
the company would build a factory to produce 20,000 tons of newsprint annually é 
The Corporacl&x de Fomento has agreed to apply for a Icen of 10 million dollars, 
frota the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development to obtain the 
necessary foreign exchange. For its part, the company will supply the 320,000,000 
pesos this project will cost, according to estimates made at the end of 1950. 

The Economic Survey of Latin America 19^9 > (Chapter 9, Table 17), 
analysts the influence of the manufacture of paper from imported cellulose on 
Chile's movement of foreign exchange. At the present time imports of cellulose 
cost the country approximately k million dollars a year and newsprint imports 
approximately 2 million dollars. From every point of view it would therefore be 
desirable to invest 10 million dollars In order to save 6 million dollars annually. 
As we have -seen, this need should continue to grow since paper consumption has 
increased by slightly more than 10 per cent every three years, and in Chile there 
is a clear under-coneumptlon of paper, particularly wrapping paper 

/But this 
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But this is not the only reason ,for.establishing the/industry. - It 
should he borne in mind that world production* of cellulose, and paper is becoming 
'more and more inadequate to supply -the requirements of the wester countries, : 
ród in latter years newspaper articles have appeared pointing to. the 

, shortage of newsprint, and discussing rationing $nd other measures, As a result 
of this situation if the country were forced to depend upon Imports, future; > 1 _ i 
supplies would be endangered for there has been a rapid increase in the price 

T.k of paper ¿iilí> and of'paper itself. 
The possible savings in foreign exchange and the risk of deterioration 

in the terms of trade together with the need for ensuring supplies of paper \ 
are not the ohly reasons for the'rapid establishment of this industry. There 
is.another reason although it is of lesser importance and completely national 
in character.1 The pino insigáis grows in the region of. Concepción in Chile 
with extraordinary rapidity. The trees are ready for cutting in about twenty 
years and reafforestation is being carried out,on a very large scale by private 
individuals, so that it is likely that in a shqrt while, production will outstrip 
demand which is 'exclusively.for sawn timber for building. Moreover, as the 
softness of this wood makes it difficult to find export ,markets, new uses must 
be found for it such as the manufacture of cellulose. .The alternative of-reducing 
new plantings does not seem, advisable because the saplings are planted in a 
small area of the country on flat, sandy soil which has no other, possible use> 
and most'of the plantings are to be found on the hills of the coastal range 
protecting them from erosion* 

The fact that the pine tree grows so rapidly and that cheap hydro-
electric power and good railroad connexions are to be found in the same area 
has suggested the view that cellulose could be produced in Chile at a factory 
aost much lower than in Finland and Sweden, for example. The . international f • • 
markets which could be served from Chile would in that case be determined by a 
comparison of the freight charges and the distance from the various producing 
centres. Before deciding to'Establish a large industry for export purposes it 
would be essential to repeat the survey of existing plantings which was carried 
out in 1945-1946 by the Forth American Forestry Mission engaged for that purpose 
by the Corporación de Fomento de la firoduccioh, In that way accurate information 
could be had on the amount of timber available, 

/Textile 
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Textile industry 
The textile'lndustry maybe 'taken as an example of the situation in the 

consumer goods industries'. "Mosi of tlW'programmes for" expansion arid renewals 
projected by thé ''industries'"in* this ̂  during 1950. It ' 
wouidL seem that a period "of relative stability migjht now be expected, sinde 
any further expansion would entail the risk of riot finding an equivalent 
broadening of the market. In some fields there has already been observed a 
tendency towards accumulation; of stocks/ whereas tmtll recently the rate .of ̂  V 
absorption through demand wae very íapid¿ It is quite , conceivable that the .. , ; 
seller1 s market will change into a buyer19 market. This may be already 
happening in the rayon industry where there: has been a pronounced increase 
in production not accompanied by a dyop in prices, which has discouraged 
consumption. 

In varying degrees of intensity according to the branch concerned, 
the industry finds Itself confronted with; two interrelated problems, that of 
obtaining supplies of raw materiale that gf finance. The feduced supplies / 
of foreign exchange due to the dr6p in copper-prices during the second quarter 
of 1949 made it necessary to restrict Imports of raw mátérifels;1 The 
restrictions were relaxed only towards the eñd of .1950 when the Requirement v 

of-an-import licence was ̂ rescinded in view of the improvement in-the cópibei* 
position. The Government 'itself also became interested in the problem and 
requested the CorporációrP de' Fomento -tó import a number of commodities with 
a viéw to building up emergency stockpiles. Cotton was -one of the first 
commodities stockpiled* • Unfortunately, the ,world> situation changed as á 
result of the conflict in Korea and the threat of^war. The prices of all 
raw materials have increased and the ,supplier markets have become less 
accessible^/. ' • 

The rising prices and the less rapid turnover of stocks give, rise to 
a finanóial problem: which can only be. solved tfetiughr the expansion of credit; 
.but here , again/the situation;is not favourable^ since there is a tendency ^ : 
as .a general measure; to restrict banking credits within the framework of the. 
Government's anti-inflation programme¿ j . -

^ For exampié, rayon fibre hás doubled'in price, 'rising'from 1.5 dollars a ' 
kilogreffima.. to .3 dollars a kilogranane the .space of ;one year. Wool ha& 
g<pne up in price in about the same proportion... ' f<, 

' ' ' : '-1 " " : • ¿J** v /Dié 'fact 
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The fact that there is at present a lull does not impl^ tktttbe Chiléarí 
textile industry has lost b̂rought: it-' to, it's. ̂ eebrii kelgtitsj 
portions of the cohsüíiér are rstlll not h e ^ éátil^ied by domestic produc-
tion w^iqh seem¿ to W striving forbetter Quality, arid attempting to create netf 
varieties arid to find fresh. >asesf or future prograiomes -in increased producti r* t t 

The quantitative progress of the cottpn textile industry is indicated b; 
the increase in the consumptionofraw material, all of which is imported, r 

Table 32» - Chile: Imports of'ráw Cotton 
Year thousands * of Tons V 
19*0 - • • ; : " 

191*6 • 12*9 . ": 
19*1 10«2 • 
19^8 15•6 
19^9 18.9 / 
1950 • , • i 17.3, 
Source; General Department pf Statistics^ , v./. 
a/ Estimated from. lmpcMrts.for; nitó;x^nths# , 

Production capacity has increased» The number of spindles rose from the 
pre-war figure\ Cf ^,300 to 73,500 in 19^6, and it is estimated that at the, 
present time thc^a are approximately 154,000 in use. The number of looms increased 
from 2,700 in 19^8 to 5,100 in 1950, and the number of automatic machines increased 
during the samo period at an even greater rate, namely from i/200 to 3,600* 

In the process mentioned in the previous Economic Survey of substituting 
> . 

domestic for imported yarn, such,progress has been made that more than 90 per cent 
of the yarn is produced locally, and only very fine grades and special yarns, such 
as mercerized yarns etc!,, for which rio suitable equipment is yet available^ are 
Imported. Progress has been made, however, in the production fine yarns, as 
grade 60 thread is being mnufactured. 

\ The same trend towards better quality and a''lar£er\xvox)He>r-tioii,'áf:-. 
coloured or printed fabrics instead of unbleached cloth and the development of new 
types of cloth is to be noted In the textile manufacturing which art the present 
tkne supplies.more than 80 per cent of the total'demandv 

The woolen textile industry has continued to developalong the two lines 
mentioned in the previous Economic Survey:, inprease^ vplume of production and 
Improvement of; thetype o¡f pr^uct, particular^ percentage of 
combed fabrics* The raw material, which is almost exclusively of domestic origin, 
amounts to approximately 10,000 tons a year» /The following 
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The following tabla l&e production of thosé enterprises which 
send perldilc imports, to the flilá^tttent of statietiésí : 

ffablk 33-* Chile:: Production of Woollen Spinning and Weaving Mills 

Year Cloth Yarn , Yarn foa? Gale , Knitting, Total yarn 
(in thousands (for own' yarn 
of metoes) consumption) t u .'>1 Hi»-

(in: tons) 
19*3 5,2*2*0 108.2 857 .f - 1*02,8 1,368.0 
19** 5,773.2 125.7 652.T 61*.2 1,392-6 
19*5 6,22*.3 ¿71.7' - 709.6 620.8 1,601.5 
19*6 6,66*.6 281.3 590.2 v 1,250.6 2,122.1 
19*7 7,375.6 *6l.0 1>*17.0 582.3 2,*£o.3 
19*8 7,892.9 705*0 1,6*5.2 1,302.* 3,652,6 
Source g General Department of Statistics 

The rayon Industry has developed very yápldly and has succeeded in a 
few years it* supplying almost all of th<? demand f In 19*5 there were 1,000 looms 
and it is estimated that at present there are approximately 3,000 in operation. 
This growth may have been excessive, since some hesitation in the market has 
heen noted, but this is due alfo to the leV<4 of current prices. 

In 1950 this branch of the textile industry had difficulty in obtaining 
supplies of raw materials, which must all be imported. Although the carrying 
out of the Cor porac ion's plans for the institution of a cellulose plant offers 
seine hope, it is believed that at the outlet Reference vould be given to 
cellulose for the manufacture of paper, which is also much in demand and easier 
to manufacture. 

The'nevest of the Chilean textile Industries, the nylon industry, ̂ as 
been experiencing greater difficulties. Firstly, it faqes a machinery problem, 
since the equipment it possesses is not Completely adequate, being the same as 
that used for rayó». Secondly, there Is a supply problem, inasmuch as the 
foreign suppliers have restricted tfcóir deliveries at a time when imports 
were being facilitated after a period of restrictions, 

The outlay necessary to renovate the machinery is estimated at 
approximately one million dollars. 

/Food Industry 
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Food Industry •. : ^ 

The only lmpoétaht chánge in the manufacture of foodstuffs is to he ' 
found in the edible oils industryr^ r V : 

In this branch it is to "be noted that the effort put forth .during the 
war to supply demand and replace imports has not been fully maintained/ 

Table : Chile: Productions import' and apparent consumption of 

Year 

1939 
19*K> 
19U 
19^2 
19*3 
19kk 

19^5 
19^6 
19*7 
19*8 
191*9 

Source : Industrial and Foreign Trade Yearbooks, General-Department of 
Statistics. . . ^ • .. 

Domestic consumption of edible oils•was extremely-low inlthe 30's 
according'to the nutrition studies made by the League of Nations in 1935,'at 
the Chilean Government's request, but rose from 2 kilog. per capita in 1939 to 
5.38 kllog., or an increase of 170 per cent* . This rise was obtained-throu^a 
increased extraction of oil in Chile. Between 1939 and 19*5 the oapacityof> . 
the plant has been tripled and oil seeds have been imported instead*of the . 
finished product. In addition, acreage sown in Chile, especially with-sunflower 
Seeds, has been increased. This .programmers greatly assisted bythe* 
Corporacion de Fomento which, In collaboration with the large producers,.- . 
instituted a system'of crop advances and credits, to the farmers concerned and 
guaranteed them fair prices for their products. 

Output reached a maximum in 19*6 and 19*6, but even in the latter year 
the industry was not working at 100 per cent of capacity as sufficient raw 
materials were not available. The only possible foreign source of supply, the 
Argentine Republic, preferred to process the seeds itself and export the oil. 

/At the 

Import Production 
edible oils 
Apparent 
Consumption 

(in metric tons) 

P$r Capita 
Constgaption 
(in kilcg.) 

National, : 
Production 
(percentage) 

. 1,9*7 7,898 9,«*5 2.01 8q.O 
665 9,685 10,350 ... ,2.08 • . 93.* 
853 l*,l6p 15,013 2.96 9* . l 
510 13,995 1*,505 . 2.83 . • -.96.5 
230 13,*25 13,655 2.62 98.6 
560 • 15,068 15,628 ^ 2.96 96.5 
202 22,¿<70 22,672 • k.2lt - 99',m 
277 10,671 10,9*8 2.02 97.7 

6,807 17,953 ¿i», 760 1».1Í8 72-5 
8,500 21,855 < 30,355 5.*0 , 7 2 . * 
13,5*5 , - - . 

• 
a * 
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At the beginning bf there W s still a. shortage of foreign 
exchange, oving to the drop in copper in the second quarter of 19*9, and de a 
result of this, the supplies of oil in Chile declined. Efforts have been 
redoubled to increase domestic production of seeds, but the results of this 
policy are not yet. kno^a. 

The general shortage of fats and oil from which the country suffers 
has been remedied by dieres; principalis from Uruguay, but with' interruptions 
due to the rise in pt'ioH.* on wcrlu m?ke/c& and thVshortage of foreign exchange. 
As a partial -Solution fcr "'ifctsf "fi-iificulty, private enterprises have organized 
whaling expeditions'and established plaits for the hydrogenat'ion of the 
oil to deodorize it and adapt" it for soap manufacture. 1 

/chapter III 
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ÁgWcultutfé átí LiVéBtock reduction 
1st Part: Recent Development 

Production Trends Since 1925 . . 

. . During the last 26 years agricultural and livestock production in 
Chile has increased at a somewhat slower rate than that of the population. 
Yearly fluctuations in production were especially large until 1935* after 
which year these fluctuations diminished and the slow rate of increasing 
production in comparison with population became more pronounced. Since 1935 
the production curve, even with all its fluctuations, has fallen below the 
curve of population growth. The following graphs illustrate the fact that 
this trend has beenapparent since 1925* becoming more obvious after 1935• 

A new study has been ttade to include milk, and calculations have 
t 

had to be revised. The production of fruits, vegetables, flax fibre, goats 
and poultry have not been included however. 

1/ in the Economic Survey of 19*9 a reservation wae made on the validity of 
the agricultural production indices for Chile, because these indices 
were incomplete: The production of milk, fruits and vegetables, all of 
which seemed to have increased Considerably during the period studied, 
were not inoluded owing to the lack of data, it was thought that if 
these products had been included, the increase in agricultural and 
livestock production would have been about the same as the increase in 
population. 

/Table 35-
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Tabla 35. 
r, 

Chile: Agricülturel.Snd Livestock Production 
(in in 

/ • t • - .• , 
llljioris -of pesos'at 1937 prices) 

Year Livestock , •/Agricultural Toiial a. 
Production a/ Production 

1925 1,093-9 ' 1,23* .9 2,328.$ 
1926 . 1,002.0 1,375-5 2,375.7 
1927 1,006.2» .;. 1,336.2 2,3*2.2 
1928 1,088.1 ' / 1,7*2.1 2,830.2 
1929 1,096.^ 1,712.8 ,2,809.2 
1930' 1,099.7 1,815.7 2,915.* 
1931 1,060.1 1,3*9.1 2,k09.2 
1932 1,16J».0 1,306.6 2,1*70.6 
1933 1,187.3 1,800.1 2,987.* 
193* 1,196.6 2,003.3 3,199.9 
1935 1,191.7 2,869.6 
1936 1,195.5 1,767.5 2,963,0 
1937 1,180.8 1,803.8 2,98*.6 
1938 1,116.0 1,7764 2,892.0 
1939 L 1,222.7 3,188.1» 
19*0 . • 1,250.2 1,797.* 3,0*7.6 
19*1 1,289.* 

* . c 1,691.* 2,980,8 
19*2 1,2146.5 1,7*0.6 2,987.1 
19*3 1,192.0 l,92l*.6 . 3,ll6.6; 
19** 1,258.2 2,Ul.7 3,379.9 
19*5 1,253.2 1,98U.6 3,237.8 
19*6 1,3*2.1 1,921.1 3,263.2 
19*7 1,280.8 1,931.2 3,212.0 
19*8 1,280.1 2,191.1 ,3,399.2 
19*9 l,*7U5 ; - 2,190.2 \ 3,661.7 
1950 1,5*2.9 1,838.4 3,381.3 
Source: Basic data supplied by the Géneral Départtent of Statistics. 
a/ This series differs from that published in the Sconomlc Survey of 19*9 

because milk has now been included. 

/Recent 
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Recent Trends and Changes v r; •:-.-//• • ; 
If the ooaíparatíVe iinal̂ sit- ^ifoi^á* to the years 19*5-1950, it can 

be observed that during these has been an .8.*kpfer beht itícireélael in 
population and a *.5 per cent incíeaSéí In agricuíturallénd:livestock production. 
No absolute value can be given to these percentages because complete data are 
not availableM 

Table 36. Chile; Indices of AgrtcUltural and Livestock Production 
- and Population GroVth 

Year Agricultural 
Production 

Livestock 
Production 

Total Population 

19^5 90.3 95.8 92.3 95.2 
19U6 88.5 103. • 93:-9 96.8 . 
19*7 88.6 98.9 • 92.1» 98,3 
19l<8 100.0 100.0 106!-o. . ..100.0 
19*9 99.9 113.5 'loi» .8 . 101.2 
1950 81» .0 1.18.1» 96.5 103.2 -
Increase: -
19̂ 5-191,9 1 o.6j6 . ' ' . 18.^ . , 13 6.31,- , 

Increase: . 
191,5-1950 l.üf» 23. ii.% •8 .l»fa 

Sour^e: Basic data supplied by the General Department of Statistics• 

It ahould be observed, however, that the results would have been 
different if the production trend 19*5*19*9 had been maintained. During the 
year 1950 there was a sharp drop In agricultural production owing to adverse 
weather conditions which damaged the wheat and oats crops- The weather is 

1/ The index of, agricultural production does not include fruit and vegetables-, 
although partial information indicates that there has been a considerable, 
increase especially in fruit production, Livestock production doeá not 
include horses, goats and poultry,. Poultry production has increased ¿fp\ 
considerably in the last few years and now contributes 500 million eggs 
and 15 million kilos of meat a year ..to* the national economy, according to/. 
calculations made by German Greve, Agronomical Engineer and head of the 
Agricultural Department of "Corfo". 

/undoubtedly 
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undoubtedly the most important factor ifefeponeible for the .fluctuations, at times 
very violent, in Chilean agricultural production. This is only natural Iri view 
of the charecteristics of Chi leaf) agriculture. Wheat is the main agricultural 
product, and it. is growri maiklyMthoui ifrígatidñ. ¿onsé^uently wheat 
production is very dependent ob the amount and distribution of the rainfall. 

Table 37. Chile: Per Capita Agricultural and Livestock Production 
In Chilean pesos at 19*8 market prices 

Year Agriculture Livestock Total 
19*5 1,**9 • 872 2,321 
19*6 1,398 925 2,323 
19*7 1,377 871 2,21*8 
19*8 1,528 866 2,39* 
19*9 1,503 967 2,1»70 
1950 1,21» It ' 991» ; ' '••••• 2,238 

Difference, 
1950 & 19*5 
19*9 Av. -1* «3$ . . . . " M 5 

Source: Basic data supplied by the General Department of Statistics. 

Total per capita agricultural and livestock production in 1950 
was lower than the level for the last .seven years in spite of the increase 
in livestock production during the years 1,9̂ 9 and 1950. 

Productivity per Active Person 
The agricultural and livestock index per active person does not 

show any appreciable change during the period 19*5-19*9, in spite of 
variations. On the contrary, it could be said that the coefficient of 

>r • «• productivity per active man shows a trend towards stagnation-

/Table 38. 
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Tabla 38. Chile: Per Active Peraoo 

Year 

19^6 
19^7 
19^8 
19U9 
1950 

686.2 12,1» 16.8 18,095 99 • 
700.6, 12,637.2 .• 18,038 99.3. 
715 ."3 12,I»19¿6 • .: 17,363 95.5 
730.U i3,U5i».8 18,172 loovó 
7*5.7 ll»,101.3 ' 18,918 íoi». i 
761.1» 12,981.3 17,0*9 93 .8 ' 

Difference 
between 1950 
and 19l»5-19l»9 Av. -O.OO25Í 

Note; The calculation of agricultural and livestock productlonchas been made 
with 19l»8 constant prices. The base year 19M8 equals 100. 

Source: Basic data on production supplied by the General Department 0£ 
Statl&iiCBf population data by "Corfo". 

The sharp decline in the index in 1990; does not reflect a decline in 
labour efficiency. The lower production of 1950 is explained almost entirely 
by adverse Weather conditions which hindered normal production in the 
dry-farming areas. 

Agricultural mechanization has been considerably increased in Chile 
during the last few years. This increase can be attributed partly to the 
faot that thé aotive agricultural population has Increased at a slower rste, 
than agricultural activity.. 

In any case, the stagnation of productivity per active man, together 
with an increase in mechanization, might ,be taken to indicate that there has 
been an increase in temporary unemployment. Because Chilean agriculture is 
largely subject to weather conditions, there are many agricultural labourers 
who do not have full-time Jobs. This situation may have been intensified 
during the last 15 years by the Increasing predominance of agriculture over 
livestock production and the immediate effect of agricultural, mechanization. 

/ i t i s 
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It is important to strees ̂ het no absolute unemployment haó occurred, t)or 
has there "been notable migration from one property to another, or froto the 
rural centres to ibe mining and industrial centres or to tile urban areas 
afc a rédult of Agricultural mechanization. Perhaps the onl^ séctof of the 
population effected by the increase in mechanization is that of seasonal 
labourers. Most of the year these labourers work on road constructiori and 
other-rural public works, moving to farm work during the cereal harvest. 
This type of labourer is less needed for farm work now, because he has been 
replaced by mechanical harvesters," Dairy production, which could have 
absorbed labourers left unemployed by the decrease in some crops or by 

* •' ' ' * 

mechanization, has instead Utilized the existing labour supply more 
intensively without hiring outside workers except for highly-specialized jobs,. 

Composition 
The relation between;agrldultural and Üveétock production remained 

constant during the, years :19k5rl9*i9,•"A ítelsMvé'increase in livestock 
production appeared in l9*+9> however, and continued to increase during 1950. 
This .40 less an absolute increase than a consequence of the sharp decline 
suffered by agricultures' It is probable', however, that the constant increase 
of dairy production üjay reinforce this trend in the next few years.' Dairy 
production is also an important factor in the development of certain livestock 
lines'suoh as the-production of beef and pork.-^ 

l/ The beginning of sugar beet production, which is now emerging'from the 
experimental stage into industrial productionand the increased use of < 
hybrid com'developed by the Department of Agricultural Investiga-uion 
of the Ministry of Agriculture j^lll also contribute to this trend. 

/Table 38. 
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Table 3g- ' Chile; "fAg,i,i¿ttltu;3hé'''>nd:̂ iV6Btoeíc- Production -- Composition 

Year 

19*5 • 
19*6 
19*7i: 
19*8 
19*9 
1950 

Agriculture 
Millions Per; Cent 
of pesos . 

7,751.9 62.* : 
7,602V7 6o.2 
7,605.6 ' '61.2 
8,587.1' 63'. 8 
8;578.0 1 60.8 
7,216.0 55.6 

Difference 
between 1950 
and 19*5-19I»9 Av. -10.; 

, by. Groups: -

Livestock 
Millions **Per cent 
of pesos 

*,66*.9 
5,03* - 5 
*,8l*.0 
V,867:7 
5,523.3 
5,765.3 

15.' 

37-6 
39.8 
38.8' 
36.2 
39.2 
** .* 

. Total 
Millions 
of pesos 

12,*16.8 
12.637.2 
12,*19.6 
13,*5* -8 
1*,101.3 
12.981.3 

-0.002$ 

Note: Production is valued at 19*8 constant prices. .é 
Source: Basic data supplied by the General Department of Statistics, 

During the five-year period 19*0-19**, the proportion was *0.2 per 
cent in respect of agricultural production and 59-8 per cent in respect of . 
livestock production. This shows that livestock production during the years 
19*5-19*9 declined in relation to agriculture.^ 71110 f a c t 18 n o t e g o o d 

otrien fo* general production; for if this trend should continúe without an 
increase in the use of organic and other fertilizers, it is bound to result 
in soil exhaustion and erosion. At any rate, there exists a slight tendency 
for livestock production to regain the relative levels attained before 19*0. 

Domestic Consumption and Exports 
The analysis of the composition of agricultural and livestock 

production from the point of yiew of its destination shows that, during the 
last few years, domestic consumption has absorbed not only the increments 
in production but also part of what was previously exported. 

1/ In 1925, the value of production consisted Of 52,per centin respect of. 
agricultural production and *8 £é,r cent in respect of livestock production. 

/Statistics 
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Statistics show that while production has.increased 13-5 per cent, 
doméeibic. consumption has. increased -15..3 per cent v This has only been possible 
through a decrease?of 7,6 per. cent in exports. . - -

.The proportion of.agricultural and livestock production absorbed 
by the domestic market during the (years 19^5-19^9 ernoucted, ..on an average, to 
92.2 per cent, the remaining 6,8 per cent being exported. 

• • V ' • • - • V 

Table ko. Chile; Value of agricultural'ana livestock production for 
domestic con̂ aripiiû  b.^ for export 

Year Total Domestic, C^ngumptipn * Exports 
(infill ton's ; Value In Index ; . Per gent , Value in Index Per cent 

of pesos) millions , of total millions of total 
• <• of peBos . of pesos 

12 ,U6,8 11,M»5.3 9 1 . 7 92.2 971^5 100.1» : 7: .8 

1 2 , 6 3 7 . 2 1 1 , 7 6 6 . 0 , 9* . 2 93.1 871.2 . 90.0 6 . 9 

12,lH9.6 1 1 , 7 3 3 - 5 9* . 5 , 686.1 70.9 •;5.5 

12 ,1*86 .9 100.0 92.8 967.9 100 ;o . 1,2 
U,101 .3 ' 1 3 , 2 0 3 - 2 105.7 9 3 . 6 9 8 9 . 1 92.8 6.U 

19^5 
19^6 
19V? 

19^8 
19^9 

Difference 1 * 
between , /'V;^ . >•;/•*• >-? *••„ • 'J1 . - v-
19^9 and ' 

.19^5: 13 .5* ' - 15.3% \ ' M 

Rote;,. The.value o.f. production is calculated at 19 8̂..constant prices.. The, 
base year 19^8 equals 100. 

Source: Basic, data supplied, by the General Department of Statistics* Chilean 
agriculture thus tends increasingly toward, the satisfaction, of 
domestic consumption in .the place of exports. 

/Food 
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Food and non-food'products : - : ; : - ' : r 
1 ' ' An analysis of the composition Of .agricultural and. livestock production 
shows that during the last six. years a change has been takingplace ĵn favour of 
food products. ' The production of fton-food products during the. years 19^5-1950 
shows a clear tendency towaids an absolute decline M . . r • 

Table kl. Chile: A^lcultural" and Livestock Production;^ Food and -
nonfood products 

(Base year 19^8 « 100) 
Year Food products Noia-food products 

Index Percentage.of 
total «production 

.Index Percentage of 
totál production 

19*5 91.* • 95.* 11*. 9 *.6 
19*6 93.* 95.8 106>3 *. 2 
19*7 92.2 96.2 95,0 3.8 
19*8 100.0 96.3 100.0- 3.7 
19*9 105.0 96.5 - 99.5 3.5 
1950 96.2 96.0 10*. 8 *.o 
Difference between 1950 and 

I9U5.Í1.Q average: / 
5.3$ - 8,8* 

Note: Calculated at 19*f8 constant prices» 
Source: Basic data supplied by the General Department pf Statistics. 

In spite of the variations of composition which occurred in the years 
included in the period under review, production of foodstuffs in 1950 was 5.3$ 
higher than in 19^5, while non-food products were 8,8$ lower in 1950 than in 

v 4 , The $¿ár 19^9 marks the high point of this trend. . The decrease in 
food production in 1950 was due to adverse weather conditions which in general, 
had no influence on non-food production• The nonfood group represents a 
relatively small proportion of total agricultural and livestock production» 

l/ Nonfood products include tobacco^ fltx seed, hemp fibre and wool. All 
other products covered in this study, including wines, are comprised in 
the food products group. 

/A study 
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A study of the¿food products. group., arranged according tatheir main 
chemical composition, ihdicatés thatj between 19^5 and 1950 the production of 
protein products has increased 20,8$, vegetable oil seeds, lÓJ_.ií-$-, and products 
used in the production of alcohol 11.2^. During this same period the production 
of carbohydrates decreased 12 A per cont >; a dec line wh ich vas part icula rly obvios 
in 1950 when cereal crops, especially <5f dry-farming origin, suffered, from, 
unfavourable weather conditions. Protein1 foodstuffs, on the other hand, are , 
less susceptible to climatic influences than V • ' V - ' V. 
foodstuffs showed a moderate tendency t,o increase during the other years of the 
period under review. . •, .. ' 

Table k2. ' Chile: Food Products: Indices of the quantum of production of 
' :. various foodstuffs together with their percentage of / 

total production 

froteixi ' - Carbohydrates Vegetable oil seeds Alcohol 
Year Percent age*-' "Index Of Percentage • Percentage index Percentage, Index 

of total, Production of total !
 -t of total , of total 

19^5 .kl.h .92.2 1+8*7 V 9P.8 -1.6 90A ' 8.3 88.2 
19̂ 6 1+3.6 100.1 kJS 91,4 \ 1,0 . 61,5 7.5.. 80,5 
19^7 1*3.7 - 98.9 ' = ' 89.1" : 1.5 90.k 7.k 80.1 
19^8 > ko.Q 100.0 . . 50.0 ., I00.0 > 1,6 ' 100.0 . 8i6 100.0 
19^9 te. 9 110.k hj.0 100.8 2.2, . , lkh.3 7.9, 96.1 
1950 7̂.6 112.2 ko;6 • 79.5 * 3.0 187.5 ' 8,8 , 98.1 
Dif. 1950 n ^ •• *• ' r 

and 19^5¡ 20.8$ . / 12.1+$ _ - , 107^$ • 11,2$ 
Kotei Calculated on the basis of 19^8 constant prices. 
Source: Basic data supplied by the General Department <?f Stat is tics.. 

The above analysis reveals that until 19^9 a.slight change had been . 
produced in favour of protein and oleaginous products as against. carbohydrate 
products. ; > • , • 

This change is. even more obvious during 1950, not onlŷ  because of the . 
decrease in the, production of carbohydrates,but (al$o:because,,of the: increase of ; 
the other two groups, proteins and oils The agricultural policy of. the * ., f.. 
government, which is already beginning to take effect, favours the development I of 
dairy and livestock production. Hence it 1b obvious that the above-meptionQd v 
changes, .f ollow, a trend' which yill increase during the comíiig years, .when proteins 
will represent' an ^r^ott.ion of'.food; production. ; r • 
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The introduction of sugar "beet production will. increase the output of 
hydrocarbons, bub it vill also, cause a large increase in protein products.through 

; the utilization of by-products frpm sugar beet cultivation and processing, , 
through the development of livestock production and through the improved yield of 
legumes and forage crops, which will be grown in rotation with the ..sugar beet,., A 
similar result is expected from the-production of hybrid cor^. 

Relative position of the products 

The principal agricultural end livestock products in 195Ó maintained the 
relative position they occupied during the five-year period 19^5-19^9• Thus ' 
wheat, milk and cattle hold, in this order, the;three first placjesi in regard to 
the quantum of production. However, the quantltfttlve importance of these 
products in relation to total agricultural and livestock production has changed 
somewhat. While milk improved Ats proportion :of total production from 15»5$ to 
19.5$ and cattle from 11.8$ to 12,6^; wheat showed a decline frcaa 2-8.2$, to 23.9$. 

The majority of those products which are partly exported, such as oats, 
^ rice, beans and peas,, have declined in importance in relation to total agricultural 
and livestock production. Products for domestic consumption, such as the 
sunflower, com/ potatoes, milk and tobacco, on "the contrary show an improved 
position. This improvement is not merely a consequence of the decline of the 
position of export crops, but it represents a net increase In the production of 
domestically consumed crops, (See table on page*77)* 

Cultivated area 

The total area under cereals, legumes, potatoes and industrial crops 
showed no appreciable increase or decrease during the years 191*5-1950. The \ 
fluctuations have never been more than 10$ between the extreme positions marked by 
the years 19^5-19^6 and 19^8-19^9. In 19^5-19^ there was a minimum area of 
1,156.6 thousand hectares and 19^8-19^9 a maximum area of 1,298.2 thousand . 
hectares.During the agricultural year 19^9-1950 practically the same area 
(actually 2,300 hectares less) as in 19^-19^5 vas used for the cultivation of the 
products mentioned above. 

l/ An adequate index of productive agricultural areas of the country would be 
available if annual 4at a for orchards, vegetable gardens and artificial 
pastures could be obtained* However it is still practically imp033role to \ 
ascertain if there may have bean movements from, towards or between artificial \ 
pastures, orchards and vegetable gardens and the possible interchange between ' 
these areas and the areas known to be utilized for other products. 

/The preceding 
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-'-i® Í.í" • •...., . * .-V 
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I»© preceding dátó shows; ̂  of which ere known, 
have not as> a; whole experienced signified or fluctuations, and that 

; the few abse^fÁ^é^ within the 
tnâ Liniím and 'minifmim, limi^alreá^^ caá aísobé observed, 
Var^tions ,itót:rindicate or decrease of cultivated 

'¿just as if the country had reached its limit of incorporation of new 
areas into cultivation, which, as we shall see later is' nót> the case• / 
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Table 1+3 Chile: Quantum of Agricultural and Livestock Production 
; • ; ; ^ • ' ""' an̂ lol' eách oiV'lts components 

- - Avérage-
; Value of /T Perc^ta^^f :-' Val^y^f Percentage of Difference 

Product In total égrlQul- -,-.,•.. product- total agrl-\ , between 
miiiolía9Í11mrm .wr? in 
Pes^ ; , etock 'fiódjctfgn - H&ftá - liyestobky " ,1g£ 

Agricultural production: 
Cereals: ' 

Note: The valúe of production is calculated at I^+q constant prices, 
Source: Basic date supplied by the General Department of Statist ice* 

jresos production 
Average 

wheat 3,667.1+ 28.2 3,103.0 23.9 - 15.4 
barley 22.3 268.4 2.1 - 10.2 
oats 21+I.3 1.9 136.3 1.0 - 43.5 
rye 12.1 Oil 14,0 0.1 - 17.4 
rice 395.9 3.0 308.9 " 2.4 - 22.0 
maize 198.1 241.0 1.8 / 21.7; 
Total Cereals: ̂  g ^ 7 37.0 4,071.6 31.3 - 15*4 

Legumes: 
beans 483*9 3.7 412.6 3.2 - 14.8 
peas 60.7 0,5 57.2 0.4 - 5.8 
lentils 93-9 0.7 52.1 0.4 - 44.5 
chickpeas 31.8 0.2 24.0 0.2 - 24.6 
Total Legumes: 670, 3 5.1 545.9 4.2 - 18.6 

Industrial Products: 
sunflower 161.1+ 1.2 358.0 2.7 /121.8 
hemp seed 36.8 0.3 24.0 0.2 - 34.8 
hemp fibre > 85.4 0.7 56.7 0.4 - 33.6 
flat seed 1+5.1 0/3 39.0 0.3 - 13.5 
tobacco > 0.3 41.4 Q.3 / 20 .0 
Total industrial^ 2 2.8 499.1 3*9 / 37 .4 

Potatoes 1,178.1 9.1 977.6 7.5 - 17.0 
Wines and "chichas" 999.8 JjI 1,101.8 / 10.2 
Total agricultural 

7,216.0 - 55.6 Production: . 8,025.1 61.7 7,216.0 - 55.6 - 10.1 
Livestock Products! 
wool 3^5.9 2.7 384.9 3.0 / 11.3 
cattle 1,532.0 11.8 1,637,3 12.6 / 6.9 
sheep 575*3 4. U 637.5 4,9 / 10.8 
pigs 502*2 3.9 574.8 4.4 /14.4 
milk 2,025.5 2,530.8 / 24.? 
Total livestock 

38.3 5,765.3 44.4 / 15.7 products: 4,980.9 38.3 5,765.3 44.4 / 15.7 
Total Livestock, and Agricultural 
production: 13.006.0 100$ 12,981.? 100$ : MMM*« -0..002 
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t r • * I& this aituati&h the number of people pek> cultivated hectarfe has 
increaaed from 4.16 in 1945 to 4.45 in 1950.1/ 

Qtl the "baflló of the total cultivated area, including the products 
already íoentióiiéd plus vineyards, orchards, vegetable gardens and artificial 
pastures for Which reliable data are available only for the year 1948-1949, the 
ratio of inhabitants per cultivated hectare is 2*l6.£/ 

Table Chile: 

Year 

1944.45 
1945-46 
1946-47 
1947-48 
1948-49 
1949-50 
1950-51 

Year 

Year Wheat Bice ! Bye 
1 9 1 ^ 5 801 44 ; 10 
1945-46 728 48 6 
1946-47 745 32 7 
1947*48 819 28 7 
1948-49 867 24 8 
1949-50 833 27 8 
1950-51 803 

Legumes 

Sown Areas (Principal Crops) 
(thousands of hectares) 

Cereals 
" ^ a f l e y 

53 
44 
53 
62 
55 
45 
51 

Oats Corn Total Cereals 
104 48 1,060 
71 45 942 
75 47 959 
90 48 1,054 
99 47 1,100 
94 46 1.053 
101 

ten tils 
Total 

Beans ' Pea* <Jhickpeaa ten tils Legumes 
B 

Potatoes 
C 

82 21 12 21 136 54 
82 19 . 9 27 133 57 
95 JJB U 25 149 54 
79 si 11 31 142 53 
79 22 10 20 131 53 
68 20 7 19 114 50 

Hemp j flax Tobacco Linseed, 

Industrial Crops 
Sunflower total 

industrial 
D 

T o ^ u a l Vine- g f f 

g-a/b/c/d Wine 
£ 

1944-45 4.5 5.9 1.8 20.7 32.9 1,282.9 96.5 
1945-46 5.3 4.9 2.2 12.2 24.6 1,156.6 94.5 
1946-47 4.2 5» 2 2.2 22.3 33.9 1,195.9 93.7 
1947*48 5.0 5.1 3.0 25.9 39.0 1,288.0 95.6 
1948-49 4.6 7»6 3.6 42.5 58.3 1,3^2.3 95.9 
1949-50 3.2 5-2 3.0 49.8 61.2 1,278.2 95.9 
1950-51 

1,278.2 

1,379.4 

iMú 
1,383.6 
1,438.2 

Source: General Department of Stat 1st ice i General Department of Agriculture 

¥ 
2/ 

It is probable that the trend of this ratio might vary fundamentally if the 
annual cultivated areas for orchards , vegetable gardens and artificial pastures 
were known for the whole five-year period. 
For comparison it cjm be said that this ratio is 10*0 for Bolivia, for 
Guatemala, k«2 for El Salvador, 2«5 for Brazil and 1.0 for the United States, 

/Agricultural 
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Agricultural Production 
Agricultural production for the period 1945 •• 1949 was 10.1 per cent 

higher than production for the fire year period 1940 • 1944. papulation 
Increased 13*6 per cent during the fane time* The higher rate of increase of 
population over that of production vas intensified in 1950 vhen production 
sharply decreased. 2» Utter vas 7.5 per cent lower than in 1945 and 19 per cent 
lover than in 19*6 • 1949, vhereas the population maintained its rate of growth. 

The soastitnes violent fluctuations in production are brought about 
tgr ellmatlcand economic factors vhlchact Jointly or separately. The most 
influential climatic factors are rain end frost. Lack of rains, for example, 
vhich affeeted the principal dry*farmlng «fens of the country, «ere the main 
cause of the «harp decrease In production in the agricultural year 1949 - 1950* 
Spring fvest* can also detrimental to vegetable and truck farm products. 
•rehsrWsnd vineyards. 

The 'economic factors h*vo as their basis the fact that, for 
majority *f Sigrlcultural products, there lsnoorganlted market vhich/glve 
fíame** the assurance of • stable demand for their products a t prices they 
could ascertain before the sowing season. 2% is the usual practice 1% Chile 
that then a product has Wen profltable one year ovlng to unsatisfied demand 
the farmers decide to «list « larger proportion of their land to that produet. 
Consecuente the subsequent production Is greater than the normal or exceptional 
•emend, vith the result that price» fell belov product! oncosts to the detriwnt 
of the farmer* «to then vlthdravs this product from cultivation for one or mors 
years* This factor influences production fSr both the domestic and export 
markets* 

The production of «beat, rice, barley, oats, hemp, potatoes and all 
the leguminous products in 1949 • 1990 was belov that of the proceeding years* 
ft», tobacco and sunflA*sr, on the other hand» shoved a tendency to increase* 
fíax, rye, vines and "chlvhas", in spite of occasional violent fluctuations, 
shoved no definite tendency. 

Each product vlll nov be analieed Separately. 
Wheat 

His annual average vhaat production far the period 1945 to 1950 was 
11.5 per cent greater than the average production for the five-year period 
1940 - 1944, a development that vas due sore to the flight increase in the 
crop yield in the country in general than to eh increase in the sovn area. 

- ••••. /in 1950 
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In 1950, the vheat crop was 9.8 per cent smaller than in 1945 and 18 
per cent smaller than, the average production for the five-year period 1945 -
19^9. 

Table ik'p Chile: Vheat Production 

Year Sown Area in Production in Yield in metric thousands of thousands of quintals per 
hectares metric quintals hectare 

1945 801 
1946 728 
1947 745 
1948 819 
1949 867 
1950 833 
Difference "between 
1950 and the 
1945-49 average 5*2$ 
Average 1945-49 792 
Average 1940-44 777 
Difference between 
1945-49 and 
1940-44 2.8$ 

Source: General Department of Statistics 

The decline in production in I950 was due entirely to adverse weather 
conditions, heavy and continuous rain during the sowing season in the provinces 
of Valdivia and Chiloe. The 47 thousand fewer héctares sown in these provinces 
was partly balanced by larger areas of spring sowing in the irrigated sections 
of the central provinces. This sowing was made possible through a well-timed 
policy of the Government that gave preferencé in the "Caja de Crédito Agrario" 
to credit requested for wheat sowing and in the "Corporacion de Fomento" to 
requests for the use of ploughing equipment. In short, the sown area during 1950 
was smaller by 34 thousand hectares than in 1949 and greater by 34 thousand 
hectares than the average for the five-year period 1945-49. From the middle to 
the end of winter, the rains ceased and a drought followed in the dry-farming 
region north of Cautín, Later on during the harvest in the region south of 
Cautin rains interfered with the harvesting. These conditions brought about a 

9,213 
9,045 
8,990 

10,702 
11,135 
8,309 

11.5 
12.4 
12.1 
13.1 
12.8 
10.0 

15.4̂ 1 
9,817 
8,551 

- 19.4$ 
12.4 
11.0 

11,' 

/large 
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láafgé- decline l-ii*'pród'uc'tfah la'thesé'"atfe&Sc-*' Thus -the average, yield for the 
country as a whoie fell frotf 5" ¿''trtc^uiatalB per hectare in 19U5-U9 ̂to 10 
metric quintals in 1950o The 1950 or^p was-I5I0I .thouaaM' tons less-than the 
average for the" previous five yeea?@o, ?®wXt*."wás a 112e3' thousand ton 
deficit in supply/which had., td^e. .cbŷ rsd "by imports,, • . 

Gate • •• _ 
• Oats production during, the -last few years has been characterized by 

violent fluctuations from one harvest to another ¥hich.tave "been áue both to • 
changes in the 83*ea sown with oats and to th© fluctuations in yield, In these 
circumstances,. the annual production has flucttaated beteeen 6602 thousand pnd 
152,7 thousand tons. 

The average production for th® 19^5-50 period was 72.3 .thousand.-tons 
against 85°6 thousand for the period •1940«JA and 113-3 during the years 
'1935-19^0. This fall in production ha© b©©n due to the'instability of exports^ 
which several times declined to lew level® exactly when production vas at the. 
highest peaks. The immediate reaction w for famers to cut hack on . 
production and decrease the area soto* It mmt also be'added' that bats are 
gpyown in rotation with wheat, or ae a firtó. cro^ in acid and- hutóá soils #s£ch 
have .recently been cleared of forestso Climatic conditions are also an important 
factor in the .decision to sow and in the harvesting results/"'"' • 

• • pí 
The.small oats crop -of 1950, kQ.per -cent below that of the preceding 

year; and ^3*5 per. cent below th© five-yéar average• for • 19^5-^9, -wa'fl due to ' 
w&ther condition® ae in the .case-of wheat«- •• ' ; • 

In the provinces of Valdivia, Ogorno and Llanqui hue the average yield from 
19^5 to 19^9 was 17.3 metric quintals per hectare," but dropped to 12.1 
metric quintals in.1950. Still-mor© important was the - decline' in "yield in 
Concepclon and Arauco from an average .of,. B.O metric quintals per hectare to 
k*2 metric quintals per hectare* 

/potatoes 
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! J ? /. 
potatoes ; 1 . . — 

. Since X930, potato: production Ms-v.increaB©A together with consumption 
needs. This increase IS dílé both to the extent .of .thq, area sown and to "better 
yields» ' V;""'"'"'' ¿V •' . . ' • • 

Table 46. ... 

Year 

Chile : Produc ti on of Potatoes . 

Sown Area in 
thousands of 
hectares. 

191*5 
1946 ; 
19V7 
1948 
1949 
1950 
Average 1945-49 
Average 1940-44 
Average 1935-39 
Difference between" 
1950 and 1945-49 
aVerage 

54 
57 54 
53 53 
50 
54.2 
53.4 49.1 

- 7 J 

Production In 
thousanda of 

tons 
444.3 "" 
634.6 

' 569.2 
• 5^7.0 
" 533.0 
: 45V.5 

. 547.6 . 
463,9 
425.9 

20.1 

Yield In tons 
per hectare 

8.2' 
11.1 
10.5 -
10.5 
10. Q 
9.0 

10.1 
8.7 ••• 8.6 

-10. 

Source; General Department of Statistics . . . 

Within the 1945-50 period, the production'of potatoes «hows ho trend. 
Harvests have teen sufficient and in more 'than one year -slightly superior, to the 
domestic consumption requirements, with the exception of 1950. Production' lri 
this .ye,ár fell 20,% (or 93.2 thousand tons), below the average for the years 
1945-49» This decrease is due to the, fact that a smaller area was. sown and that 
a decline from 10 to 9. tons in yield per hectare' was experienced. The decrease 
in area is a consequence of the good harvests obtained during the preceding 
years, which caused the price of potatoes to be relatively,lower than the 
priqe for other products; and this lower price possibly influenced farmers'to 
reduce, the area: under potato.' Added to this, ;there was a large increase, in 
fertilizer prices which was not compensated by an equal rise -in the price : of -
potatoes; this seems to have been the determining cause influencing the farmers 
of the southern provinces to reduce their.potato crops. less fertilizers and 
untimely rains duringharvest tiitté pf'odviced a. djecline in yields and .also the r 
lose of part of the harvested -procDiict*. ,'. .;,.•:„,-••;-;. . í 

"/a new 
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A new potato pest, the "tizon" (a pfayccmicetous fungus called 
phytophthora infe^tans) ,, has apj)̂ arg.d .recently Jja Chile. Jt wî Ll heavily damage" 
the 1951 crop of the provincesof Chiloep^ the most productive 
zones of the country,. The Ministry of Agriculture through its technical services 
has taken measures to stop the development of the pest, which will cause the loe & 
of half the 1950-51 potato crop in<^an^iuetodyciilpepossibility,. . : -, 
of introducing.pest-resistant varieties, into the country, is under study. 

Beans • ' ' - • ; 
The largest bean crops of the last 25 years were obtained during the : 

periods 1930-34 and 1935-39 with 79.2 /thousand tons and 79.1 thousand tons a 
year respectively. Areas sown and yields obtained are practically equal in both 
five-year periods. During the following five-year period, 1940-44; the sown area 
of 86 thousand hectares was maintained almost the same as in the preceding . 
periods, but production decreased to j2.7 thousand tons due to a decrease in 
yield. " "" ;; ; 

During the years 1945-50 the yield of 8.5 metric quintals per hectare 
was equal to that of the five-year period 1940-44, but annual average production 
declined to 69 thousand tons due entirely to .the, .smaller ar:ea sown* The, 
downward production trend of the years 1945-1950 is particularly noticeable in 
1949 and 1950.- The prim^iy Reason for the decrease in sown area seems'to be the 
subetiiutitiri of the Sunflower for beans; A secondary reason for the décréáse • ' 
of th£ sovri area is the fact that the export price for beans fell frtito" ÍÓÓ3-'goÍd;; 
pesos át 6d per ton, in: 1948 to 817 in 1949 arid 627 in 1950. With lower pricés -
e x p o r t e r s : a n d i n t e r e s t in signing contracts with the: farmers. . ' 
These contracts, usually signed junt before sowing time, fix a priCé for the 
product, and the buying agent advances the seed arid Sometimes-the money ''for- : -
fertilizers a¿d -cuiti'vati0n. " • • • . V'-:-

' It Vould -.not be surprising if bean variéítes for domestic -
have also suffered a decrease in sown area as áResult of populár'prefetf^^ 
for rice, which is cheaper, • v^-í, ••• 

Barley _ 
.Duriixg th«e last few years ̂the amual production of barley'has 

experienced.' considerable1 fluetüatlone. íroducticai was ma.intained at high levels 
(over 100 thousand tons a year) until 1938-1939/ but since the beginning %t the 

• - í 

l/ Ministry of Agriculture statements appearing in "El Mercurio", 
13 February 1951» 

/laflt, war 
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last war it decreased to an average of 75*2 thousand tons during the five-year , 
period 1940t1944, rising again to 87.7 thousand tons a year during the 1945-1950 
period, ( .. .. • .. ; • .. 

^ ' Í . . . . 
Table 47. . Chile: Barley ̂ Production 

Year' • Sown área In * Production in Yield in 
thousands of ' thousands of tons/hectare 
.. hectares .. s tons 

1945 53 84 1.6 
1946. 44 69.I 1.6 
1947 5 3 ; 9l#7 * 1.7 
1948 62 , 107.3 1.7. 
1949 55 93.8 1.7 
1950 45 80.1 1.8 
Difference "between 1950 
and 1945-49 average 15'.7f 10«Of • 
Average 1945-49 ,. 53.4, . , .. 89»0. . : . 1.7 > 
Average 1940-44 49.3 75.2 1.5 
Average 1935-39 -7-4.3' 109.7 1.5 
Average 1930^34 65.0 . 105.0 -1.6- -
Source: General Depa^ent of Stat lenice.. 

...Prewar ..exports, though subject to large'fluctuations, were generally 
maintained at .between 50 and 100 thousand tons ¿ -year, but declined during the 
war yea¡rs to levels that fluctuated between 16 *and 20 thousand tons, Exports 
be^in to . Recover in 1944. and 194-5 and reacfíed 84.7' thousand tons in '1949. This 
explains why the 1945-1950 production was 12¿5 thousand tons higher than' that of' 
the fivé-yéar period 1940-1944. 

Barley production during the year 1950 was 10$ lower than the average 
production* for the years 1945-1949- This "Was due Exclusively to a decrease in 
sown area in comparison with the average of the period under review. The decreat 
in area had its origin in the fall in export prices and the consequent slack 
market,for the product. The immediate consequence bf this situation was the lack 
of interest; on the part of the farmers to-sign contracts with the agents and 
exporters, while on. the other hand they made use of the government facilities for 
sowing wheat. This was also possible because barley is a spring crop raised on 
irrigated lands. 

/Legumes 
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Legumes 
The decrease in p r ^ during the years 1949 and- I95O 

must "be attributed more to climatic accidents til &n to a decrease in prices. 
Rains during the development of the l e n t i l s a dry*farming product) or 
unexpected rains during the harvesting,season can.cause a decrease in yield 
from 6 to 5 metric quintals: per hectare. The Be factors and. the decrease in sowi. 
area have been responsible in these two years for a 50$" smaller production than 
the 1945-1948 average. , . " 

• « • 

The explanation given fbr the lentils also applies to the decrease 
in production of chickpeas and j>eas last year. 
Sunflower • 

Among important crops .the production of which has increased, the. only . 
outstanding increase is that of'the sunflower. Between 1945 and 1950 it has 
increased from 87.2 to 215.5 thousand metric quintals, which represents an 
increase of 147.7$ in the six years reviewed* This increase in production, 
is due to government policy which aims at supplying the country with oil derived 
from domestic raw material,. This policy is expressed5through such measures as 
the fixing of prices, the organ}zatitá^of a raw áa&terial buying pool uniting 
all the oil manufacturers which provides farmers with seeds and credit; the 
granting of foreign exchange permits for the import of this crop dnly in cases * * í 1 

where, domestic demandáis not satisfied-by domestic production, and technical 
assistance from the services of the General Department of Agriculture to the 
farmer through experimentation with different varieties and the propagation of 
those varieties best-adapted to each zone, the teaching of farming methods and 
the use of fertilizers, etc. '' 

Thanks to this research and educational work "of the agricultural 
services of the country, the sunflower has been introduced in those' provinces 
from Talca to Aconcagua^and later will "be extended as far as the province of 
Bio-Bio. . " ~ ; ' ; 

/Livestock 
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Livestock production 
Livestock productión in Chile inc^éádéd 23-6$ between 1945 añd 

while agricultural production between" the safce ..years decreased 7$. In 1950 
all the products included in the livestock group except wool were being produced 
iii larger quantities than in 19^5» 

Table 48. Chile: Index of the Quantum of Livestock Production 
Base year 1948 • 100 

Year Cattle Sheep Hogg Wool Milk Total 
19^5 98.6 9 M 95.3 123.5 • 89.6 95.8 
1946 110.7 96.4 90.6 111.1 ,102.2 103.4 
1947 100.1 88.0 88.5 101.3 103,9 98.9 
1948 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1949 IO7.6 68.4 117.9. . 96.7 134.9 . : 113.5 
1950 110.5 99.1 112,7 118.5 133.0 118.4 
Difference between > 

1950 and 1949 12.1$ 18$ - 4$. . 48.4$ 23.6< 
Difference between 
1950 and the 194> • • 

1949 average 6.9$ 10.8$ 14.4$ ^11.3$ 24.9$ 
Source: Basic data supplied by the Qener&l Department of Statistics. 
Mote: Indices have been calculated at 1948 constant prices. 

Cattle 
The production.of cattle in Chile between the years 1930 and 1949, 

except for slight fluctuations, remained practically stagnant* This 
stagnation is eren more .obvious if ye consider only the last five yéars, that 
is to say, the 1945-1949 period during which the annual fluctuations were of 
very little importance in comparison with the total stock of cattle, as can 
be seen in the following table. 

/Table 49* 
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Table 4?, Chile: Stocteaxx^ConQ^blm •$&..Cattle• in Chile 
Year ' stocks ' Coneufliptlm oj íis^V óa" between, 

Chilean ,<?attle> • stocks 
(ih thousands of head). . .. $ 

1930 2,388 463*6 19*4 
1935 ^463 453.8 ' 18.4 
1940 B/tel 427.1 20.5 

. 1945 - 2,348 v : 350.0 14.9 
1946 2,397 393. Ó 16.3 
1947 2,338 355*4 15.1 
1948 2,310 ^ 354.9 15.3 
1949 2,344 391.2 16.7 
1950., 2,331 401.9 17^2 
Sourde: Basic data supplied by the Qengral Department of Statistics* 

The largest stocks of Chilean cattle were recorded between the years 
1935-4Q with approximately 2,450,000 head. During the following five-year 
period the number became stabilized at a little less than 2,3!?0,000 head, 

The proportion of cattle consumed to stocks was around 20$ during the 
ten-year period 1930-40, It decreased "to l4.9$:iii 1945 and rose again to 17.2$ 
in 1950. The decrease'of st^ks during the years 1945-49, in comparison with 
1935-40, might be:due, among other things, to the fact that the 20$ consumption 
ratio seems too high for the extensive type of cattle raising employed in Chile. 
The limits within which the equilibrium between cónsuiáption and stocks would be 
maintained is .aboî t 15$. A relative increase of consumption would lead to the 
disappearance of stocks, while a decrease in consumption of domestically producec 
cattle would cause a growing tendency toward a deficit in the supply' of Chilean 
beef and would increase the stocks to levels which the forage capacity of the 
country could not sustain. 

According to experts, the average type of cattle bred and, in general, 
the conditions under which they are raised (suffering lack of forage during the 
winter and summer and without shelter during cold weather) retard the development 
of the animal so that it is only possible to fatten it when it is from two to 
three years.old. This means that the average age of cattle when they are brought 
to market is three to four years.-/ This traditional system could be modified 

lJ Plan Agrario, pp. 80 and 132. 

/by improving 
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by intproviné the» conditions under,. on in the 
country* Younger animals could be , slaughtered: .̂ -jx̂ e'-̂ bom̂ f-or an increaee in 
stocks. ; This process has already .started as ̂ tlndirect teéídt -of development 
of'dairying* •• .''"/̂ .̂ .̂'v-v,1 ,:Vi 

i . • ' . \ r , 

. " The stagnation in . the stocks of cattle /during the last 20 years and 
the small decrease during the last five-year period iñ cc%árlóóii with 1935-40, 
seem to indicate that an equilibrium'has been reached, between cattle stockp/fand 
the forage capacity , of the country ; It would he dangerous to try to disturb 
this equilibrium without previously ensuring iá)¿ forage supply and healthful 
conditions heeded to fix this balance at a higher leyel. 

The forage ..capacity of the country has also stagnated as a result of 
the erosion process which is affecting large agricultural areas of the country, 
an effect which has hardly been compensated by the new lande brought under 
cultivation by means df irrigation projects and the clearing of forests. ^ 

The, consumption of cattle produced in Chile during the five-year 
period 1945-50 was considerably bsipw the consumption of . the three preceding;̂ .! 
five-year periods. During the last six years the smallest * consumption wae, 
350,000 head in 1945 and the largest was 401,900 head in 1950. The following 
table shows a slight upward trend which falls short, however,, of the level of 
the thirties. 

The per capita consumption of cattle produced in Chile reaphed its., 
lowest level in 1948. It started to increase in 1949 and continued through 
1950, although per capita consumption was still far below the years 1930 to 1940 
as can be observed, in the following table. - , • -

Table 50.- • Chile: Consumption of cattle(slaughtered anímale) 

Absolute Consumption-^ Per Capita.:Consumption-^ 
Year Chilean Imported Total 
1930 463.6 84.5 548.1 
1935 453.9 8.3 462.2 
1940 427.1 70.7 497.8 
1945 350.0 236.3 586.3 
1946 393.O 200.0 593.1 
1947 355.4 202*3 557.7 
1948 354.9 216.0 570.9 
1949 391.2 69,3 460.5 
1950 401.9 56.2 458.1 
Source: General Department of Statistics 
a/ Expressed in thousands of head 

Number of animals per thousand inhabitants 

/m-

Chilean Total 
108.1 127.8 
101.2 103.1 
85.O 99.1 
65.4 109.6 
72.4 109.2 
64.3 100.9 
63.I 101.6 
68.5 80.7 
69.3 79.0 
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Total p§r capita,,c^eimption .ĉ t̂ ie . -r- both Chilean- and imported;--
had very few fluct^tic^^^ 
production being .covered by importe shown in 1949 and ,1950 
was due specifically to a decrease in cattle imports during these two years. 
As a consequence., of restrictions .aiid. increased import prices> .cattle imports 
went down to .a third or lese of the average for the four .preceding years, , 

Table 51. • Chile: Indices bf Cattle-Consumption 
Ab s oluts C cnsump ti On Per Capltia-lGbriéxuaption 

Year Chilean Imported Total ^ . . Chilean • . . Total 
1930 130.6 39fX . 96.9 . > : 171.3 125.8 . 
1935 127.9 3.8 80.9 1Ó0.4 101.5 
19^0 ' 120*3 -- 32.7 87.2 13^.7 97.5 
1945 98.6 109.4 • 102.7 . 103.6 107.9 
1946 110.7 '92.0 103.9 114.7 107,5 
19^7 v 100.1 •• 93.6 97.7 101.9 99.3 
1948 100.0 100.0 . 100*0 . 100.0 . 100.0 , 
1949 " ' 110.2 32.0 80.7 108.5 79-4 
1950 . 113.2 26.0 A 80. 2 109.6 77.7 
Source ;,-' General Department of Statistics 
Base v-year̂  1948 2 100 • - ;t — 

.-ry.. 'Uie' sharp de ¿line in Imports during 194-9 and 1950 produced an. increase 
inv the cbasúmption of Chilean cattle^ although it was not enough to maintain , 
the total cons\amption levels of the preceding years. An increase in the 
consumption of Chilean cattle would certainly have the effect of reducing stoCtó 
which is not advisable for the economy of the country. r í(r 

Perhaps the most important change of the last few years with 
reference to cattle is the government prohibition of the slaughtering of cows 
younger than four years/a rule which has been fulfilled intermittently 
1944, 

: 1 
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Sheep breeding in Chile, though showing a 5.1 per cent increase in 
1950 over 1945, does not manifest afty definite trend during the years 1945-50, 
as oftn be seen in the following table. 

Table 52 Chile,: Chilean Sheep production i. 
(Slaughtered Animals) -

Year1: Total'Production Per Capita Production 
Thousands of head Index Mümber of Sheep Iudex 

' (per thousand 
inhabitants) 

1930 ' 2,033-8 109.6 474.4 143.7 
1935 2,226.5 120.0 • 496,4 150.4 
.1940 2,138.8 : ,115.3 ; • 1 425<7 ^ .129.0 
1945 1,748.6 94.2 326.9 99.0 
1946 1,788.3 96.4 * 529.3 -99.8 
1947 1V 1,633.1 88.0 - 295.6 89.5 
1948 1,855.0 100.0 330.1 100.0 
1949 • 1,269.8 - 6S.4: ' 67.4 
1950 1,838.2 a/ 95.1 96.0 
„a/ Provisional figure. 
Source: General D e p a r t m e n t " 

The table shows that -p&é .jfttíOfcuction in the thirties was over 2.1 
milllcm head, whereas from 1945 onwards production hád "hu average level of 1.7 
million head. In 1949 production was 500.thousand hsp.d lov/or ;than the average 
for the years 1945-1949, and took an upward turn again in 1950.! 

Unfortunately there are no data on the stock of sheep, so it is not 
possible to study its changes. However, taking into account the nature of 
eheep breeding, that is to say, the fact that all lanjbs ready for slaughter: 
and a quota of old sheep have to be sent to market,.every -Teair, .it ie -not too 
much to assert that there must.be a certain parallelism between consumption and 
production. If this conclusion is correct, it would be logical to conclude 
that the. stock of sheep during the years 1945-1949 must have' been about .20 per cent 
lower than during the 1925-1945 period1. The cause of this can be; attributed: to * » • 

the low average birtfc rate of Chilean sheep, a defect that in the': majority of 
caaes originates in undernourishment from lack of forage, bad quality foragé or 
abundance of intestinal parasites. ¿^ 

XT-Plan Agrario, page 83. / T h e 8 e 
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These limitations, which seem to have increased during recent -years, 
especially where foragé supply is concerned, have $bt. ̂ en.. studied sufficiently, 
and parasite diseases have not. "been controlled. The overstocking of sheep, is 
one of. <bhe most.active contributory causes of soil erosion. 

In the provinces of Aysen and Magallanes soil erosion, originally 
caused by surplus herds,haa,; diminished the..forage'̂ capacity of the region: • More- . 
over, a plague of hares and'rabbits/ which1 -feed' on the best type of grass eaten 
by sheep, has appeared- in this area. Under these circumstances7 any regulation 
of the use of prairies is impracticable until the .destructive anilla are 
eliminated. 

Chilean production of sheep is not enough to cover the domestic demand, 
and thus every year imports are necessary.-,.. On the other .hand, Chile exports 
frozen lamb* All foreigii shipments are made from Magallanes,, where both domestic 
and imported herds are slaughter¿d, A part of the frozen lamb is consumed in the 
country.. Though exact da ta,.-especially on the number of sheep, exported, are 
not available, the following stable on sheep, production, consumption and trade 
has been drawn up. ' ; ; " 

Table 53 Chile: Sheep Imports, Exports and Total Domestic 
** .... .. Consumption,., , 

(in thousands' of1 head) * 
Year . , Domestic . Imports ' .̂Exports / , Qonsu&ption / 

production Total ' ' Per Capita 
1 9 4 5 ' 1 , 7 4 8 , 6 ' 851.3 171.2 2,428.8 4 5 4 . 0 
1946 - • 1,788.3 8 6 6 . 4 • 395-9" 2,258.8 4 l 6 . 0 
1947 1 , 6 3 3 . 1 5 9 6 . 7 257 .O- • . 1 , 9 7 2 . 8 - 3 5 7 . 1 -
1948 1,855.0 5 7 0 . 9 208.7 2,217.2 3 9 4 . 5 
1949 -1,269*2 306.3 300.0 51,276.0 223.5 
1950.. .1,838.2 , 
a/Number of head per thousand inhabitants* 
Source: General Department of Statistics 

> ; The total consumption of sheep" has dlmlnish&d' considerably "during' the 
last1 few years as a consequence of a fall in imports and an inc'reasé in exports. 
This trend appeared tb be particularly Strong in 1949 owing to a""sharp decrease 
in domestic' production-. ' Though no complete"data are available'' for5 return 
to the 1947-1948 level can be, expected, ̂although product i onwill fail ¡shok;of 
that of 19I15 and preceeding yéare. - - •-.v-. ; 

.. . ' /A"large •': 
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A large increase in both imports pf eheep on the hoof and frozen 
laescorts can be predicted for 1951 aá Á Sdhséquence of the abolition, of 

duties on Shfeéfl entering the country through Magallanes. . 

Shéep vool productidti wliich, with some fluctuations, had been 
increasing since 1925, reached, a maximum of 18.9 thousand tons in 194$, and 
subsequently showed a continuous decline.• In 1949 it decreased to 14.8 thousand 
tons. A very similar cycle occurred during, the preceding five-year period, as 
is shown in the following table. 

Table 54 Chiles Wool production and. Exporte. 

Consumption a/ Exports 
(thousands of tons) 

Year Production Percentage of total 
production exported 

1940 18,1 7.1 11.0 60.7 
1941 18.3 6.7 , , 11.6 . .,..63,3 
1942 15.4 ? . a 7.5 ' 48-7-
1943 17.3 7.3 . . . 10.0 ' 57.8 
1944 16.8 8.7 • 8.1 • 48.2 
1945 18.9 8,9 . 10.6 56.1 
1946' 17.0 : 9 J U 7.6 - 44.7 
1947 . 15.5 : - • • 9,5 • ' 6.0 . 38.7 
1.948 15-3 7.8 . 7-5 49.0 
1949 14.8 ' 9.0 ^ ••'"• • '.5.8 39.2 
1950 

Source; General Department of Btatistics 
a/ Represents only consumption of domestic wool " 
b/ Estimate* ' 

Domestic consumption of Chilean wool has increased, the major part 
being absorbed by the textile industry, while only the surplus not required-
-by the industry has been exported. The average annual production was- 14 thousand 
tons during the period 1937 — 41, of which an average of 10 thousand toné a year 
was exported the rest.being utilized by domestic industry. Due to the excellent 
prices obtained for long, fine wool, there has been a tendency among farmers 
with adequate means to change the composition of their herds by replacing them 
with breeds which yield this kind of wool. v ' " ' ; . , :*.., 

/swine 
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Hog' production increáiséá Cent "between Í945 and 1950. The 
average annual production during this fí^e*yéár period (28b;400 hogs) was 
* slightly lower than that,of the period 1940-44 (281,800 peí*" year) ¿ Betwéen 
1925 and 1940 production. Increased from 154,000 to 263,000 animals annually. 
Table 55* Chile: Hog Production (Thousands of Head) . 

(Slaughtered Animals) 
Year " Number of Héad Index ' 

1935 190.9 68.6 
1940 ,262.7 94.4 
1945 265.0 , 95-3 
1946 251.9 90.6 
3^47 . 2 4 6 * 3 . 8 8 . 6 
1948 1 • 278a 100.0' 
1949 327,9 , U7.9 
1950 313.4 112.7 
Difference between 1950 and 14.4# 
1945-49 average 

Source: Department of Statistics " 
In spite of the decrease in the years 1946 and 1947, production since 

1948 has shown a tendency to increase which will probably continue. 
Up to the present, hog production has not developed on an industrial 

scale in the country. * Almost the whole of the scanty stock is in the hands of 
farmers who breed hogs of ppor quality under deficient feeding and living 
conditions. Hogs produced under such conditions are hard to fatten and, on 
being slaughtered, yield a relatively low percentage of meat of good quality 
along with a very high percentage of laird'. > ' ' 

According to experts,'ft will only be possible to produce swine on an 
industrial scale in Qhilfe when certain basic resources become available, such as 
skimmed milk, whey, industrial by-Products of slaughtering, and especially1 

corny at.economically appropriate-prices. Only the availability of such products 
will make possible the use of breeds of higher quality.-^ 

Plan Agrario" pp.84 and 85. 

/Milk 
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P^ké livestock products niUf;;ha0 experienced ah\é^^pt.ióñally large,; 
imt^&se In the last few years. Production in¿réas>d 7$• i ¿e*;,/cent from 
422,400 ,CíÓ0 litres in 1943-44 to 752^500,000 in 1948-49. Per capita production 
likewise increased 64,7 per cent from 80.6 litres per person to 131*8 litres 
during the, same period of time. . -
Table 56 . Chile: Hilk Production 

Year Total Production 
Millions of 
litres 

Index 
Per Capita Production 

Judex Litres per 
inhabiiatut 

362. ' 64,9 80.0 80.6 
390.9 70.0 77.8 ... • .78.4 
398.2 71.4 78.2 78.8 
1105.5 V 72.6 • 79.0 - • • : 79.6 
412,5 73.9 . 78.7 79,3 
422.4 75.7 80.6 81.2 
500.1 69.6 - 93-5 • '94.2 
570.5 102.2 -105.1 . 105.8. 
58Ó.0 1Ó3.9 105. ó 105.7 
558*0 100.0 99.3 • 100.0 
752.6 134.9 131.8 v .. . 132.7 
643.5 115*3 112.9 113.7 
26.74 . • • • • .. 20. ti 

1936 
1940 . 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 

between 
1950 and 194? 
Sources General Desortment of Statistics 

Production in 1950. did not continue to expand, the decline experienced 
being attributable to, an epidemic of a mild form of smallpox (alastrim) which / . 
was transmitted to the cows by the milkers who had been vaccinated under the 
national vaccination program of that year. ' \ ' , -

. Since other livestock products.h^ve either refined stagnant:or ; - • 
increased very ,little, it might be asked what-factor has been responsible, for the 
large increase in milk production. Milk prices h&ve riot beep responsible for— 
this stimulus in recent times, for the price of milk has increased relatively- . -
less than prices of otfcer livestock products,either, taken together or separately, 
as is shown by the following table, 

/Table 38. 
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Table 5j; Qhiíe: Price Index of Livestock Products • * X : . ' f 

Year LI vest ogle r Cattle, . ̂  Sheep Swine'-Wool.' ' Milk a/ 

1945 54.7 ' 53.3 "51.1. 41.4- .61,2. , 60.5. 
1946 , . .. 62.7. • •• 75.6 59.4 64:1 66.2 60.5 
Í947 79.9 ... ,80.4 • 73.4 8,7.9 '69.2 84.^ 
1948 100.0 106;0 ' 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0. 
1949 112.0 123,7 125.4 88.8 lg6,4 105.3 
$ increase between 
1945-1949 104.8 132.1 .145 .'4' . 114.5 106.5 74.0 
a/ This index is based.on prices paid to the producer. 

* 

Source: General Department "of fitatlBtlóB^iítogtltuto de Economía Agrícola, 
Comisariato General dp .SubsistenciffsV Precios1 
The increase in dairy production is due to the operation of the Plan ; 

for Dairy Development initiated by the GtoVeirnment, which has been applied mainly 
to already' existing enterprises. This pevelópment Plan has improved conditions 
such as the quality of breeders and cows,.sanitation, feeding, buildings and 
equipment, production control!s, teaching of modern working techniques, establish-
ment of industrialized dairy centre?, etc.:, as will be explained below. 

The Development Plan, which was not well defined at first, started 
with the Compulsory Pasteurization law enacted, in 1930 and put into operation in 
1935> when State pasteurization plants were operating in the principal cities'6f 
the country. This law, which tended to improve the marketed .product, influenced . 
the producers to organize themselves in associations and co-operatives which in 
some regions established their own pasteurization plants, industrial processing 
of dairy products and factories'for the production of concentrated cattle feed. 

The "Caja de Crédito Agrario" increased its loans for cattle and 
dairy equipment, and later the "Corporación de Fomento" from the time it began 
in 1939 until 1947, granted loans to famers for the construption of silos, stables, 
and forage barns, and for the purchase of bulls and milch cows, either bred in the 
country or imported by the Corporation itseif.' The Corporation also granted 
loans to ooHoperatives for the ̂ quipping of plants for the processing of milk, for 
concentrated feed-factories', etc." "The loans granted by the Corporation reaóhed 
the sum of kk million pesos. 

The Dairy Improvement Act passed in 194-5 and put into 
operation in 1948. Its objective was to encourage the development and organization 

/of the 
\ 
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of the dairy industry on a co-operatiy%^asis and to give government assistance 
to those activities which cannot be carried out on a large scale by private 
enterprise, such as sanitary campaigns, investigations concerning forage, teaching 
of better techniques.* etc. . 

.Mpr$ov:ev1t.$he -Act •:fô .̂ oans to.'farmers. tion convenient terms for 
the. .cattle, the con^truption of-.stables., silos, manure pits,, etc,.-. 

, £rom its enactment until... 1950>: the resources 'mobil̂ z-ed by the. .Hairy 
•jniprovement Act amounted, to 174,8pO.;opp pesoa, 24 millions of which .were:: 
.^dainist^red: byv-the* s Ministry ..qf: :A^ioultui:ethis. ̂ nis^yy - having ;been responsible 
for^t^e^application pf the. l^w^in the beginning.-; • The* Teminii^.-l!^ 
;a^ini.etered by >$he Instituto 4e,, Economía Apícola, which has .continued, to admin-
viater the Act' since-1948 k r 0 U t ' - . ^ f : - t h e , - t p $ a i : > u s a d ftajm 

-and- prpd^c^r^'/Qproperatives, and 23̂ ,200 ,000: Ver^ ..employed 
^nryayipus research and training programmes connected-; with ̂milk product ion., .These 
•vprpgwwin̂ s. inpli$ed sanitary mouth; disease and 
brucelo:siê . a Quarantine station, milk pptttrpl, laboratories for ve&^rin&ry and 
forage research, etc» A good example of the?>benefipial results achieved-by .this 1 * • y ' 
policy..can be found, in, the sanitary ĉ iipaigns.j -for, according to; thê 'Llvê tppk. and 
Aiilaial:; Health department of̂ -gric.nlt̂ ure, íqoíí oad- mouth disease 
; used'tot.be,responsible forlosses. In Cattle to. the value, of 2}+y mill-ion pesps> a 
yearv.. .Of' this sum oattle mortality écoounted for 99;*&illions end •jfi;ipeased: cattle 
foriMl million^y yi^hout taking .into consideration the losses-yln i ^ 
•An-fcl-aphthic vaccine.' has. been pi^dUcpd: in large .quantities, since 19Vf ár,d has., 
•reduced cattle losses aMoqt \entirelyj moreover.) —it .hap given dairying; 
• stability it .nevera before possessed. . ,.. , ... V V ^ 
; • ̂ v ;/The.effectiveness of. thePlan fpr, Dairy Devejepmentcan be appr©Plated 
from; the fjstct.-. tyat in 1949 milk output attainedr,and even slightly surpassed, the 
goal established by the Cpnsejó Nacional de Alimentación of' 126 lltreseP©r 
inhabitant per ye^r. , This jpal^ however, ..is still far from the recommendation made 
by tftp Ho^ ;Sp,ring9 tGo^ferenb¿/"Etópnomic Diei" Which lays down ̂ hat bptifei^tiph 
s,hoyl(d 504 sc^mm |^ m^-day^ pr .about t225.'litres- per person .per,' y e ó r , . 

¿^Cited in "Memorartáüiá 0f1 'tké 1>aíry Department Of the Inist it uto de Economía 
Agripólay May 3, 1949, on the fulfilment of the Investment Plan of the 

. Dairy' Development* Act. 

- / p I a n Agrarl°- p a g e 117- /CHAPTER III PART II 
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CHILE 
5 ' • . ; ta' - "'• 

; •-•••.••••' '•• i' ' ; PAET II = : 

' Y - , Y : ..'. PROSPECTS ' Y Y ' ' Y 

• < ' . u '; ¿.y -' •" ' " ! ••' -V • 
"'••áb wo have ceen, the progress of Chilean agriculture^ has in recent yeare 

been increasingly slow. The industry mayovercome its relative backwardness; hut 
the analysis of existing possibilities Shows that in most cases copious 
investment will be a6 necessary condition of success. - f ' 

As was pointed out the -komaadc. Stfrvey -of latin' America' 
^Chile's ©^cultural development is hindered by váJricnís kinds o® obstacles, 
: vhlch, if sufficient incentive existed/ jaight be oyerccanev by investing capital 
aiid:impx̂ vlng the producers* technique* These obstacles, which have to do with 
the cultivable land and Its eiffective .utilisation, methods of cultivation and 
agricultural research and méchanlfcátioñ, were analysed in the above-mentioned 
report;- but we propose to touch again on those aspects in respect of which new 
or more extensive information has boeii obtained Or noteworthy changes have 
'•occurred. ' * v . •. y;-"-y/4'y.;. '"•••'/v 
Utilization of agricultural laftd; v i - '' vr.-

The agricultural land to which the '-crop rotation system Is applied? 
amounts to 5#7 alliion hectares^ Otú^ per cent of this Is under 
cultivation, the remaining 57¿3 per cent lying fallow or belgg put to lúnimm 
usé ae natural pasture for cattle,- Even of the . Irrigated land,, which amounts 
to 1.3 million hectares, seme 16 per cent is uncultivated, beingYUsed only for 
natural pasture of small economic valued There can be no doubt that 6, better 
utilization of arable land on the basis of a. rational crop rotation system/ with 
more use being made than at. present of artificial meadows, and with a reasonable 
application of fertilizers tod improved methods <xf cultivation;, would result in 
an increase in agricultural and livestock production* 

¿/ Excluding orchards and vineyards, which abcourit for 169.9 thousand hectares. 
2/ These new figures c<^im tlié statement In the Report of the Éccnómic Caá©* 

mission for latin America for 19^9 that there is room for agricultural -
expansion by. the batter utilizaticax of cultivated lax4e* 

;y¡:y , / The agricultural 
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The agricultural research carried out in the county in recent years has 
brought out a nurfbér of methods which might be effective in increasing production. 
Among them the foilwiñg iñay be mentioned: as either being already applied or about 
to be- applied; v ;< • • - ' / • 
Hybrid m i z e ^ v 

Under plane for increasing the cultivation of hybrid maize, provision 
'is made for supplying seed for 10,000 hectares< in the 1^1-1^52'agricultural, year 
and'far supplying total requirements of seed th 1952-1953 • Th0 use of hybrid 
seeds by farmers in the last two years has produced yiélds of more than 50 quintal 
per hectare, whereas the country1 e average yield is from 15 to Tf quintals per 
hectare over a total areá of 1+7,000 hectares sown witfr mai?e. Competent circles 
;consider that the result of introducing hybrid varieties will be to double the 
present volume of production. 
Sugar beet^ 

The Corfroráclon de Fqwhto -de la Producción has - completed its researches 
and experimental work on the cultivation of Sugar beet for the production of 
sugM% Its conclusions are fully favoujfcble to the introduction of the industry 
into the country. 

The project provides for the' installation within : ten years of three 
factories with a total annual producing capacity of 36,000*tons of sugar.1 The 
raw material requirements of these factories will necessitate the 'annual r 
cultivation of 6,000 to 9,000 hectares of sugar beet, which will form part of the 
crop rotation system over an area of about 1*5,000 hectares. The crops constituting 
the rotation — which would be in a four- or five-year cycle — would be the 
following! wheat, clover, sunflowers, kidney beans, maize, potatoes, miscellaneous 
vegetables etc. They would be cultivated in the following order? first year, 
wheat, clover; second year, clover; third year, clover; fourth year, sunflowers, 
mizo, kidney beans, potatoes and vegetables; and fifth year, sug^r beet. The 
rotation cycle may be reduced to four years by eliminating clover in the third 

• year. - -• • - • . ...:.•••• - ' - ~'• • ' 
The cultivation óf sugar beét, which gives the farmer an excellent 

economic yield, requires thorough preparation of the soil and the Use of large 
applications of phosphatic, nitrogenous and organic fertilizers which leave the 

l/ Information sxippiied by the Maize Section of the Department of Agricultural 
Research of the Ministry of Agriculture* 

2/ All the information about sugar beet is drawn from various reports prepared 
by the Corporación de Fomento de la Producción. 

/ land in 
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land in such condition that the crops fowning part of ttíe rotationwill all 
produce goad yields. This in turn will enable the farmer to employ advanced 
techniques, including the use of fertilizers in sufficient quantities to obtain 
yields large enough to repay the poet of the fertilizers and improve the soil" 
when sugar beet is grown. Moreover, the cultivation of sugar beet pro^id^s hot 
only the tow material for the factories in quantities amounting to more than 
30 tons per hectare, but also an equally large yield of leaves and topa, which 
are excellent fodder for cattle* If, in turn, the cattle are given proper 
shelter, and their diet is supplemented with the factory residues (pulp and 
molasses) and a number of concentrates, they will give an increased yield of milk 
and provide the organic manure necessary for the cultivation of sugjar beet; while 
at the same time, owing to the increased fodder-producing capacity, the number 
of animals per hectare on farms growing sugar beet will be greater* than elsewhere. 

The introduction of sugar beet in the areas where it is planned to * 
install the sugar factories will not displace any crop cultivated under the 
systems and rotations allied there. Ori the contrary, it is estimated that the 
production of maize, sunflowers, kidney beans, potatoes, vegetables and clovér 
in those areas will exceed that which is usual in present conditions. 

Local eacperiments and the results obtained in other countries indicate 
that the production increase in the 45,000 hectares included in the rotation 
syste®, in which su£pr beet will take up from 8 to 9,000 hectares will be as 
followss 

Increased production 

Tons Value in current pesos 
Wh^t 9,600 . 1*8.0 millions 
Milk / 7k,kOQ 299.1 " 
Sugar J 31,200 ; 191.9 " 1 - ; 
Total ; ' 539:0 millions ^ ' 
Soureel Corporapion dé Fomento de la Producción. 
a/ tor the purposes of the calculation, the value of sugar is expressed in terms 

of the amount which farriers will receive for selling the sugar beet to the 
factory. . 

/ Reconstltutlon 
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Reconstltutlon of eroded eolia 
The Agricultural Research Department of the Ministry of Agriculture 

has continued itik survey, study, and classification of 2.7 million hectares Of 
* * 

the country's soil, situated In seven provinces, of which Maule, Bio-Bio and 
Malleco are among those where the- soil ds-most eroded. Taken together, these 
three provinces present a picture, which not only confirms what was said in the 
Economic Surrey for 3,9̂ 9 as. to the gravity of the problem* but reveals it in an 
even more, serioup tam in the light of new Rigores* > Of the. more than l. U r 
million, hectares of soil surveyed in those -provinces ¿ only 12.6 per cetit did hot ' 
show erosion, while of the rest,i±7.3 per cent showed slight- or moderate surface 
erosion, with or without trenches, but could still: be;regarded' as arablé'land, 
andUO*lper cent was soil with seysre or very severe surface erosión, "with or 
without trenches, at all stages of formation.; . 

The soil -conservation"work done;at ejperlmental státióñs' lú the area 
to which the ̂ bove-mentioned survey refers and over areas of more than 700 hectares 
have produced an increase in the yield of wheat from 6.5 metric quintals per 
hectare In 1935*4939 to 2\ metric quintals per hectare in 19̂ 9.' " 

In addition, the use of th© conservation method, which includes ; In 1 -
the rotation forage plants grcwjr oti unwatered land, has enabled Cattle to be -
kept throughout the year and haŝ  tílec mato possible'the' seasonal' fattening of 
such cattle. Thus Qot only has the soil beén reconstituted and its yield 
inoreased,, but a pennanent forage-producing capacity has been established and* 
copts, have been cónsideraMy reduced in spite of the increased capital investment 
which the. application of iihe progrcaamé has necessitated. 

With regard to the forage plants growable on unwatered soil that are 
needed to carry out the erosion-cbntrol ánd soil-conservation plans, 225 hectares 
arfe being reserved for producing-seeds of those species'which experiments made in 
variot̂ s years have shown to possess the qualities for the purpose in view. 

Obviously a programme for the large-scale application of erosion-
control andsoil-conservation procedures'may result in a large increase in 
production. / Use, of > 
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Use of fertilizers • 
One of the means by wblch eubBtantial lncreases in the yield of 

agricultural production perunit of cultivated surface, may be obtained is the 
rational use of fertilizers. To what vas said in the Ecofcomic Surrey for 19^9 
it may hp added that in Chile the consumption of fertilizershas increased 
considerably in recent years, rising from9l kilogrammes per cultivated hectare 
in 19^5 to 193 kiloerawaes-in 191*8-19̂ 9 and 19^9*1950* Consumption has not 
increased in the last two years owing to the eharp rise ln the prices of the 
most commonly used fertilizers, these rises in; most cases •- especially those of 
phosphates and nitrate^ •/«•• being greater than the increase in the prices of the 
corresponding agricultural i^oducts* At all events, there is a marked tendoncy 
on the part of farmers to Use more fertilizers, as they are becoming increasingly 
convinced of their real economic advantages^ 

. According to expert opinion, the composition of the soil indicates that 
its most important requirements are Itoe and phosphatic fertilizers. la the 
Economic Survery for 19^9 it was stated that the national sources of phosphates 
seemód insufficient, and that statement has,been confirmed by the Instituto de 
Economía Agrícola j^/whleh has ascertained that theyamount to rather more than 
300,000 tons of apatice and 300,00Q tons of. jred guano* There, is also an annual 
supply of 10,000 tons of bone peal and between 2 and 3,000 tons of white guano. 
The annual consumption of phosphatic fertilizers rose from 89,^00 tons in 19^5 to 
120,900 tons in 19^8». .The annual minimum requirements.of phosphatic fertilizers 
have been estimated by the General Department of Agriculture at 192,800 tons, and 
maximum requirements, according to the Instituto de Economía Agrícola, would 
amount to ̂ 50,000 tone. 

So far as the supply of. calcareous fertilizers is concerned, the problem 
is not the volume of reserves which are more than sufficient for the country1s 
requirements — but their transport from the placee where the lime is burnt,to 
the land where the fertilizer l&.to be applied. The shortage and high cost of 
transport facilities has been the determining factor preventing the more widespread 

l/ Instituto de gconomia Agrícola? Estudio de producción, consumo y comercio 
de abónos fosfatados. 

/ use of 
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us© of fertilizers by the farmers* The Instituto' de Economía Agrícola has a 
plan for distributing dilLcWreOüs fe^ili¿er¿: biased óh the ehcouragemienl; of, 
^rpdn<?eys, the éétábli^wht Snipped vltk supply, lorries • 
the provision of credits for ffcmers, etc. dWél¿pmeiit ánd credit 
institutions and the transport enterprises will participate in the plan, which ] -
not yet been put into effect. c 1 

The national sources of supply for nitrogenous and pótasele fertilizers 
are so abundant as compared with the requirements of consumption that they are 
not at present a subject of ooncert*. ^ " 

It wiil therefore be séén that"the prospects of increasing production 
on the basis of a better use of fertilizers are considerable. If no new sondees 
of phosphatic íertilizeré are discovered, It will be necessary to import in 

/ increasingly large quantities. Icrpórtfi ón a cónisiderable ácále began in -
Preparation of new land ' i 

The area under cultivation my be> Í^^easÍ9d by cleaning and clearing 
woodland, irrigating land not át p^aent wat^rél^ improving the irrigation of ^ 
other land & t p r e s e n t v a t e r e d , and draining and drying damp óí 
marshy soil. The following tibie éhotra the area which may be added'to the • • 
country's cultivable land in this way. . ^ - ̂  " 1 ; r-

Table 58 Chile g A m adaptable for agriculture 
\\ -7. ';; . (in hectares). . , 

Irrigation: 
(a) Gravitational (improvements and n w ' . ^ 

irrigation) . , 803,600 
(b) Mechanical - 200,00^^; 
Combination of drying and, irrigation 3^,600 -: 
Drying only ' , 73,800 ' 
drying and clearing 83,800 
Cleaning and clearing between Maule and Llanquihue 800,000 
Cleaning and clearing between Chiloé and Aysen -; 1,500,000 

Total: ,; : 3^95r800 

Sources: General Department of Agriculture; irrigation'W 
General Department of Public Worics; Coiyo^Cioh de fromento de la 
Producción, 

/ It is 
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It is probablethat third of the area thus adaptable 
for agriculture ¿including the lead available in the jrovinces of Chiloe and Áysén, 
is only suitable fot stock*f&ming, and hárdly át all fotf cultivation. The other 
two-thirds would provide possibilities of rotatiottel crop-farming of the'most 
varied types,; according- to the nature of the Soil and the characteristics of the 
area. — • 
Irrlgfttl ,n v 

The total irrigation works constructed by .the State cover ari area of 
298,56^ hectares, 

i/of which 206,69^ hectares,represent freshly irrigated soil, 
and 91,870 hectares soil the irrigation of which has been improved. On the basis 
only of the 211,1M hectares supplied with irrigation by works completed and 
declared to be under exploitation in the last twenty-five years, the average area 
of land effectively/incorporated in production every year as a result of irWgaticn 
works constructed by the State works cut at about 7,300 hectares. . 

Private initiative, vhicsh, was practically paralysed; is reviving, 
thanks to the credits granted by the Corporacion de Fomento, and since 1939 has 
succeeded in placing about 3#00& hectares a year under irrigation. This, together 
with the 7,300 hectares brought* annually under Irrigation by State irrigation 
works, gives a total of 10,300 hectares, which constitute the annual addition to 
the irrigated area of the country* 

Since in 1950 the "country had a population of 5.8 million inhabitants 
and an area of irrigated land of 1.3 million hectares, the ratio is U.U6 
Inhabitants to every hectare of Irrigated land. Aa the population is increasing 
at the rate of 90,000 a year, 20,200 fresh hectares will have to be added annually 
to the area of cultivated land if that ratip is to be maintained. !ThuB, there Is 
an annual deficit of 10,000 hectares, and if this is not rectified the ratio will 
constantly deteriorate. 

l/ This figure comprises: 
Works under exploitation 211,lV* hectares 
Works not deolared to be under exploitation 
but actually in operation 37,^20 

Works which, though still under construction, 
are already in operation 50^000 > 

.Total; ; •• ¡ 29ti,*>bb hectares 

/ Irrigation 
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irrigation plane 
Th® following table glveé ̂  summary of the irrli&tion'plans now being 

carried out car projected by the IrM|atiod íiivision of the General Department of 
Public Workdi * -

Chile; Irrigation plane Table 59 

Works , 

Under construction 
Shortly to he started 
Plan completed,but 
not. flnanoed 

Final project under 
consideration 

Preliminary project 
completed • 

Preliminary survey and 
research completed 

Total: 

Area, under irrigation 
Hectares Hectares 
added 

32,000 

2,0p0 

193,520 

590/?20 

Improved ; 
146,l60 

1,600 

52,750 

12,000 

' bOQ 

212,910 

%otel area 
controlled 

213,360 
32f000 

* 3,.600 . « r • 

21(6,270. 

106,250! 

2 0 2 ^ 

803*630 

Cost In 
millions 
of pesos 
b¿0 

330 

27 

3,800 

goo 
5*077 

Source: Irrigation Division of the General Department1-of Public Works; 

The Irrigation Division has reported that it has sufficient resources 
to develop its irrigation plan within a period of five years, and estimated in 
19^8 that the increased production obtained would be to the value of some 
6,370 million pesos or almost 50 per cent above the present volume. 

Since the resources ordinarily available are only sufficient to'put 
rather more than 7,000 hectares a year under irrigation, the Government, through 
the Corporacion de Fomento, has requested the financial assistance of the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in order to carry out 
certain works included in the above-mentioned plan. Among them may be mentioned: 
(a) the Blqul Blver irrigation plan, which provides for the pumplng-up of 
subterranean water to improve the irrigation of 20,500 hectares now under 
cultivation and irrigate 8,500 fresh hectares, the plan to be carried out in 
stages, and (b) the Nilahue project, which envisages the construction ovf a 
reservoir with channels providing for the irrigation of 20,300 hectares of land 

/ at present 
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at present unwatered. A loan of ik ¿Mílíotl dó&Üíî - fe belfig npgdtíatéd for these 
tVo proyectó, 2,8 million of which would be iíî  ̂ éfM^pJettt Of ¡thé first part 
of the ELqui Biver project aná 11.2 milliotís for the wholé of thé líiláhüe project. 
The land brought under irrigation by means of these two projects wiii be aniong 
the best soil in the country,'^eing situated in areas of temperate climéti v 

without frosts, where it is possible to obtain an extremely varied productioivAt 
all seasons of the1 year. It is estimated that the first stage of the Elqul Elver 
project would take from 1 8 to 20 months to completeand the Wllahue project from 
3 to k years. 

It has been estimated that the Wllahue and Elqul irrigation works alone 
will permit of an apxsaaJt increase in production of all kinds equivalent to about 
866,000 quintals of wheat. 

The Corporación has studied various irrigation projects based on the 
artificial raislhg of surface water by means of pumps worked by electric energy 
derived from plants constructed by the Corporación itself. In 1951 work was . 
begun on four projects for the irrigation of 11,250 hectares at a cost of ' 
26 million pesos* The cost of the works and installations will, be rather moré 
than 2,300 pesos.per hectare. ..,.„ 

The Corporación has also studied the problem of irrigation by means of 
subterranean waters, and already/six borers at work on private estates. There 
is a strbng demand for the construction of tubular wells or soundings; and for 
that reason, in conjunction with the good results obtained from the work already 
done, the Corporación is planning to Import eight more borers which, together 
with the sii already in the country, will, it is estimated, drill about 100 wells 
a year. -These would provide water for the irrigation of 2,000 hectares, a figure 
which represents the possible annual increase of irrigated soil by this method. 
The Irrigation Division has two borers at work in the north of the country. Two 
* private firms are also dngjaged in boring. 
Imyrovement of irrigation Systems 

It is a notorious fact that in Chile the water available for irrigation 
is badly and wastefully uséd. The results of this aré, first, that less land is 
under cultivation than Mght reasonably be expected in view of the volume of water 
actually supplied' by the existing Channels; second, that the yield is iess, and, 

i/ Agrario, op. pit, pages 216, 22^ and 2 
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third, that erosion takes place, with removal and; lose óf*soiland-especially of 
• •••• " ' * 'va ira «¿cr.: c^ .•> 

its fertilizing elements j,both natural at£ those added by the hand;x>f man. If 
this problem IS not bo serious as it might be. it is because the; greater part of 
the irrigated ijand, Is flat or only, slightly sloping./ : 

v ; The bad. practices in the U9e í>fjmter foír irrigation have alsb been 
pointed/out by^the fo^lgn tecjbdolclane called in by the dorporaclon de Fomentof 
who have recommended the immediate adoption of measures to spread the useof-
better systems of irrigation*-?- In their report the View is expressed 'that,* by 
co-ordinating a system of this kind with the construction and operation of 
irclgat^ increaseyould be obtained In the yield of the all 
tpo scanty w^ter supplies, and erosion due to Irrigation wpuld be reduced. The 
result would be reflected in bigger harvests. 
Adaytfttlpn of woodland :.;' . 7 

Thé .Government1̂  plans te make >oodsd áreas suitable for agriculture 
relate ,to two different; regions and ale<> tova different purposes.. 

Among the> plans whií^ th» Ó<^ de ̂ canento intends to put into 
Immediate effect is the Ijaport CÍ 55 :ft&ly eqi«¿pped forest, clearing machine*, by 
means Qt which it will .be pj^Si^t^ io clea^ 1 0 ^ 0 Itóctarep á yew and reclaim 
within six years, a , M n l m i t t i k . a p é a ; > for ¿Ultivation in the ; ... 
provinces pf Maule and ílat^ 

The land thus .px^pawd ̂ 111 b^ ̂  the sawitig of wh^t, .^ts, 
flax for fibre, sugar beet and various forage crops.» The increase In production 
which may be expected to result from the work of the rclearing machines is 
estimated at the equivalent of 500,000 metric quintals of wheat-a year* 

; • Thé other piafe for the adaption of woodland; concerns the prdvlhcés of 
Aysen and Continental Chlloe¿ which together have an .ftrga of 11.7 million hectare^ 
of yhicit 6$Ó,000 iré^^tiv^ed/ there.'Vciaé''" QtUX' í • hectares of land 
suitable for the pasturage ̂of cattle, éheep and pigjs Available for settlcaentr 
The plan provides for the ócor|>l6te-development of the area by tilearie .of an ̂  
autonomous corporation of the sai&e kind as the Tennessee Talley, Authority in the 
United States. ¡ ̂  

1f fpformé preliminar u^vErogram de- me^oramientor dê  t^ de riego en 
Chlle t presented tO sthe C ^ 
Corporation on 12 June^ 

/ If the 
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If the area ahd -©bé^i^ • 
are fixed on a reasonable bae,is ̂ tó • t^^ r̂ eixlting ei%aué of latid "ó^tíed," 
togetherwith the unoccupied State landsa^ it is 
considered that the whole area would p^Vide a raárgln forthe fdrmiatioh of ' 
aboû t 8,700 hidings of which - would be. mail; - faftas' btí suitable for 
steep-rearing;. and the remaining 7>§5Q lots, . at. present overgrown with foréet, 
miigik be used for stock and- dairy^farroAng; (cheese, butter) and* the Rising oí 
pigs. As there are already 1,87^ $$ívats<é&z&tea in the area, there would "be 
room to .install moire .than 6;fflp£̂  f.ettl̂ rs* foijiilies ̂ uite apart ''-fired the possibility 
of p^ovidingwork for many more jfersona\i;i; all4 the activities which settleiaent i M 
fflust necessarily bring with it, as well as: in forestry, fishing, industry, trade 
and mining.^/ . • • -

The cost of this plan would amount to 5,000 million pesos, of which /. 
3,500 million would be, for the installing ofthe settlers and. 1^500 .million for 
public works. Cíe Cost to the State would therefore be about 737,000 pesos for 
each family of settlers. The cost, per hectare fould. be about 3>3QO pesos. It is 
believed that the wholé of the 3*500 minion to be invested in installation 
would be recoverable directly, ánd that the 1,500 million to be invested in v ; 
public woyks would be recoverable..^irepl^^^ttaxation.h, • - --v 

The goal which it is desired to reach.within a period not yet 
determined is to build up in the. area a herd ;of 1.5 million head of cattle and 
1 iíiiXíion eheepm This would make it possible .to place each year on the market ; 
seme 300,000 cattle, 1*00,000 sheep, 3*500 tone of wool, and also butter or mill-
ón an industrial scale to satisfy the country1 s shortage of those productes >59ie--
value of cattle and d¿iry produce would amount to about 2,000 million pesos a 
year.-r V - " M;- v ' : " ' . V . 

v*. "v Among the additíonal branplreiB of production'that would necessarily .have 
to be developed as a / t í * - - p t t V - ' i t i - b o effect would.be t 
that of timber. According to the tiottti^ theareaof A, 
exploitable rOode in-the" Region amounts ió 2>27ó,000 hectaree, wíth an aver-age,tof 
2^,000feet of. tiñber' per hectare, >'v; * •"" ' ' ̂  

1/ Reports of the Éconcmio Rationalization Research Cohesion for Ayaen aî L' 
Chiloe., Ministry^of-SptiíiiflaaBirÉ • '̂v.-» 

2/ Reports, of th« Bteon<¿a.ó RátiíNai^^ A^séñ and 
Chiloe, Ministry of Land and ¡Settlement (not yet pufciíii&éd) • : 

/Agricultural 
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Agricultural Mechanization ^, ¡ ^ v.:,. 'r^ 
> * All :tJaat need hé̂ aaaeff tttfrfert'^^^ Itounie ¿Survey for -

tbáí front 60. to 
pesca iper: dollar in th® ratér>of 7 ;; 

a^ióiltural ró^q&y Mpd tre^tprs.; ̂ Ái thé ecá óf tí», iMW* yaár, a néw 
relating; to>1&e work of thé -Gonseió Iteeioñ&l de*0omercit> Exterior authorised -ffhe 
* . . w ... •'J J!'i,? "A.1-" g • • - ' , ••• " • ; i.-/ . V: ; 
é^áptió^ from pustqms .dutyof .ihnpp̂ ^ itóohlnê y. p£ 
these measures has "been a considerable fall in the price of <*uch machirtery> which 
in turn has increased the incentive* to mechanised agriculture. 
AgrlcyatUTftl Technique . .,, ' ~* 
/j ->V. v . ' - With an eye? "to ;thei possibility of,increasing agriculttiral prddiictlon.by 
a substantial Improvement in technique, the Chilean Governiáent recently 
. concluded an agreement with the Únited States Institute of Inter^AWerlcan Affairs 
v f o ^ t f c e o f applying Point lígur .of. the, Tyuman Plan to Chile. Under 
that agreement, the country is to lia Visited by North American technicians who 
will co-operate with Chilean technicians in surveys and Investigations of 
Chile ? $. Requirement a in respect óf Apiculture and stock-famlng andfthe.,. 
resources available for satisfying those requirements• For that purpose 
programmes based on working projects will he efttftblished. They1 may take the 
form of "the Introduction anáî  p^^e^ ye^i^ieé axá^ ---
animals; improved nutrition; storage and sale of gr&insV ^ ^ V-
cpnseryjation; f irrigationj increase cultivable area and introduction of 
modélftí implements and methods of oultiyatloh". ' ; '' 

^The Goverraaent has also entered , into an agreement with the United: ^v); 
jlations Fcpdvánd Agriculture Organization; (MO);whereby that Organlzatipn, vill, 
„rehdertechnicetl assistance, aendln^ %q Chile miss inn of experts - a^ongwhpm^ 
will;--ievâ eciailsts.;on teónx&tc''p¿ilcy,,;agricultural'«tatisi'icfe,.."zBa^ts^".titó'"/' 
a^i^ptration:, q£. agricultu^l projects ̂  plant7 physio&ogy., and. ^ 
.pheiQistry.1 :®or six̂ mbáthsívtĥ s'--experts VIII assist Chiléan téchniciáns^ iú\ : 
developing their work programmes and will suggest the ; steps they consider 
advisable to aecure-a more s^tia^ctory; fulfill of the purposes in View. 
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1 ' ^ Ü : 
The above-mentioned agreement a sÜeftí tro impdrtánéé that the country has 

attached to technical research and assistance ̂ hiéh aVital á̂ jpect tíf thpdrive 
to .increase; the- production of agriculture and stook-f&mingl This ' is the more 
fortunate since úát il recently the "belief vas very widespread that á H the 

! problems of agricultural develpiSDetít could ber solved by ̂  prices and 
abundant, cheap and Indiscriminate credlt comhlned wlth mechanlzatlon* Therei IS 
no doubt that such factors, particularly the last two, are very Importantj hut 
unfortunately the same degree of Importance hete not been aftached to agricultural 
tecAniiue^ in all its aspects» One of the effectsofapplying.t^t tsc^^ue "will 
be an Intensification of reeearch/wfri^^ W and has to part already 
provided the formation necessary for the rational planning of production and 
the apprpprtete direction of credit towards those activities which a » of most 
valia? to1 the country. / 
17. MINING- PRODUCTION - ̂  • - - ' . 
Overfall development of alntog production ^"Y 

. The contribution of the mlriing induetrles to global product ionin Chile 
has* been declining In relative and absoluta 'value over the last few years, as is 
shown by the following table: f 

?able 60 Chile; Quantum of miningi production . 
Years In millions of pesos ^ In percentage pf 

• ' -at priceB . total production 
; 1940 ; . * ^ l i f i f c V " / - ; ' 1 6 . 7 
1945' a,837:, , ; •• - • ' 16a • 
1946 / • 1,646 • ' - 13 <9 . 

" 1947 • ' iv'V .15.2 • 
. 1948 . . . , 1,974^:- . . 15#3 -

1949 V ' ' ; 1,722 :
 1 13.1 V 

, I950 a/ • - .. - '; : '"'.V .13-0 
Source? Corporaclon de POmento- da la ̂ roducdi^nry Dirección 

f Genera^ de Estadística , . . 
a/ Provisional calculation. 

Although mining is showing a decline Internally , it has not ceased to 
he the basic factor In exports: mlntog produota In 1949 and 1950 represented 

, more than 80 per cent of the valus pf exports, as against an average of 
'"71 per celnt lá 1945 and 1946. 

The different Importance attached1 to mining for the domestic market • 
anX mining for the export market la one of the characteristics of the country's 
economic growth. Mining, an activity that is traditionally directed towards tie 
foreign market —. since the amount consumed locally is very small -,- has 
Improved its relative position In the aafport trade, vhlch has ceased to grow oír 
lo declining, while the rest of the country*sproductive activities and Industry 
in particular have been developing in the direction of the home markety at least 
until 1948* ... . v 

Mining has another peculiarity which explains its "outward" orienta-
tion, namely, the fact that it was for the most part created by foreign tinier*' 
takings which supply the cotetry in which their capital originates with raw 
materials, m this way, only part of the value of the minerals exported remains 

' / in the 
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in the country, in the form of wages; Costa and local taxation, because the 
companies1 imports are albo f inanced out of their own assets and/ fór various' 
reasons, they are generally interested in receiving their supplies&slfar as 
possible from outside the country; 

In the last few years there has been very little new investment of 
this kind in Latin America, the oil fields of Venezuela being one of the few 
exceptions. This is one of the reasons for the decline in mineral exports in 
practically the whole region, for deposits whieh are exhausted or become mar-
ginal are not always replaced by the opening up of new deposits. 

Mining activity can also be expressed in the form of the number of 
workers employed, which is about 65 thousand, about 50 thousand being employed in 
the major mining industries. In the latter there is a noticeable tendency in 
Chile and in general to employ fewer workers. 

Table 6l Chile: Workers employed in the major mining industries 
YearB Copper Iron Coal Sodium Nitrate Total 
19^0 18,390. U17 li+,616 21,383 
19^3 20,550 ' "212 ' ' 16,858 19,9^9 ' ' ' $7,569 
19U5' 17,385 261 15^662 18,511 51,819 

lU, 807 3Í0 15,292 22,052 52,U6l 
I9U7 15,52 V 376 15,500 • ¿1,75^ 53,15^ co 

-it-3 lit, 962 'iU8 15,839 22,9kk 5^,163 
19% 12,996 U50 1^,755 23,5^ 51,7^5 
1950 ̂  ' ii,oii 522 15,196 22,9^0 1*9,669 

Source: Dirección General de Estadística 
a/ 

Average January to September 

Maximum employment was reached in. 1943, when the mining industry was 
engaged in co-operating in fthe war effort. Since that time, with some varia-
tions brought about by strikes and the. discontinuation of work in certain 
exhausted or marginal mines, the number of workers has (been decreasing, but the 
decrease has occurred almost entirely in copper-mining. The manpower employed 
in coal-mining is kept at an almost constant level and in nitrate extraction 
the number of workers employed is greater than before and immediately after 
the Second World War. ¿ 

/The f a l l 
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The fall in the number pf workers employed has, been the result, in the 
ofi-Jfrity óf caaes, of a rise-in productivity, as the .following table shows} 

Table 62: Chile:, Worjcera' productivity In the major 
mining industries . 

(in annual tons per worker) 
Years Copper Iron Coal Sodium Nitrate 
19M) '' ; 19.8 -"^ v,192 " 11*0.9 69. 

'19^5 27.0 1,060 132.7 7^.8 
;v3\9k6 ': " 2li.lt 3,797 128.6 ' . 7^8 
19l»7 27.5 ^ 622 ; 133;1»: 79.1 / 
19^8 ¿9J 6,1*86 11*1.0 77.9 
19^9 28.5 6,096 11*0,8 75-2 
1950^ 4 31 ¿6 '5,1*25 11*2.1* 68.1 

Source: Dirección General de Estadística t 

Provisional estimate on the basis of the fitfét nine ito'nths. 
In the case of .large-scale copper mining, as vas shown in the' previous 

Economic Survey, greater productivity has been achieved through the constant 
effort of the undertakings to reduce their costs, whick were rising owing to 
the current state of inflation in Chile.' Whereas on the ons hand the rate at 
which the undertakings are forced to exchange currency has remained stable for 
almost 20 years, on the other hand the wages to be paid in local currency have 
been constantly rising. This situation has been an incentive to the under-
takings to mechanise mining and other phases of their activities, and to reduce 

• ' ' , • * i 

their employment of manpower, whose growing incidence on costs could not be 
compensated in terms of foreign currency. 

In the copper-mining industry, productivity in 19^9 and I95Ó wae 
influenced by the reduction in operations decided upon by the undertakings 
because of the fall in the price of the metal in April 19^9. In that yeór/ 
the labour force could not be cut down at the same rate as the actual mining. 
In 1950, however/the industry operated vlth a hand-picked labour force owing 
to the dismissals of the preceding year. 

In coal-mining, productivity has been improving since 19^6 and has now 
regained pre-war levels/ chiefly through the settlement of workers1 disputes and 
the abandonment of certain high-cost mines. However, mechanization in this 
branch of the mining industry has hardly been started yet in many mines. /in the 
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In the case of iron, the productivity figures show great fluctuations, 
and production has only returned to its "normal level during the last three years . 

Copper mining 
During the last t̂ ro years, copper has suffered fron* periods of violent 

fluctuation, capable of wrecking the economy of countries which base an important 
part .of their resources on copper production. From August 191*8 to March 19**9, 
the price of copper had been kept stable at 23.k centavos a pound. A sudden 
drop brought it in three months to 16.?, because of the impression that copper 
consumption wae below production capacity. Th<m came.a phase ;0f slow recovery, 
which was accelerated as the international situation grew more tense and the 
requirements of rearmament were added to civilian consumption* . By the end of 
1950, the price of '¿opper had risen above the highest levels of I9ÍJ8. 

P̂roduction in Chile lias not yet returned to the figures for wartime> ' 
when the ore extracted had a content of about 500,000 tons of fine metal, 
however it is being kept' above the 19*»0 level. 

Table 63: entile: Copper Production 

Years In "bars Concentrate ^ Ores s/ . Total 
3U7 6 ,9 - ,363 
kez 3 
359 2 0.6 361 
hÓQ 11 7 k2 6 

h2$ 3.3 6 Mi 5 
351 17 3 371 
331 1 2 33* 

19^0 
I9U5. 
19U6 
19*7 
19^8 
19^9 
1950 ^ 

/ ' / Source: Dirección General de Estadística 

S/ Provision! calculation on the basis.of the first nine months. 
^ Corresponds only to large-scale, mining. 
^ Corresponds to exports from the small-scale mining. 

The maximum for the past-war period was achieved in 19U3 with 1*1*5,000 
tons, as 19^5, when war-time factors were still operating, must be disregarded. 
In the two critical years I9U9 and 1950, production was very similar, as the 
decline which started in the second quarter of 19U9 was maintained until the 
beginning of the second quarter of 1950. jj^ c o pp e r 
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, , In copper productlo^^ ^Hould bediStinguished 
from long-term factors. FirsMmong the ctrcumstañtlaí factors is demand during 
wartime or emergency periods tfhich gives a sharp impetus to mining activities. 
Mention should also be made of the strikes and stoppages of the plarits for 
technical reasons, which have occurred on several occasions during th| last few 
years. On the whole, the trend is the result of the relation between the > . 
natural growth of consumption and the gradual exhaustion of the minee, Chile 
is in an excellent position as regaafds its reserves, which have not been com-
pletely surveyed, but an increase in mining and refining requires investment. 

As has been explained in another part of this Survey (Chapter on 
copper mining in Latin America), the production of certain Chl̂ leim mines belonging 
to foreign undertakings is tending to decrease, far reasons connected with the 
structure of the deposits. The surface layer of oxidized minerals is on the 
point of exhaustion, and it is necessary to mine the sulphurous ores which need 
completely different smelting plants. However, proper machinery is not 
immediately available. In the case of the largest mine,In the country, the 
Chuquicamata mine, the reserves of oxidized ores will probably be exhausted by 
1959, *>ut if the new units planned for the processing of sulphurous ores, which 
will involve an investment of $170,000,000, are constructed, the mine may 
develep a production capacity very like its present one by 1953-

in other cases,, the progressiveimpoverishment of the ore through 
reduction of the copper content has made certain mines or parts of mines marginal 
and Only worth exploiting if prices reach a particular level or with official 
subslfilee as was done during the last war.. The absence of electric power in 
certain areas has also acted as a depressing factor. 

For these reasons, no great increase In Chilean copper production 
Can be expected during the next ten years. It is most probable that its 
relative position in providing supplies for world consumption will weaken, unless 
the present shortage of copper brings about heavy investment. 

In small- and ioedium-scale mining, which the Chilean (Jovernment has 
sought to encourage through a high rate of exchange and investment' in a refinery 
now: being set up at íalpote, the position is better, but the part played by this 
sector in copper production as a wholé is too small ta influence exports. 
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Moreover, the cost, of exploiting the majority of the national minee is much 
higher than in the case of the foreign companies, owing to the lack of machinery, 
although these deficiencies axe not Justified-in view of the small dimensions 
of the deposit, .v. •• • Y; . 

Nitrate . ,, " 
Chilean nitrate occupies the second place among minerals as. a producer 

o£ foreign currency. Although it has experienced many ups and downs In.its: 
struggle with synthetic nitrogenized fertilizers, since 191*6 it basteen possibly 
to sell all that could be produced. In the following table annual production 
is given in thousands of tons, including the extraction of iodine, a by-product. 

, Table 6k: Chile: Production of nitrate and iodine 
years . ..nitrate Iodine 

(thousands of tons) 
19kp .1,1*85 , 1,1*00 
19̂ 5. . , l.,,383 7^1 
19k6 1,91*7 661 
19̂ 7 u , ,./ 1,631 . f 1,262 
19̂ *8 ... ,. 1,786 853 
19*9/ ' . • ' -...M^" . 7 5 

19-50 ... , 1,610 " 1*56 
Sourcet Dirección General de Estadística and Corporacion de Ventas de 

Salitre , 
During the war, production was restricted owing to the shortage of 

shipping, but after the War, the destruction of the German synthetic industry, 
which had been the.chief producer of nitrogen, together with the need for 
increasing food production, produced a new incentiva which brought the entire 
production capacity into play. The yisible deficit in the supply of 
nitrogen for world demand encouraged the speedy construction of plants producing 

• > .. 

/various 
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vaí-ious eyathetíó f^tilizera^ixí Éjlt cásea víth essiet'ancé h'oa'thé inteir-
national lendiiig ágéiícles. Tó tiíiírl policy v&é added the transfer to! prívate "• 
hands, for exploitát i ón, of the vast nitíogen plants constrttoVed during the var , 
for military purposes in the United States of America, ^ 

The world consumption of nitrogen contiiaied to increase all this time, 
hut wofrld. pybduct ion capacity increased faster and in 19^9 - 1950 equilibrium 
was aohieved beitweeit supply ̂  demandr < Owing to its special qualities, Chilean 
riifcratel has always commanded, a higher price, per unit of nitrogen, "but the margin 
decreased asJthe market approached its present state of equilibrium. On the 
other, band, since I93U Chilean .nitrate, has been subject to the same system of 
exchange as the large-scale mining industry, i.e. it has been forced, to exchange 
the dollars which it needed to cover its production coats inside the country at 
a rate of 19# 3 7 Chilean pesos to the dollar. Inflation, with the rise in üteges 
and the increased cpst of materials and services^ brought about a persistent 
increase in costs which would have compelled all that part of the industry 
which uses the traditional system of production (Shanks process) and has the 
highest costs, to close down in 19^9. 

Ifc view of this situation^ in 19^9 ths Government altered thé exchange 
rate at which the nitrate industry was obliged to operate and in I95O it was 
¿Ltered again. In accordance with the most rec?ent provisions to be applied 
during the nitrate year J550-1951, only 800,000 dollars will be changed at the 
exchange rate of 19*37. The rest of the foreign exchainge will be liquidated at 
the rate of 50 pesos to the dollar, which gives an average exchange rate of 
^9.23 pesos to the dollar, as against Ul#23 in the year 19k$-X950. 

^ During the war. ,the Government of the United States promised Chile that the 
nitrogen Industry would not be carried on after the end of the war. The urgent 
need for food throughout the world, which has already been referred to, com-
pelled the Government of the United States to revise its policy with regard to 
the Industry, The plants were sold to private owners at an average price of 
88 dollars per ton^year of production capacity, as against the 250 dollars it 
would cost tó replace them under present conditions. The owners are thus at 
an advantage in their competition with Chilean nitrates, since their capital 
charges are much lower. 

I /In epite 
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... In spite of exchange facilities,, proauctióií' tiasvbeén decreasing ' 
owing to th$ exhaustion erf; the.land#hich»iwa&* "being woiked by some^of the 
Shanks plants, and if Chile is. to.retain its, position in'thé world nitrogen " 
market, it will he necessary to install new plants or to expand the capacity Of 
existing .ones • However, an installation on. the Guggenheim 'system, which at 
present is producing at low cost, would mean a total investment • of about 
270 million dollars, which it Is almost impossible to obtain. v ' 

:/ . For this reason, and to view erf the possibility in 
nitrogen prices on the world market might continue, the Chilean'nitrate industry 
has devoted considerable effort to the study of nev extracting' processes which 
will make it possible,to. produce the nitrate at lower cost and in plants 
requiring less investment» * Two new processes i&ich answer thésé requirements 
have been developed. ^ 

The first, known,as solar evaporation, consists of treating minerals 
(caliches) already worked, on by, the Guggenheim process, with cold/ frésh rwáter : 
in order to extract the rest of the nitrate, malntainirig a certain a^ullibrium 
between the various compound sftltS which forw the almost insoluble residue and 
subsequently precipitating theift by solar- eveporatioh in largetanics made of 
impermeable clay, in the ground itself^ " ? ' 51 

This process will máke It possible to p$i?dwcS lower average: cost ándi-
to recover more of the nitrate and potassium contained in the mineral? in ; J 

additlon> production capacity will be Increased by means of a relatively small 
Investment. 

The companies have undertaken to have the first Unit with a production 
capacity of 50,000 tons a year by this system in operation by 30 June 1951 and 
to Obtain, with the Government's guarantee, funds for a considerable expansión > 
of this new method of work. 

The second system consists of treating the finely pulverized mineral 
directly with a counter-current of cold water in order to dissolve the salts 

/entirely 
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entirely 1n w j wfcak solutions. This extraction can "be, done in a few minutes, 
as cbmpared with the present syetWvhlch tatíes 'more-'.than a day .and therefore 
makes possible! an appreciable reduction in the"capítai invested per productive 
uxiit« V "V' ¿V'"-; v. ' -; ' • - . . ¿ i,./"-

The solution is later concentrated by one .procesa or another^ the : 
chemical reactions being identical with.those produced by the system of solar 
evaporation. ... 

> The advantages of this system over the earlier ones lie in the. fact that 
it makes it possible to obtain nitrate from the retuse already treated, without 
inc\*rring mining costs. ^ ,, 

As in the case of solar evaporation, 96 to 98; per ceiit of the sodium * 
nitrate contained in the minerals would be extracted and a larger proportion c 
of potassium nitrate would be produced, > 

A pilot installation on a ̂ emi^ industrial scale has been in Operation 
for more than a year at th^ "Victoria" plant, and the splendid results achieved 
by this new method will make it possible to design a .new unit on a Commercial 
scale. ',V: \/v-*- • '..v..- * • / .- . :.. ' 

In 1951 the Chile nitrate indue trŷ  intends to inves t ahout j 
8 million dollars of Its profits in ccnastructing imits which will make use of . 
these tvo .systems, and in mechanising the port of Tqcopilia,, from where more 
than two-thirds of the total'production is shipped. . 

The Government has sought to encourage these, investments by the ; , , 
nitrate companies and in October 1950 It came to an agreement with them whereby 
the favourable rate of exchange accorded to them would be. conditional upon 
the undertaking given by the companies tosetup these new systems of . 
exploitation. > . • ... • ..-.,;.. . - - •. 

/iron ore 
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Iron .ore . . . . . . . . . "•-•y.'u.p̂ v ; V ' ' £ 
• From a state;of almost̂ 'Coinjplete stoppage"during the war', owing, to the 

. lack Of means of transport, iron-mining;has gradually recovered and has now gone 
;T^yon^'the 4evela of production achieved:beforé the'war. v 

Table 65• Chiles * Production of Iron .ore 
Years Weight'of ore Metal Content Average Grade 

(in thousands of tons) (in per cent) 
19W 1,748 • 1 '1,061' ' 60.7 

• 19^5 ' ' 277 * ' v 173* 62'k 
1946 " V ' 1,177 ' 738 • ' 62;7'w; 

'19^7 : 1,737 ^ " - v 1;084 ~ ;; 6¿#V ;; 

1948 ^ 2,711 l,6tíl ' 
1949 2,743' " 1,663 - :: ' 60.6 
1950 a/ '¿,800/v.. . 1,700 60.7 

* / Source: Biredciqn^Geiieral -de Estadística 
a/ Provisional estimate on the basis of the first niw months. 

The most important event in Chilean iron mining, which used to be 
exclusively for export, is its conversion, although still only to a small 
extent, to production^for the domestic market, thanks to the steel works at 
Huachipato, 

Table 66. Chile: Export and Consumption of Iron Ore 
Years Exports Apparent consumption a/ 

(in thousands of tons) - ' • -Y t * 
19^0 1,713 - - < 35 • • • 

:• ' . 218- ; • • ' • — 
1946 • ; 1>184 .. / -v-.̂ ..-

\1947 1,7^7 >"* - ' ^ 
• ' . , . • ' 2,625 , 86 • 1 • . 
1949-:...' „ ' 2,675 - .68' 
1950 " < 2/660: •.•••;.•:•<• ••.-v.. 172 v. • 

Source: , Dirección General de*Estadística' ' 5 1 ' 
a/ Obtained by deduótirig exports from production.' * ' 

Since the expected exhaustion in a relatively short tin» of the deposits 
now being exploited (El Tofo) might affect supplies for the new steel plant, the 

/Corporacion 
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Corporaci&n de Fomento has requested $2,750,000 from the Export-Import Bank In 
order to, participate in. the Bethlehem Steel Company' s 8 million dollar investment 
designed to bring thenew deposit of "El.Bomeral" into production. Planned annual 
production would be c m million tons / 4ve-, > still inferior to present1: production, 
once the deposits at Él Tofo are completely exhausta^. 

Coal •.; , „ :: ' _ ... 
Coal is the most important of the mining products which are based on 

local consumption. In spite of the fact that the increase in consumption has been 
small in the last twelve years, the demand for coking coal for the new steel . \ * ' ' v . 
industry, which is expected to grow rapidly, is causing anxiety far the future of 

* ' ' "i * * 
this branch of mining. 

Production has fluctuated between very narrow limits: 

Table 67. Chile: Set Coal Production 

Years Thousands of Tons 

I9IK) ' • - ' 1,74o 
19^5 - 1;850 
19^6 . ; - - ; • r .... 1,7^2 
19^7 - .. • 1,850 i 
19^8 2,015 
19^9 1,882 
1950 a/ - ; ; 1,900 

purees Mining Yearbooks, Dirección General de Estadística, 
a/ Provisional estimate based on the first nine months. 

Up to and including 19^7, production was not sufficient to supply the 
country; after 1939, imports did not exceed 50,000 tons in any year. 
Simultaneously with these imports, varying quantities of coals of inferior quálity 
were exported to Argentina, particularly lignite from Magellan. Production Capacit 
rose in I9U8 owing to the activity . of various small mines which the Corporacion 
de Fomento had financed, and to the ending of social unrest in the mines. 

At the end of 19^8, a stock of more than 150,000 tons had been 
accumulated. This led to the closing-down of several high-cost establishments, 
with a consequent fall in production in the following years and a new increase 
in average productivity./* ~ ' 

/touring the 
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••rv̂ Vvr̂ uriug.-the period, covered by the table, the. Empresa Nacional ;de -
Electricidad (Corporacion de í - ^ t ó i t f t f o i & o 1 deration''éeivsr hydroelectric 
plantŝ  vhich replaced various thermal power' plants using coal, both' • in public • 
service, and private ¡ industry and' the coal/vdtm'iShémselves v Th is replacement 
makes it difficult to evaluate the. ntttwal increaserih the 'power consumption of 
Chile., - /. V- ;v '' • V - ''' o Y ^ V " . 

, However;'irrespective of the rate at which general consumption ls: . 
increasing, the new steól: industry creates specif problems;* It can only ueo 
coking coal, which at present constitutes between 33 and ifO per cent of the 
coal produced, i.e. between 600 and 7$0>000 tons in 1950. However, the, developmer 
plans prepared by Corporacion de Fomentó estimate the consumption of - coking coal 
for i960 at 675,000 tons. t 

. > . On the other hand, the great Chilean mines of Lota and Schwagery which 
t̂ roduce all the coking coal, aTe undersea and, must be worked from the coast by 
vertical shafts and horizontal galleries which reach the. coal seems at distances " 
of b, 6 or more kilometres. As the coel face recedes and the seams become deeper, 
new galleries have to be constructed, each time at a lower level; in order, to 
avoid an increase in the cost, of production/- . 

! ... : ÍBoth undertakings have prepared $tins of investment: for the future, 
activities of their mines; unless these! plans are carried out, the undertakings 
will have to close down their activities completely:, within a short time or else 
raise the price of the coal, which is already high in comparison with other parts 
of the world. 

The Corporación de Fomento agreed to act as agent with tie Internationa, 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development for the- negotiation of the necessary 
dollar loans. íhe Bank commissioned an American firm of consultants to review . 
the plans and the Chilean companies have accepted the modifications suggested by 
the consultants. 

The investment will mount some nine million dollars in all, plus 
one thousand million pesos which the mining, companies must-find on/thelocal 
capital market. V This would make it possible to raise production capacity by-
some 500,000 tons per year, half ^hich woiLld be coking coal. The-; average rate 
of productivity per man would be doubled, but ;ñp ;decrease in the price of coal 

i/ According tó préss recorté,-'. t h e ¡ a p p r o v e d this-loan in 
January 1951* i . < • ' 

• - /is contemplated 
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is contemplated sincetheéíf^^ to the workers, whose 
standard of living," ^'^tíe to be -raised appreciably. 

At the same tikey ;a póesibiíity -that the Corporación de Fomento 
clay bring into production" a'completé new miné Ih the concession which it has ' 
negotiated to the south of the Lota coal fields^ This ̂alternative would mean-
an investment of about eighteen million dollars in order to produce from one to 
one and a half million'tons a year, in addition to vast sums for the construction 
of living quarters, port installations and wages and other expenditure in local 
currency for the opening of the miñe. Moreover, the programme could not be' 
put:into effect without awaiting the result of a complete survey of the coal 
fifeld, which will take several years with theapans now available. 

When it is remembered that Argentina is always a potential market 
for Chilean coal, it is obvious that the two plans do not conflict, provided that 
the second is postponed for a few more years, until the survey of the Corporation's 
new confess Í0J3B is cojupleted'; 

Other mineral products 

Chile is a country vith great mineral,.wealth and this wealth is far from 
having been systematically explored and exploited* The production of various 
minerals of secondary importance -has fluctuated as follows: 

Table 6$, Chile; Production of secondary minerals 

Years Gold Silver Manganese Mercury Sulphu 
(fin© kilos ) (fine kilos) (tons) (fine kilos). (tons. 

19^0 10,433 ^6,853 20,517 1+7,845 35,518 
19^5 5,610 25,443 ; 7 ,446 29,706 20,759 
1946 7,181 17,355 21,885 28,497 9,254 
19^7 5,252 23,236 9,319 15,366 11,846 
19^6. 5,109 26,810 22,119 16,107 13,214 
19ks 5,672 24,873 25,968 . 25,993 7,722 
Source: Dirección General dé Estadisticá. ;: r r . 

A small proportion of the gold is produced by mining and gold panning, 
but most. of it Is found mixed with copper and occasionally silver * The two 
precious metals are not separated from the copper in Chile, but are sent abroad 
mixedy :both .in blister bars from;the major mining'industry, and in concentrates, 
from the small companies 

/At the end ' 
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At the end of 19^8 a law was enacted for the encouragement of gold 
mining which was languishing, owing to the fixing in 193^ of a price of $35 an 
ounce troy weight. The law permitted the free importation of a series of luxury 
goods, motor cars and spare parts, for example, prohibited, under the exchange con-
trol regulations, as a counterpart for exported gold/. With this system gold 
quotations were achieved equivalent to $87.an ounce troy weight. Unfortunately, 
the measure has not yielded all the results which would have been possible, because 
it only applies to metallic gold produced in the country, and the Caja de Crédito 
Minero, the owner of most of the refining plants, did not obtain the means to 
increase their capacity at the proper time. Large quantities of gold-bearing 
minerals were accumulated at the plants on which the Caja granted advances, until 
most of its capital was frozen and its activities made even more difficult. 
A law of December 1950 increased the development agency1 s capital to 100 million 
pesos in order to enable it to expand several of the refining plants, and to 
extend credits to small producers. 

The silver produced in Chile is almost all contained, as is part of the 
gold, in blister bars and concentrates miiced With copper. 

. Chilean manganese ore has an average metal content of kj to 48 per cent 
and until 19^7 it was almost all exported, either directly as ore, or in the 
form of ferro-alloys, such as ferro-manganese or silico-manganese. These are 
produced in a factory at Nos, near Santiago, mentioned in the chapter on 
"Industry". 

In view of the importance of this metal in the armaments industry, the 
production capacity of the various mines is being expanded by private capital. 

It is probable that during 1951, the national foundry at Palpóte, the 
property of the Caja de Crédito Minero, will come into operation. This foundry 
will be able to process some 120,000 tons of ores and mixed concentrates of 
copper, silver and gold annually, and to produce between 20 and 25,000 tons of 
unrefined ingots. It is rather unlikely that it will be able to work full capacity 
from the start, since there has not been sufficient investment to expand the 
nationally-owned mines to an adequate extent* 

Present production will not supply it completely,: and most of the ore 
is mined at great distances from Palpóte, with the added disadvantage that the 
railway used is not sufficiently well equipped. 

/The Corporacion 
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The Corporación deFóméhtop^ ódd; at Paipot6\, or at some 
neighbouring port, 5a réílnerjr fc¡r gold^ silver aád copper-w-¿uXd : cost son© 
two arid ! ia half million dollarsy and is- ¿egütiáttóÉ :®.n-' -ap^ro^i j can- with the ' 
international barikifcg- agetoiesV'-*vu.-'.-^;, 

'The • Corporiaóiori'" aleo-- 'í&ánfe' • io^faetál' - ah é^ct o slacks;? iriery at 
Huachipato and a: lead foundi^ in the North,. vitK' an ihvestráont of one million 
dollars>- ¿¿'addition to contribtftiotis in Chilean currency. These Installations 
would make it possible1 to producé sotó 2,000 tons- of zinc and 1,500 tofts of -lead 
a year, áll for the domestic market* f These stuns' do not include-the money 
necessary -to equip the mines, "Which would have to be expanded simultaneously 

In the meantime, private Chilean capital has developed a lead'ánd zinc ' 
mine at* Aysen, which will begin to produce on an appreciable scale in 1951* 
However, the entire production Vill be exported via Argentina, since it will be' 
difficult for it to reach a Pacific porté r " * 

This private undertaking is planning to-set up its. own lead foundry', 
also/designed to supply the Chilean market, independently Of the plan by the 
Corporación to which reference has jusi béén made. ' : 

In view of the importance of sulphur as" a raw material for sulphuric 
acid, the basis of the chemical Industry, there'follows a review of the problem of 
national sulphur production, ' 

Production, exports and apparent consumption are given in the following 
tableí • 

/Table 69. 
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Table 69. Chile: Sulphur production and consumé ion 

Year Production Exports Imports Apparent Consumption 
1927 12,500 473 106 12,133 
1923: 15,670 U36 169 15,403 
1929 16,300 322 82 16,060 
1932 = .11,959 9,532 • — 2,427 

1936 25,934 : 10,941 - - 14,995 . 
193? 22,556 . 19,668' — • 2,890 ' 
1936 27,975 11,405 • . 16,573 . 

1941 ' 25,182 12,183 • • 12,999 

1945 20,759 10,877 9,882 
19ko 9,254 4,720 • 4,536 
19^7 11,846 ' 5.148 6,703 
1948 13,214 201 — 13,014 
19^9 7,722 7,722 

Source: Mining and Foreign Trade Year Books, Dirección General de Estadistica 

Attention is drawn first to th® disappearance of imports about 1930, 
secondly, to the drop ifc domestic consumption, which fell from an average of 
14,500 tons during the three-year period . to 8,400 in 19^5-19^9, and 
lastly, to the irregularity of exports. 

Domestic consumption is accounted for chiefly by the three following 
activities: 

(a) The manufacture of gun powder, which was used on a large scale in 
the exploitation of the nitrate fields by the old hand processes, and also in ire 
mining and other branches. Apart from iron mining where it continues to be used, 
the rest of the mining industry has mostly changed-to-the use of explosives of 

t 

the dynamite type, and with this the use of sulphur has appreciably declined; 
(b) The vineyards continue to use as much sulphur as before, but the 

area under vines has decreased slightly and with it the consumption of this 
mineral; 

(c) The chemical industry has grown over the last few years, but its 
consumption is still small. 

With regard to the foreign trade in sulphur, since the cost of product:" 
in Chile is high owing to the type of deposit, exports at remunerative prices are 
only possible when the relation between the exchange rate and costs and wages is 
in favour of the product. /The s u l p h u r 
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The sulphur content of the ores treated in 1948 fluctuated between 50 
and 75^ per cant, with an average of 67.09, Only 69.4 per cént óf the pure sulphi 
contained in these ores was recovered, so that to obtain a ton of pure sulphur 
it is necessary to extract 2,150 kilos of the ore at altitudes of between four ai. 
five thousand-metres above sea level. 

Since the percentage recovered falls rapidly with the decline in the 
grade of the ore, mining has to be selective, while the difficulties caused by. 
the altitude, means of transport and the inclement weather mean that it must be 
seasonal, all of which makes the .operation more expensive. This is why in the--
thirties the Caja de Crédito Minero carried out a careful survey of the sulphur 
industry, and installed a flotation plant for concentrating the ore, in order to 
make it possible to use lower grade ores efficiently and thus'facilitate the 
mining of blocks of the ore without selection. 

The system did not produce results, because although the concentration 
by flotation was perfect, it was not possible to separate the flotation chemicals 
in order to refine the sulphur; There Is now some talk of extracting the sulphur 
by solution in carbon-disulphide instead óf by thermic processes; however, these 
studies have not yet resulted in. formulation of definite'plans. 

Some idea of the influence which these studies and the mechanization of 
mining to the extent permitted by the limited nature of the operation, the lack 
of capital, on the one hand, and the exhaustion and distance of the reserves on t 
other, have had on productivity may be'obtained from the following figures: 

' * • 

In 1927-1929, the 220 workers employed by the industry as an average produced 
67.6 tons of refined sulphur per man-year. In 1948, 328 workers extracted 
13,^70 tons of refined sulphur, i.e. 4l tons per man-year or 166 kilos per man-da; 

The plan for a zinc refinery mentioned above includes the production' 
of 3,600 tons .of sulphuric acid a year, recovered as a by-product from the 
sulphurous ores. . * 
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•;• - _ • . V- _ -CHIIE: • . ^ . -

" V V ' • " "" ^ 1 CHAPÍEH V' ' < " " 

.... , . . , - FOREIGN TRADE ,.AWP BALANCE OFPAYMENTS . . 

General asp.ec.ts..,of .the problem 

Chile's foreign trade problem Is. as clear as It is serious,:not only 
have exports ceased to expand, but they are no longer sufficient to meet current 
import needs. The country, however, still continues to purchase abroad, ovér 
and above its import capacity, by resorting to credit. Fortunately, t$'is credit 
is used'almost, exclusively for acquiring capital goods, in'order-'to'expand the 
country's productive capacity and to ease the pressure of the demand for foreign 
goods for consumption" end use, by Increasing and diversifying domestic production. 

Hence the need to consider, when investing funds derived from foreign 
loans, what real economies in foreign exchange can be achieved. As stated In ' 
the previous report: "Those entrusted with negotiating the new loans, which 
differ greatly from previous foreign loans, have fully'realized the problem, 
which consists in. the necessity of adjusting the plane for productive investment 
to the sums which have to bo transferred annually. It will he seen at once that 
Chile' is doing ;its utmost to'-invest the.se loans in forms of production which," in 
a relatively short space of time, will enable savings to be made In foreign 
exchange expenditure or which, by adding their output to-the volume of exports, • 
will.earn foreign currency receipts. The investments themselves would then 
provide their own means of repayment abroad."M 

This has been attempted In the case .'of Huachipatofe iron and steel, 
of petroleum at Magellan and of the hydro-electric plants which will economize 
imported fuel. The country is still at that stag© where the contribution of 
those investments Is Just beginning to be, felt in the general economy, although , 
they are already leaving their mark orí the balance of payments. 

l/ See "Economic' Survey of Latin America 191*9"/ Chapter IX "The Economic 
Development of Chile",/Page. 51*. , 

/The question 
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The question may be reduced to one of competition between production 
capacity and import capacity. In,order to develop the.former, it is necessary 
to increase the latter, to give preference to capital goods and to restrict 
imports of consumer goods» Few countries provide a better illustration than 
Chile of the thesis that the development of industry is a disequilibrium factor 
in the balance of payments over a short period, arid an equilibrium factor over 
a long period. 

Apparent and Real equilibrium in the trade balance 

. In 19^9> for the first time since 1930, a.deficit.appeared in the-. 
the 

trade balance¿ in actual fact, however..,/deficits would already have appeared 
in 19^6 and l$k7 if the trade figures bad been adjusted to include-only the 
amounts of foreign exchange actually-received from exports and disbursed in paymen* 
of imports, excluding imports financed by the mining companies out of their own 
funds. : 
Table -70' Chile: Trade Balance 

(in millions of dollars) 

Apparent trade balance Adjusted trade balance 
Years Exports Imports Balance Foreign ex- .Foreign exr Real 

change received change required balance 
for exports for Imports-b/ 

19*15 204.1 155.'7 48.1» 167.7 142.6 25.1 
1946 216.2 196.4 19.8 *• 174.3 200.2 -25.9 
1947' 278.5 265.2 13.3 208.3 • 240.9 -32.6 
1948 328.8 269.1 59-7 218.2 216.7 1.5 
1949 296.1 303.8 -7.7 ' 205.9 21J5.8 -39". 9 
1950 a/ 244.9 210.3 34.6 

Source: General Department of Statistics and Banco Central de Chile, Annual 
Balances of payments. 

^ote* • a/ Estimate based on data for the first eleven months 
b/ Excluding imports made by the mining companies with their own 

foreign exchange, as well as imports which do not imply an outflow 
of exchange, travellers1 effects, capital contributions and donations 

/Since 
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Since part of the foreign exchange derived from exports should cover 
the service qf the public.debt and of recent foreign loans, it has only been 
possible to finance such heavy imports by means of credits obtained from abroad. 
Official and semi-official, institutions, such as the Corporacion de.Fomento. 
Empresa Nacional de Electricidad, Compañía de Acero del Pacifico; and the State 
Railways, have made large imports in the last few years, financing them with 
credits from institutions such as the Eximbank.and the International Bank, or 
with credits from the suppliers themselves. That is; to say, the exchange problem 
in respect of such imports has simply been.deferred. 

Imports made by these institutions have shown a marked upward trend, 
rising from 3.5 million dollars in 19^5 to overdo millions in 19!* 9 • 

Variations in quantum 
The process which was Indicated in the previous report and which was 

characterized by a decrease in the volume of exports and an increase in imports, 
Mó* continued, but in 1950 it was observed that imports declined to a greater 
extent than exports. 

Table 71 Chile: Quantum of Trade 

Years Exports 
19^7 * 100 1948 . 100 

Imports 
1937 - 100 19^8 - 100 

1945 102.5 98.7 100.5 77.1 
1946' 92.2 88.8 II9.I 91.4 
1947 93.0 89.6 133.2 102.2 
1948 103.8 100.0 130.3 100.0 
1948 90.2 86.9 139.8 107.3 
1950 8Q„4 a/ 77.5 a/ 98.9 y 75.8 If 
Source: Calculations made by ECLA on the "basis of official statistics. 

Note: a/ Estimates based on data for the first 11 months 
b/ Estimates based on data for the first 9 months 

In relation to 19**8j which may be considered the most representative 
year of the post-war period, the quantum exported in 1950 shows a decline of 
22.5 per cent, while the decrease in imports reaches 21* .2 per cent. 

/Evolution 
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Evolution of prices and tetros of trade 

The movement of prices has also had a depressing effect on Chile's, 
foreign trede. The disparity in trend "between export and import.prices, which 
has already been pointed' out In the previous report, was more acute in 19^9-1950. 
T¡- king thé year'19^8 as a base, the average prices for exports have increased by 
S.k per cent, while In the case of imports the rise has been 11.6 per cent. 

Consequently, the deterioration In the terms of trade, so frequently 
discussed in previous Economic Surveys was still more marked in 19^9-. However 
in 1950 the situation improved slightly, for copper prices recovered in the second 
half of the year, to an extent exceeding the rise in the prices of imports. 

Table 72 

Years 

19^5 
191*6 
19^7 
19^8 
191*9 
1950 

Source: 

Chile: Indices of Export and Import Prices and Terms of Trade 
. 19**8 «100 

Export prices 

59-3 
69.3 
78.0 

100.0 
99.9 
IO8.I4 a/ 

Import prices 

' 75.0 ' 
79.8 
96.7 

100 M 
103 .2 
111.6 b/ 

Terras of trade 

79.1 
8Ó.8 
80.7 

100.0 
96.8 
97.1 

Calculations made on the basis of readjusted official statistics. 
In the ca3e of exports, taking into account only the value of foreign : 
exchange received for copper exported. 

Note: a/ Estimates based on data for 11 months 
b/ Estimates based on data for 9 months 

The terms of tra,de obtained from the ratio between the price of copper 
and prices of imports were better-in 19^9 and 1950 than in the first post-war-
years, but they deteriorated in relation to 19^8. On the other hand, the ratio 
between nitrate prices and,,those.for imports shows en improvement, after having 
touched the lowest level in 19^8, as may be seen from the attached chart. , 

/The purchasing 
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Th© purchasing power of exporta, thus teen doubly affected by the 
decline In volume, on the one fcand, and the deterioration in the terms of trade, 
on thd othe^v^II wpUlCb© useful to which the capacity 
to ipport has thus beett deduced . '- -" ̂  : " 

The quantum of imports has been considerably greater than the capacity 
to import throughout the period under review, "except in 19**5, in which the effect 
of the restrictions ̂ affecting the supplying- countries as a result of the war was 
still felt* In 19^9* the difference between the capacity to import and actual 
imports was 23 per. cent, which is not very surprising when it is remembered that 
in that year the purchases effected on the basis of foreign credits were ; 
1*0 million dollars, representing 16 per cent of total imports. 
Table 73 

Years 

Chile: Quantum of imports ar$t capacity to Import 
, ¿ Indices: 19U8 • 100 

vIndices of quantum of Imports 

Total Excluding imports pf 
the mfolnff companies 
financed with own , 

resources 

j^ludlng imports with 
ows- resources" and with" 
out, using foreign 

exchange 

Capacity 
to 

1945 77.1 . 81,4 82.6 102.5 
1946" 9Í.4 96.9 102.3 ' ' : 100:1 
1947 102.2 ' 105.9 ' ' 110V8 98 .'8 
1948 100.0 100.0 . 100.0 .. iqo.o. 
1949 . 107.,7 • v • •.,. 110.8,: . . 111.4 \ , ' 91.9 

Sburéé: Basic data taken from Balancés of Parents, Banco Central dé Chile. 

, fi ;; As a, result, thesre Is a tendlency.towards an equilibrium between, exports 
and imports obtained less through the natural action of the .factors governing 
trade,, than by. the, effects. of exchange ..control. as a factor., of v contraction and v , 
of foreign credits: as a facto? of expansion.; > . ; . 

Variations In' the valtfe of exports - ' - - { • • r .u;-n-••/ 
From l9li5 to 19^8, the value of exporte had followed aaeflnite-upwárd 

trend. In 19^9, there was a decline which became more marked during 1950, taking 
values in gold pesos,^ although the influence of the exchange rates caused the 
value In paper currency to rise once again. 

TT^PSegoTd poso is a unit of account, with a gold; content of 6d., used in 
Chile's foreign trade statistics. 

/Table 
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Table 71» , ^ : Chile: Value -of exports -

Years ......... In millions of . , In millions of 
gold pesos 1/ current pesos 

19^5 , , ,, ,v . .991-0. ... , 6,259 
X9U6, 1,01*9.3 V 6,627 
1 9 ^ , 7 / . 1,351 •7. . . , ,, ; 6,§01 V 
191*8 . : .1,596 a . 8,011* .r 
I9b9 • ,, . 1 ^ 3 7 ^ .. . 7 >290 
1950 a/ , . . . 1,297.6 . 7/61*1* 

Source: General Department of statistics 

Note: a/ Estimated oto. ;ll:.mpDths - v " 1 /• 
l/ The gold peso ie a unit of account> with a gold content of 6d., 

used in Chile/s statistics. 

The 19^9 decline -was due to the lesser volume exported and to the drop 
in world copper prices^ The decline was very pronbunced in mining products -
(copper, iron and nitrate), but this was also the case with agricultural products, 
whereas industrial and forestry products maintained or increased their value. ' 
During 1950, this downward trend became even more generalised. 

Variations in the prices of exports 
By comparing thé-index of export prices in gold with their index in 

paper currency, an idea can be. obtained of the influence of the exchange rates 
on the value of exports. While the former has only risen two poinrt. between 
191*8 and 19^9V the rise in the latter has" been 5 points. But if the situation 
prevailing at the end' of the Second World War is taken as a basis of comparison, 
the disparity is itt the opposite sense, that ie, .export 'prices heve 'inpreased ~ 
more In terms of foreign exchange than of local currency. Since 19l*8, world 
prices had become practically stationary, and it was necessary to resort %o the 
exchange rate to encourage exports. 

/Table 75 
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Table 75 
' ¡- *1. 

Years 

I9i»6 
19^7 
19^8 
19k9. 

1950 y 

-

• Ch^Q,''' :'Thííbeq of export "prices:>• 
" ,f-v' '1^8-é; 100' v 

In gold pesos a/ 

59.3 
. " 69.3; 
"; 78.0 

100.0 99.9 

108.1» 

In current pesos 

79.1 
93.1 
9^.8 
100. o 
101*.7 

* 109.8 " • 

Source: Foreign Trade Yearbooks 
Note: a/ See footnoteto Table Ik 

b/ On the basis ,of data for the first 11 months 

Except for the output-of the large-scale mining-Industry, which is" 
financed by^foreign capital, and.the exchange rate for which remained unchanged, 
the other export products have been obtaining'Increasingly higher exchange rates 
so that they can be marketed outside the country. , 

: In July 195Q, the list of products which could be exported at the 
rate of 60 pesos to the dollar vas increased, and the number of those which 
bad to hand over 20 per. cent of the foreign exchange at the rate of 31 pesos i . .4 f .» • ; . _ 

to the dollar was reduced.. 

Table 76 

Mining, products 
Agricultural products 
Manufactured products 

t . 
Others 
Total 

Chile: 

¿2ÍÜ 
72.8 
10,2 
10.9 

6 , 1 

Composition of exporta 
(Percentages) 

19t>6 
70.8 
12.7 
10.1» 
6.1 

100.0, 100.v 

19^7 
.79-8 
T.k 

8.5 
Jul 

100.0 

19^8 
82.1 
8.5 
k.9 

- »k5 
loólo . 

I9h9 

80.1» 
8.2 

' 6.1 

100.0 

80,7 
6.3 
5.1 

3,00.0 aj5 

Sources: Foreign Trade. Yearbooks•' 
Bulletins of, the. General Department of Statistics 

Note; > a/ January to No veinte r 

/The proportions 
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The proportions indicated are modified, however, if the actual receipts 
of foreign exchange, j d e r i v e d , f p o m , . o f exports is taken. into. • 
account. Mining -- large, mediuift and small scale -- provided 72 per cent of the 
foreign exchange in 19^9, as against 63 per cent in 19^5» 

Table 77 Chile: Classification of exports according to their • 
contribution to the balance of payments 

(Percentages) 
1946 1947 1948 1949 

I. Lar^e-ecale Mining 54.8 56.0 65.7 68.5 61.4 
Copper 39.3 35.3 47.9 48.9 43.9 
Iron 0*2 1.0 1.3 2 .0 

Nitrate énd Iodine 15.3 20.2 16.8' 18.3 22.5 
II. Small and Medium-scale Mining 7.9 7.5 5.2 5,2 10", 3 
III. Agricultural and Industrial Products 37 «3 36.5 29.1 • M W 26.3 28.3 
Total 100.0• 100.0 100.0 100,0 100,0 
Source:' Banco Central de Chile, Balance of Annual Payments 

Copper exports exercise a decisive influence on the foreign trade 
figures and is the. determining factor in the capacity to import. In 19^7 it 
represented, in nominal values, a.s much as 62,5.per cent of the total value of 
exports and 78 per. cent of the mining exports, these figures having dropped in the 
first 11 months of 1950 to 1*7.5 and 58.8 per cent respectively. Not only the drop 
in prices but the decrease in the quantum exported have contributed to this 
considerable decline. -

More recently, in January 1951* it was decided that certain commodities 
which were difficult to place abroad, could be exported in exchange for currency 
negotiable on the free market (at that time, the free dollar was quoted at 
20 per cent above the official basic dollar). The principal commodities included 
in this category.aré certain dried vegetables, such as peas; onions; fresh and 
dried fruit; fresh fish;, malted'barley? beeswax and honey; certain timbers;, 
mineral concentrates of small-scale and medium,mining; cement; woollen textiles; 
steel products; cbeftical products; glass and crystal ware; crude petroleum etc. 
The total exports which benefited from tfais new regime has been estimated'by the 
Consejo Nacional de. Comercio Exterior at 98 million dollars, that is, almost a 
third of total exports. 

* In Reality, Chilean exports, apart from copper and nitrate, are made up 
of marginal products or those which can be sold sporadically, requiring the 
incentive of a direct or indirect premium in order to continue being placed on 
foreign markets, /variations 
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Variations in tbe compos!tion jof einortQ , 
Mining products étill áécqünt for over three-quarters of «the value, of 

exports, aqd it may even he said that theii role has'tended to "become more 
imp6$t&nt in;thé last few years'/:reversirig the:dlverslficat^on process which 
could^ba rióted beforé the Sedond .World War* /"Vv'v 

In the figures for the nortina! value of exporte,-mintflg. products 
accounted -:for' over 80 per cenft bettieefci 19**9 and 1950,. as * againet 72 per. cenls 
• in 191*5#. . ---v. - • ' • 

On the other hand, the other two products exported by the, large-scale 
miftlng..^ and iron,-have considerably increased their share in 
the last - five years... The recovery of ni traté salee is worth stressing) .In view 
of:Chile's difficulties in placing this product, on thev-world market since the -
appearance of :syntbetic nitrate ;: Its share of mining exports doubled between 
191*7 and 195Q" (from.15-6 to 32*3 per céñt^/ eXcéedlng,the figure for 19^5. This 
has expressed' itself In a considerably gréater- contribution, to the balance of; . 
payments/ which in 19**9 amounted toIfáXtlafr much foreign exchange as. that 
provided by large-scale coppermining/wbereGS in 19^5 the proportion wesbarely 
a third, - y.. , ' ' , ,,, • • .• / 

This recovery is to-be att&but&& alujost exclusively to the rise, in 
price, .since the tonnage exported haé remained on the "whole stationary, as may 
be 8een from,'the figures In the following table: 

Table 78 Chile: Quantum of exportá of copper and nitrate . 
191*8 « 100 

Years . Copper Nitrate 

19^5 • : ; ' . 103.9 ^ 95.1 v; 
191*6 , ; - • • - . , 90a .. ; , . 83.0 .. 
19147; .. - • \ . ; v, . . . 93..2 .. . . ..98.2; f 
191*8 > . 100.0 ,..: .. ' . 100,0.; 
191*9 85.3 ' , . . . 9 I . 2 . 
1950 ̂  71.8 97.1 
Source; Foreign Trade Yearbooks 
Note: a/ Figures estimated on the basis of data for January to November 

/Other 
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Other exports; consisting oí agrtóultural,,":^ industirlal' ' 
products, have not managed to maintain the absolute and relative importance 
which they reacbéd during the war years* : : 

Even the encouragement which the Government has tried to give them,' 
by raising the rates of exchange or redúcing the raté of compulsory banding 
over of foreign exchange at the official rate¿ has not been sufficient to 
provide these exports with a* fairly regular foreign market* This is one of the 
obvious effects of inflation in bringing about a distortion between domestic 
costs and world prices* 

Among' agricultural exports, only two groups have managed to Increase 
their proportion: that of fruits, tubers and vegetables/ and that of* spices, 
while the two most important, cereals and pulses> show considerable variations 
from year to year; raw materials*of vegetable origin are constantly declining/ 

Something similar Jias taken place with exports of products of the 
manufacturing industry. The Metallurgical industry had a share within the 
group of 3k per cent in19^5V'-thisproportion declined to 11 per cent in 
19^8, although there was a reaction in -19^9 and 1950. . Copper-sheet and copper 
wire, two of its principal products, declined from 7,622 and i*,807 tons in 19^5, 
to 760 and' 3̂ 01+0 tone in thé first 11 months of 100 • 

Exports of malted barley, included aaidng the food industries, dropped 
from 20,000 tons in 191*5 to 15,000 in 1950> while those of fresh lamb droppéd 
from 5,136 to 1,137 1b the same year. 

Variations in the import coefficient 

In the case of Chile, as of all the countries where exchange control 
and quantitative or selective regulation of imports exists, one cannot properly 
speaking discuss propensity to import, since this is not given free rein* It 
is none the less interesting to ascertain what proportion of the national income 
is used for purchases abroad and what chánges have taken place in that 
proportion in the last six years* 

/Table 79 
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Table 79 ^ ^ • s K & V Cljile ' loporfc Coefficient 
v..; 

Coefficient Year* " > - Í '.'! : National Incóate' 

v..; 

Coefficient 

,. . (in Billion 0 of current pesos;; (per cent) 

1945 v.A 42,470 4,612 11.86 
1946 . 48,947 s r 5,873 12,00, . 
1947 .62,605 •v........ 7,922 12.65 
1948 - ̂  • ; .,76,014 8,980 11.81 
1949 ). •:'.; ; 93,000 2/ ,. > . 10,929 li.75 • 
1950 107,000 S/ < lPi997 ^ , 10.30 

Sources: Corporacion de Fomentó ¿Le la Producción;,; General De^rtment oí 
Statistics V •• - v . - ; . . - , , ; v " 

Motes: a/ Provisional -
b/ Figure estimated on the basis of data for the first 11 months 

* The evolution of this ooeificiettt̂  is Vfery Significant in itself* The 
19^5 íifcurés éaté still affected by the supply difficulties ariéing put of the war' 
Although channelled by e&cbáñge cóiitrqt, the backlog of demand Caused the / ; 
proportion to rise In 19^6 and 19^T> but this situation could not be maintained 
since, in view of the gradual draining away of reserves,* the Government mmrted. 
to greater restrictions, exclusively in the sphere of exchange control. . Customs 
protection -through the; movement of prices themselves had' a lesser effect, ̂ as/can 
be seen from the following Char^y;which.demonstrates the parallelism betweenthe 
degree of protection>and the Import coefficient,. 4 

Changes in price levels 
The action of prices has aliso been a 'factor that has helped to prevent 

a greater expansion of imports. , The comparison of |>rice indices for domestic 
goods and for, imported. commodities shows that the foxier have experienced a 
smaller rise in these ..last few yearsj, whereas before 19^8 there was'á trend in 
the oppositevdir0ct|ap,.^ The differep(?es between th© two prices tfere less/in 1950 

/Table 80 
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Table 80 ; Chile: > Index of^Wholesale Prices r ¿ 

Yearsv • Domestic articles ^Imported articles 
19^5 - too 19U8 - 100 • ': 19V5 19^ -100 

191*5 100.0 - -5i».2 * ! r ': 100 ,0 67.9 
19^6 115:9 62.8 ' nit.6 77.8 
191*7 " 156.1 81» .6 92.9 
191*8 •'X6U.5 100.0 1147.3 100.0 
W9 209.8 113.6 169.8 U5.3 
1950 230.6 12k .8 20k.k 138.8 
Source: General Department of Statistics 
Notes: a/ The original loase for this. index is .. 

b/ Averages January to September 

This trend and the exchange control explain the effort to replace 
foreign articles with those of local manufacture• 

F̂be nozroal development of Chilean importe has also been hindered by the 
further deterioration In the termsof trade, since therise In the volume of 
Imported products has been greater than Ip that of exported products, as has 
already* been seen. ; ; •' 

Variations in rates of exchange *' 
Another cause of the rising cost of ittports has been the variations 

which have taken place íptbé rfttes of exchange; this phenomenon became more 
acute owing to the dollar shortage, and Importé were acquired from those sectors 
supplying merchandise payable through clearing accounts or In non-convertible 
currencies, even if these purchases would have been cheaper in dollars. However 
it Is difficult to appreciate to what extent the comparative price factor has 
really Influenced the direction of foreign purchases. 

By establishing the ratio between the values which official statistics 
give in money of account (gold pesos at sixpence each), and in current pesos, 
It is possible to determine the average rate of exchange at which Imports have 
been acquired and to deduct a depreciation coefficient, as in the following 
tables 

/Table 8l 
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Table 61 

Year 

19^5 :, 
I9k6 

19h8 

19^9 ; 
1950 cI 

Source: 

Notes:, 

ie exchange rate of Imports 

, > : 

V' . • Chile; 

- - Pesos per dallar a/ , ; DepreciationftMex b/ 

(•"'' 33-37 
- - 35*85 ^ 

Basic Data: General Department "of Statistics 

a/ Obtained by dividing tfte value of imports in current pesos by imports 
expressed in. peeps at converted Jto dollars at the rate of . 
U gold pesos per dollar, gold parity , 

b/ Taking as a basis the value of thp, peso in 19^5 9 

c/ First ten months . 

^ : • 100 vQ r 

- ; 99.0 
'99.1 ' 
88.7 

; ; \ 82. 6 . 
^ 6l.7 

: These Variations a#er the result of the application of different 
multiple rates, as veil as of the different distribution of imports according . 
to these rates. In the last few years, Chile's monetary authoHtiéé have 
tended to maket a more gronouneed'dis&rtml^ imported góóds, taking ,-? 
into account their desirability and' the i>o©siblilty of replacing them, by domestic 
products. . The,structure of the multiple rates has been gradually modified,, in 
the senseOf subsidizing essential goods or those which are ctf greater Importance 
to the economy, and.of taxing, on the other hafrd,the íaportro^-lú^^ 
desirable goods. s . ' -v-' ' 

The movement towards thé higher rates is very marked / ;indicati-ng an ,. 
ever greater depreciation of the external value of the Chileaó p é ^ b . . : 

/ ®t)eí latest modifications introduced into the exchange system haye 
retained the multiplicity of rates, even though an effort has been made' to . 
unify them, taking as a basis the provisional rate of 60 pesos to the dollar 
approved by the International Monetary í\*ndf But exceptions remain. The 
rate of 31 pesos to the dollar is granted only for sugar, newsprint and certain 
imports for official agencies* The' rate of 50 pesos to the dollar is granted 
to pay for imports of crud$ petroleum, kerosene, tea, yerba mate and certain 
raw tiateriale, such as rubber for tyres and cellulose for paper. 

/The exchange 
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The exchange réte of 60; Ib applied toimports of tin, cork, raw cotton, 
Jute fibre, oilseeds, tobacco in bulk, cotton and rajron yarn; cloth for tyres, 
Juts sacks, chemical products, ceiluloéé ifor silfc> raw materials for fertilizers; 
tinplate, Iron and steel, agricultural ándkindustrial machinery, electrical 
machinery and material, railway equipmentr tractors, tyres and tubes; 
cigarette paper, telephone material, liedical and sanitary equipment. 

Other goods are imported at the free market exchange rate. The case 
of coffee, which formerly enjoyed preferential exchange, deserróé special 
mention. The Cénselo Nacional de Comercio Exterior considers that, owing to 
the rise in prices, coffee has become''a' Xu^ry article and that there is therefore 
no Justification for preferential treatment, since that would mean an allowance 
of 300 million pesos. On the other hand, tea and yerba mate continue to be 
subsidized, because they are papular stimulants. 

Towards the end of 1950, when the Consejo Nacional de Comercio Exterior 
was reconstructed under Act No. 9839, new regulations were introduced covering 
the exchange control system. The most far-reacbingrefora was the abolition of 
import licenses for a considerable portion — almost 1*0 per cent — of the value 
of imported goods; this measure is Justified by the fact that, In the view of 
the Chilean monetary authorities, the consumption of these goods, which are of 
an essential nature, is not likely to expand much, while the license constituted 
a hindrance to the regular supply of the country. 

The other Important reform Is the opening of the. free market for 
foreign trade operations. Thirty per cent of the foreign exchange produced by 
exports can be negotiated ón the free market, according to rates determined by 
supply and demand. Moreover, a part of imports, both of the kind now exempted 
from import llcénses and óf thos¿ which are subject to that formality, can also 
be paid for with foreign exchange bought on the free market. (The rate ofthat 
maricet> which was 50 per cent higher than the official rate at the beginning of 
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1950, heje been approaching^tbe baste rate of 6p, so t£at It will not "be much of 
an-obstacle to the, imports which hay© been transferred to that market 

Variations in the compositjonof importa • 
The policy followed by the OoVeahsment oa the question of exchange, .as 

indicated above, has had a decisive influence ot <:be composition of imports, to 
which must be: added the effects of industrialization. The-main features of that 
process were* analysed in the previous year's report, which covered the period 
' 192^i9li9. Hence it will only be necessary:to add any aspect which way reflect 
or Indicate a change In the situation described. 

The variations in.the.;percentage distribution of the value imported 
during the last five years give A/good Idea of the transformation which has 
been taking place in the country Is economy. The njost salient fact, and one 

1 / Imported goods have been classified in five groups, according to the exchange 
rate applicable: 
Category A-l Free Import (that is, without an import license Bind with 
no limitation on quantity), at free arate of exchange• Applied to Indispen-
sable or essential goode, the consumption of which Is, however, limited and 
the selling prices of vhlch are not controlled. This includes machinery,' 
accessories and replacements fotf mining, industry and agriculture; automobile 
and truck spares; breeding stock. 

2. Category A-2 Free import at official rate of exchange. An exchange permit 
is required only for the purpose of controlling domestic prices, since the 
group comprises indispensable or essential goods; the éelllng prices of : 
which, In the final stagey are controlled, such as: raw cotton, petroleum, 
drugs and medicines. 

3-* Category B-l Controlled import at free rate of exchange. An Import license 
Is required. This category Includes textiles, rubber/ chassis for lorries, 

. printed matter, hides and skins etc; 
Category B-2 import subject to license, but at the official rate of exchange 
(In certain cases, preferential rate). Includes raw materials and 
mass consumption articles subject to ifrlce control, such as sugar, mate, tea, 
petrol, yarns etc. 

5. Special Category Luxury goods the import of which depends on the export of 
gold from local mines, or of wine. Mainly includes automobiles at a factory 
price lower than 1,5<W dollars; spare parts for cars, motorcycles, matches, 
refrigerators, cameras, cigars, liqueurp etc. The distribution of these 
imports according to the amount of foreign exchange which they are estimated 
to require is as follows: 
(footnote continued on next page) 

/which 
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which demonstrates the industrialization achieved in the last few years, is the 
growing share of reproductive capital goods in the total of imports. This trend 
has continued to he apparent in the last five years, favoured by the selective 
policy followed through the Instrumentality of exchange control. It also shows 
the greater part played by industry in the relative Increases in imports of raw 
materials and fuels. Non-durable consumer goods have diminished and as regards 
durable consumer goods, which could not W imparted during the war, they only 
enjoyed a short recovery, because since 19^9* vhen the volume of available exchange 
diminished, new restrictions have been applied1 to them'. 

Table 92 * Chile: Distribution of imports by category 
(In percentage of the total) 
< i m 'I9k6 I9br 191*8 Í2Í12 ¿232 

1. Non-durable consumer goods & 38.9 . 38.3 36,2 29,8 21.6 25.1 
2. Raw materials and fuels ̂  2ÍU 29.9 27*7 2^.2 28.8 29-6 
3. Durable consumer goods , ^ 0.4; - 2*3 • 3.5 1.8 3.4 1.2 
4. Capital goods V , ; 23'.1: .̂ 5.4 29.6 21.9 42.3 42.1 
5. Others ̂  ' ' JL&- JlxL. Juá- ' 
Total 100.0 100*0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

y 

Source: Basic data from Foreign Trade Yearbooks 
Notes: a/ First six months ^ 

b/ Food, drink, tobáceo, textile manufactures, paper, .hides and skins 
c/ Chemical products, non^edible oils. $nd fats, fuels and lubricants, 

wood,, earths, glass, metals ' 
d/ Automobiles, domestic appliances and other appliances 
e/ Building rsaterials, agricultural machinery, industrial machinery, 

transport and communications material • 
f/ Unspecified balance 

1/ (continued from previous page) 
Category Millions of dollars ; Percentage of the total 
A-l 56 20.1 / 
A-2 75 , , . 2 7 . 0 

B-l • - 3^ - - 12.2- — — — 
B-2 108 3 8 . 9 

Special 5 
278 100.0 

/Two groups 
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Two ;grovps jean be distinguíehéd in tb© stru'ctur© of Chilean imports; 
cm© Is ©ore or less rigid, and its volume does not Vary In tibe same proportion 
as the total value Imported; the other expands or contracts according to the 
variations In that value. This situation has been-the result of the exchange 
control policy, which has tended to distribute the,foreign exchange derived 
from exports and foreign loans In accordance., with strict necessity. While 
foodstuffs, fuels and raw materials for industry cannot, be curtailed, even at 
a time when there is a great shortage of foreign means of payment, the 
acquisition of capital goods can be postponed at those times, to await a better 
opportunity. When an improvement tal:es place in the exchange situation, the 
Increase is preferably applied to capital goods, and greater facilities are 
granted for the import of less necessary goods, such as durable consumer goods, 
with the margin for consumer goods being scarcely expanded at all. 

In reality, there have been two currents, at work: one a cyclic or 
short-term current, which we have just ©plained, and the other, a long*tero 
one linked with modifications in the domestic economy* In this field, as in 
others, causes and effects, are confused to such an extent that it is impossible 
to determine how far exchange control has fozged a new economic structure and, 
what influence this has had in turn on the composition of imports. • * y * . ' 

Imports of capital goods should be related to loans obtained abroad, 
since part of these imports have beep financed with credits granted by institu-
tions such as the Export-Import Bank and the International Bank to the 
Corporación de Fomento de la Producción, the State Railways, the Compañía, die 
Acero del Pacifico and other Chilean governmental enterprises* 

Table 83 Chile: Importe of capital goods and foreign loans 
(In millions of gold pesos)-' 

Importa of / Loans Ratio In 
capital goods » utilized ^ percentage 

191*5 V?h96 29 #7 17.0 
191*6 21*2.2 1*2.3 17 *5 
19*7 '381.1 53*2 13.9 
191*8 391*9 92-8 23.7 
\9h9 625.9 l8Ul 29 oO 
Source©: , a/ Gejieral Department of Statistic© 

b/ Banco Central de Chile . 

If See footnote Table 71* ' 
^ /In 19** 9, 
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In 19** 9, a year In which importe of capital goods were particularly 
high, almost a third was paid for with dollar loans. 

Changes in the direction of foreign trade 
In order that the changes which have occurred since the war in the 

origin and destination of Chilean trade may. be appreciated, it has been 
divided into four Sectors as follows: (a) United States; (b) United Kingdom; 
(c) other European countries; and (d) neighbouring countries, Argentina, Peru 
and Brazil, These last have also been considered separately. 

In the case of exports, the gravitation towards the United States has 
not been maintained at the high levels reached during the war. Nevertheless, 
more than half of.Cbllefs exports continue to be placed on that market. In the 
case of the United Kingdom, there haé been no return to the situation which 
prevailed before the Second World War, but the position has improved in relation 
to the war period. In the case of the mother European countries, there has been 
an almost complete recovery and, in 191*9$ there was even an improvement, followed, 
however, by á decline in 1950 in relation to th© immediately preceding years. 

With the neighbouring countries with: wljich Chile has the greatest trade 
Argentina, Brazil and Peru — the trends imposed by the war baVe continued. 
Exports to Brazil and Argentina have gradually improved their relative position. 
In the case of Peru, exports in 191*9 returned to their pre-war proportion. 

From the following table it will be seen how Chilean exports have 
tended to be concentrated in certain preferred markets (the United States, 
continental Europe, the United kingdom, neighbouring countries) while in 
1935-1939#31 per cent was directed towards other markets. 

/Table Qk 
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Table 81* Chile; Distribution of exports to certain countries 
(In percentage of the total) 

\ ' 191*0*1*5 19M5-U9 i2íi2 195 0 ^ 

United States 21.0 65.3 t>8.5 50,1» 51.9 
United Kingdom 17*8 3.0 8.5 •8.1» 5.2 
Other European countries 27.9 J1-? ' 21,7 25,0 19.6 
Neighbouring countries 2.6 8,8 9*7 8.1» 10.7 

Argentina 1.5 1»,8 5.2 3.7 5.5 
Peru 0,7 ' 1.2 1.2 0.6 0.6 
Brazil 0.1» 2,8 3.3 lt.l it .6 

Remainder • 30.7 . . .21.2 11.6 7.8 12.6 
Total ...' 100.0 100.0 100.0 iSoTo 100.0 

Source-: • Foreign Trade Yearbooks 
Note: a/ Figures for January to November 

Something similar.has ©Ocwrr*?d in the pas© of imports. The United 
States in 19^9. supplied Chile, with % por cent of the goods acquired abroad, 
this proportion being greater than that for the three preceding periods: pre-war, 
war and post-war. The United Kingdom^ proportion of supplies has dropped, but 
between the average for I9k5-l$k9 and 191*9 there has been an improvement, which 
became more marked during the course of 1950. As suppliers, the other European 
countries have not recovered their pre-war position, although they have improved 
it In relation to 19^5-19^9. 

Imports from neighbouring countries, wbiob had reached over a third of 
the total during the war, h&ve dropped to less than a fifth. Imports from Peru, 
based on two esBontial carotnaditieá, mQar and cotton, continue to be large, 
although, the relative value is declining. 

In the case of Arg3ntir,&> the difficulties experienced in importing 
cattle in 19^9 reduced the percentage of imports from 10*8 in 19**5-*9h9 to k*9 
'In 1950. There has also been a decline but a smaller one in the case of 
Brazil. 

• y 

/Talble 85 
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Table 85 • Chile: Distribution of Importe from certain countries 
• - ' (In percentages of the total) 

1940-44 1945-49 1242 1222 
United States 28.4 44 .9 45 .3 54 .3 49 .4 
United Kingdom 11.4 7 . 5 6 . 2 7 . 9 ' 12 .1 

Other European countries 36 .9 4 . 6 9 . 2 1 0 . 8 • 15.7 
Neighbouring countries 12 .1 35.7 29 .3 19.4 16 .3 
Argentina 3 . 9 12 .8 1 0 . 8 4 .4 4 . 9 
Peru 7 . 1 15 .9 13.4 10.7 6.6 
Brazil 1 . 1 7 . 0 5 . 1 4 . 3 4 . 8 

Remainder 11.2 7 . 3 10.0 7 . 6 6 . 5 

Total 100.0 . ' , i o o . o . .. 100.0 100.0 10Ó.0 

Source: Foreign Trade yearbooks 
Note: a/ Figures for January to November ~ ~ "" 

Another Interesting aspect: to bé-considered in the distribution of 
Chilean foreign trade by destination and origin is that of the equilibrium of 
the balance of trade, In the last five years, the situation has varied some* 
what. With the United States, trade vas favourable except in 1^6 and 19k9; 
with the United kingdom also, except in 19^5 asd 1950. ' It is with the European 
countries that Chile tea&s-to obtain its .greatest surpluses, which, unfortunately, 
are seldom transferable-to other currency areas. On the other hand, with the 
neighbouring countries Argentina, Brazil and Peru -- the bsl&r»ce& were-always 
unfavourabl.e 'until The changes which vhave ta?:en place in 1950 have been 
considerable, since the trade balaooee with Argentina and Brasil show a credit 
balance for the first t'tee ''during the period under 'review, while the debit 
balance with Poru cud the credit balance with other European countries have 
declined considerably/ 

The foreign excb-Mg© tod^gt for 1951 \ . 
In the previous rejorb covering the economic dévelopment of Chile, it 

was stated that the foreign exofcarge budget for 1950 had been drawn up under the 
influence of the drop in copper prices* It had been anticlpatedtbat copper 
exports would produce some 60 million dollars during the year, as against 
91 millions in 19^9 and 107 millions in 19^8, 

/The recovery 
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The recovery of copper exporte lo the second half of 1950 vas so great 
that it is estimated that In 1951 there >iill be a return to the I9U8 level, and 
consequently the foreign exchange budget uaé prepared on a more liberal basis. 

The total receipts in the foreign exchange budget for 1951 &ave been 
estimated at'§31/6 million dollars, that is, ÍÓÓ million dollars more than in 
the previous budget. Of tbió increase, 2k million correspond to a surplus 
available from the previous budget. A comparison of these last tvo budgets 
sbovs certain significant changes. 
Table 86 Chile; Receipts in the foreign exchange Budget for 1950 and 1951 

(in millions of dollars) 
Differences 

* • ' r 

Absolute Belatlv© 
I. Exports 257,1 52.2 31.9 

A. Large-scale mining 1Ó6.2 •«Um» 1*1* ,8 
Copper , 59.3 105.3 1*6.0 • 77,8 
Iron 2,9 1.8 - "l.l -37.9 
Nitrate kk.O 4 1*0.6 - 3.1* ••'7.7 
Possible exports for December 61.6 

B. Medium and small-scale mining 6.1 16.6 '10.5 172.1 
C. Other exports 82.6 86.7 l*.l ' 5.0 

Agricultural products 56.0 51.3 - 1*.7 "" - 8.1» 
Industrial products 9.5 18.0 " 8.5 89.5 
Manufactured copper : 15.0 11* .1*' - 0.6 ' - li.O 
Crude petroleum 2.0 1.0 • f 50.0 

II.. Invisible exports. 
•/ 

A.,.Freights and insurance , 2.1 1*.8 • 2.7 128.6 
B. Official transactions 22.1* 2.1* - -20.O . -89.3 
C. Private transactions . 12.8. 1*3.1* 20.6 239.1 

III. Surplus from previous Budget - 23.9 23.9 

TOTAL 2^2,2 
: * 22Á 1*2.8 

í , . v Sources$ Calculations based on figures from the Diario Oficial. 
• 

/in exports 



exports*, the increase oí zpilUon dollar? over. 1950. will be derived 
alinost:exclusively, from mining. In industrial products,, the item which is 
considered capable of •increasing sales abroad is the iron and steel from the nev 
Huachipato works.; On the otberiband, a contractipn: is foreseen, in sales of 
manufactured copper, since the domestic market is absorbing greater quantities. 
Petroleum, the new item among. Chilean exports in 1950, wiU^coniribute;three 
million dollars in.1951. Prospects for agricultural products continue the/ 
downward trend which exports in this sector have experienced, both on account of 

; increased domestic consumption and decline in production, t. 
Other receipts have been estimated to show an increase of 20 million 

dollars,,which it is assumed will be derived mainly from entries of capital; in 
such cases foreign exchange * can be negotiated on the free market, repatriation 
being ensured if the capital has, been identified upon entering the country. 

The decrease in the itemunofficial transactions" is due solely to the 
fact that the,1950 budget had foreseen the utilisation of 20 million dollars of 
the Export-Import Bank loan granted in 19*49 to meet the disequilibrium in the 
balance of payments. T£is recourse does not appear necessary In 1951. 

On the debit side, the 1951 foreign «exchange budget is also much more 
optimistic than that for the previous year. Whereas in 195P imports were 
originally estimated at 237 million dollars, Including those,made by the mining 
companies with their own resources, the new budget is based on imports amounting 
to.267.k million dollars and outgoings for other purposes at 6U...2 million dollars. 
According to recent decisions tajeen by the Consejo Nacional de Comercio Exterior, 
a third of the imports will be effected with free foreign exchange. 

With import licenses no longer required for k9 per cent of imports, 
their trend will now depend on other factors and not simply-on the system of 
quantitative re&ulatioti. 'The Chilean Governments intention was to eliminate 
import licenses for goods of limited consumption or utilization, dr those which 
can be limited by means of the exchange rate resulting from the free play of 
supply and demand. c 7 / 

It is difficult to compare the foreign exchange budget for 195I with 
that of the previous year owing to the change of method. The budget for 1951 
only states the;,authorizedvguanti*ty- of goods requiring permits; : in the others, a 
mere estimate has been made in accordance with the trend in recent years. The 
greatest increases foreseen will benefit capital goods,raw materials and certain 
commodities such as sugar and meat. 

/Table 8? 
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Table 87 Chile: Distribution of Imports':according to the foreign exchange budget 

$ Variation 1950 • 1951 
thousands of dollars 

A. Within the Budget -
1. Fuels and lubricants 

Petroleum 
Gasoline 
Others 

2. Foodstuffs 
Sugar 
Beef 
Wheat and oil if 
Tea, yerba, cacao 
Coffee 2/ 
Others 

3. Raw Materials• 
Cotton 
Yarns 
Others 

Other consumer goods 

5» Capital ffoods 
Imported 
Imports of private companies, 
as capital contributions 

TOTAL 

if 

23,095 
6,100 
11,200 
5,795 
1*6,076 
19,500 
6,921 
5,000 
6,070 
3,1483 
5,102 

lU,800 
U.,890 
25,839 

50,63* 

3,750 

200,028 

25>550 

25,550 

B. Outside the Budget 
1. Purchases of mining 

companies 
2. Importe with foreign exchange 

derived from exports of 
gold and wine 
TOTAL 225,578 

Source: Diario Oficial 

' 25>98v 
'6,860 
13,380 
5,7*40 

23,1*86 
16,000 
if, 300 

. 6,200 
2,000 
2,957 
82,516 
27,6VO 
2,¿70 
52,01*6 

35,258 

8^,161 
80,761 

3,1*00 

282,758 

27,100 

2)-' ,000 

7,100 
309,858 

1951 

112.5 
112.5 
119-5' 
99.0 

11.9.0 
120.h 

231.2 

102,1 
1+2.6 
1+2.0 

I8I.2 
186.5 
1+1.3 
201 .h 

113-9 
15l*.8 
159.5 

9.3 
Hil.it 

6.1 

21.7 

\f To be paid for by means of exports of metallurgical products. 
2/ Considered to be a luxury item, for free import with free dollars, quantity 

not fixed. Taking into account the possibility of decreased consumption, tvc. 
millions have been assigned to these imports* 
Tncludinff T.^O.OOú of «oods bonded on consignment. /x4. 
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• It ia tiot yet possible 'tó ŵ ietiiér or not the estimate based on 
tapo'Hs of 1!>0 million dollars ̂ brth of; "fi^é" góoás is cóbservfetive• Imports* 
have been réstricted for spine time and the pressure of unsatisfied demand may be 
great, especially at first. Inflation itself has favoured the formation of 
profits which have tended to switch towards imports. For a portion of imports., 
the official rate may constitute a premium which will encourage,full advantage 
being taken of the difference between.that rate and the free market rate. For 
that portion of imports which!,has to be financed with foreign exchange from the 
free market, the demand for exchange will have to be adjusted to supply, derived 
mainly from exports which' up to the present have been somewhat difficult to place -
In brief, all will depend on the value of the Chilean peso abroad, of which it 
will now be possible to fona a more adequate estimate. 

Foreign trade and balance of payments 
Since the war, ChileTs balance of payments had undergone a'change 

which* should be considered with some cere, since it is one of the most typical 
signs of the new conditions under which the country's economy is developing in 
its relations with foreign countries. On the receipts side, tbere is a marked 
decline in the contribution of exports, while on the payments side, the 
contribution of imports is tending to increase. 

Table 88 Chile: Pert played.by foreign traderin the balance of payments 
(in per cent) 

Year Ratio of Exports Ratio of Imports . ' ; • 
to total Receipts to total Payments. 

W 81.0 . \ : 63.3 
19J*6 73.5 ' 71.1 
19^7 7 5 . 3 69.6 
191+8 . 79.6 63.5 

/ 191+9 ' 66.6 ... 70.9 
Source: Banco Central de Chile, Annual Balances of Payments 

/As will 
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As will be seen, éxports in 19U9 only provided two-thirds of the 
credit side of the balance of payment! whereas in I9k$ they represented over 
:3C per ¿exit of iheSe. On tbé 6tfeer hand, imports raised theii share of the 
debit side to 71 per cent as against 63,5 per cent in 19^8# 

These figures confirm that Chile hae bad to use foreign capital in 
order to continue importing over and above its normal capacity to import. 

Changes in the balance of services, 
This is made up of.four*groups, two of which usually show credit 

balances, and two debit balances, but the latter predominate, thus setting 
the pattern of the whole sector; The only change noted in 19^9 is the fact 
that private transactions (tourist trade, remittances by individuals etc.) 
left a small favourable balance, while in previous years the debit balances were 
relatively large. 

Table 89 Chile: Balance off Services 
(in millions of dollars) 

Year Service of Official Service of . Net 1 
floods Transactions Transaction Capital Balance 

1945 /6,7 -7 0.3 - 2.? -40.1 -35.8 
1946 /6.6 / 1.0 -12.4 -41.3 -46.1 
1947 /2.1 / 0.8 "10*4 -5O.3 -57.8 
1948 /4.5 / 6.5 -15.4 -63.5 -67.9 
1949 /3.4 /10.8 - 0.5 -48.2 -33.5 

Source: Banco Central de Cblle, Balancee annual payments 

The largest item In the service of goods is maritime freight; the 
relatively high credit balances in 19^5 and 19^6 may be considered abnormal, 
since they were still Influenced by the situation arising out of the war, with 
high tariffs. In official transactions (diplomatic and consular expenses, 
expenses of offices abroad), the taxes imposed by Chile '-amply covered the 
expenses of its agents abroad. 

/In the 
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; In the service of capital (included in movement of capital in the 
balance of payments published by the Banco Central the principal and almost 
exclusive factor has been the portion of foreign exchange which the foreign 
mining companies retain for themselves as profits» ifter having increased 
since 19^51 was a heavy árop in . this item In 19^9* owing to the 
contraction of copper exporte and the drop in price. 

An item which baa appeared in the eerylce of capital in the last 
few years and the importance of which tende to increase is interest on capital 
received from the Export-Import Bank ajpd the International Bank* 

Table 90 Chiles Transfers of interest and profits ... 5 
(in millions of dollars) 

Items 
¡ •>. 

l$k5 19^6 19^7 Í2ÍJ8 191*9 

1* Profits of miplng companies l%k 26.0 ill* .5 56.3 30.2 
2* Preflts of other companies " 5*7 5.2 2.3 2.2 1.1 
3. Interest on the public debt a/ 3-6 3.9 2.7 0.3 y 8.0 b/ 
k. Interest on other foreign loans oj 0.6 0.6 0.8 1.3 2.1* 
5» Other interest d/ ,7-2 3.6 6.1* 
Total 26.8 j y >y 57.5 63.7 1*8.1 

Source: Banco Central de Chile» Annual Balances of Payments ' 

Notes: a/ Includes State and Municipalities 
. Tb/ The 19^8-19^9 figures should be added together and divided by two, 

in order to make them*comparable with those of other years. 
c/ Corporaclon de Fomento and State Hallways 

• d/ On credits from the IAPI and private credits. 

While interest payments on the pu^ic debt have tended to decline, the 
amounts due under development loans have tended to increase, thus indicating 
the radical transformation which ie taking place in financing with foreign 
capital. " i 

/Changes 
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Changes in the, movement of capital 
The • This transforation is also reflected in the movement of capital 

development ioan, as stated, tends to take the place of almost stationary 
exports. Its reverse is amortization, the effects of Which appear on the debit 
side. 

Table 91 

Use 
Amortization 
Wet Contribution 

Chile; Use and amortlzatlon,of foreign loans 
', ,(In millions of dollars) 
. - M l }Éá ±M ,: 22M M2 

6.1. 9.7 10.9 22.1 ;1*0.9 
k.§ kl ; i a M Jji 
1.5 5.6 6.6 15.3 32.6 

Source:' Banoo Central de Chile, Balances of Annual Payments 

In I9Í+9 the net contribution rose to a figure never before reached: 
32.6 million dollars. This was principally,due to the loans to the Cía, de Acero 
del Pacifico, which In that year used ¡27 million dollars of its foreign credits, 
while Its payments for amortization were scarcely 300,000 dollars. The other 
two beneficiaries were the Corporacion de Fomento,, with 8..millions (of which ,5.6 
millions were amortized) and the State Hallways, with k.k millions (of which 
2,3 millions were amortized. • 

Table 92 

Years 

19^5 
19^6 
mi 

I9h& 

19U9 b/ 
Source: 
Notes: 

Chile: Movement of capital 
(in millions of dollars) 

Utilization 
of credits 

/ 6.1 
/ 9.7 
/ 10.9-
/ 22 .1 
/ 1*0.9 

Amortization 
of debts 
- 6.8 
- 11-5 
- 7.9 • 

. - 2^6 
- 31.6 

Capital Financial 
Contributions Operations a/ 

- - o a 
- " >.0.0, 

Net 
Balance 

- 6.9 
- 10.6 
/ 2.6 
/ 39.7 

/ Ik.2 / 3.0 
/ 31.* . / 3Á 

Banco Central de Chile/ Annual Balances of Payment 
a/ Mainly payments in advance and liquidations of commercial operations 
b/ The 19^9 figures are not.strictly comparable with those for previous 

years, since the Banco Central introduced.a change of method in trans 
ferring expenses of mining companies abroad and provision for their 
taxation from the item "Private Transactions" to the item "Movement 

••• of Capital".. 
/The movement 
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The movement of capital as a vhole tíasístrongly favourable to Chile 
in 19!+9> in contrast to theposition* In previous ' years . ; fhe surplus of almost 
kO million" dollars is maitily sources: rforeign4 credits utilized 
and capital contributions' in the'form of gobdsi! The' mining companies, have ,had 
particularly heavy investment expenditure, the major part of which was for the , 
installation of a new processing plant* 

Another characteristic of movements of capital in 19** 9 has been the 
repayment of crédits contracted in the course of trade operations; millions 
to the I API .in respect of sales of wheat and oil and 2.2 millions in respect of 
the cleariné account with Brazil. , 

Net outcome of the balance of payments and its financing 
Except for the years 19**5 and 19̂ *8, the net results of Chile's 

balance of payments have been unfavourable since the nar, as may be seen from 
the. following table.: 

Table ffj . Chile: Determination of the net.outcome of the balapoe .. 
. ' ' ' of payments 

(in millions of dollars) 

Ye^re Total. Receipts - Total Peyments Net surplus (/). or 
" " deficit M 

19**5 261*.0 252.1 / II.9 
19^6 275.9 321.0 - k5.l 
I9hl 3^7*0 392.it * t+5.1* 

I9k& 1*32.1 1*26.6 / 5-5 
19^9 1 ' klO.U — lfl5.0 . - :i+.6 
Source: Banco Central de Chile, Annual Balances of Payments 

The financing of the net surplus or deficit of the balance of payments 
is achieved by means of compensating accounts and credits. In the three years in 
which its international accounts resulted in a deficit, Chile had to turn to 
gold and foreign exchange of the Bando Central, tg> /funds ahroad//of the com-
mercial banks, and when this;was4-nót'sufficient, to credits1 from inté^ationH " 
institutions. This situation"occuiréd ift I9J49, -when it was necessary as a result 

- v v, ,, •-.<<. / o f t h e 
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of the drop In the price arid tíje exporta of copper, to'use 1.5 million dollars 
of the 25 million dollar credit granted by the Export-Import Bank for that 
ru x-pose. 

The algebmic sum of the results of the balancé of payments in the 
19l*5-191t9 period gives a net deficit of*77 million dollars. It is therefore 
Interesting to enquire how Chile financed this net liability in its inter-
national accounts. 
Table 9** Chile; Financing of the cumulative deficit of the balance 

of payments r i91i5-l9t*9 
(in millions of dollars) 

Increase . Decrease Difference 
Gold and exchange reserves a/ 38.* • 10P.3 - 61.9 
Available commercial bank funds 25*9 . 8.6 / 17.3 
Compensatory credits b/ 3.I4 ¿ 35«8 - .32Th 

67.1 

Source; Banco Central de -Chile. Annual Balances of Payments 

Notes; a/ Banco Central. Caja de Amortizaciones, Fondo de Conversion and 
funds available for the,, account of third parties 

b/ International Monetary Fund, Export-Import Bank and clearings 

The pressure of the balances of payments on the country's monetary 
reserves can easily be seen. These have borne almost the entire weight of the 
deficit, the assistance of foreign loans having been required In addition. 

In 1950, the situation improved a little, thanks to the recovery of 
copper prices and increased sales of nitrate, as well as to the new items which 
have appeared among exports (iron and petroleum); however, the fact that 
exports in the best years do not provide a margin foy the formation of reserves 
with which to meet the debit balances of the years of depression cannot but be 
a cause for concern. It is true that' this also depends on the domestic monetary 
policy. 

The balance of payments by areas 
In 19*9; the Banco Central to its great credit managed for the first 

time to compile the balance of payments by major areas. This is particularly 
interesting in view of the difficulties inherent in the non-convertibility of 
currencies. In reality, the situation may be even less good than would appear 

/from the 
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from the figures. In the casó of Chile,>9 of other countries, the favourable 
balances of trade procured ori the basis of agreements does not relieve the 
shortage of dollars or bard currencies. 

The' balance of payments haá been divided into three sections: (1) 
United States and Cattada; (2) Latin América; and (3) the rest of the world.' 
This makes it possible to discern the principal movements of Chile's 
international accounts in two of the sectors of most interest: the dollar area 
and.Latin Aioerica.' •• • •' '' ; -- ' -

The importance of the dollar area to -Chlie is considerable: almost 
60 per cent of the credits and debits of its 'balance of payments arise in that 
area. 

Table 95 Chile: Balance of payments by areas, 19*9 
(in millions of dollars) 

Receipts 
Payments 

Balance 

United States an& Canada 

239.1 .. 
251.6: 

Latin America 

*3.8 
79.2 

Rest of the worlt 

, 127.* 
82.* 

- 12 ¿5" 5.* / - M A 
Source: Banco Central de Chile, Balances of Payments,19*9 

As regards equilibrium by &reas, a glance at the foregoing table shows 
the problem that arises. The balance of payments in the dollar area and Latin 
America shows a deficit which could theoretically be paid for with the'surplus 
obtained in the balance of payments with the rest of the world. But it is 
precisely in this last section that almost all the countries are to be found 
which trade on the basis of clearing agreements. 

Taken as a whole, the situation is not so serious, since Chile obtains 
a pertain amount of dollars outside the dollar área from its copper sales. On 
the other hand, it has to pay in dollars for Its petroleum, sugar and cotton 
purchases, even if they do not come from that area. 

/The principal 
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The principal problem líes in the fact that trade with the United 
State® and Canada, and vith Latin America, leaves an adverse balance which 
cannot be entirely offset by the surplus in the balance of payments with the 
rest of the world; where the dollar shortage is even more acute. 

However, with the partial data available, the Banco Central has 
reached the conclusion that the situation has tended to improve Itt 19^9 as 
comp&Sred with the immediately preceding years. 

"In the last few years, a slow readjustment process can be noted, 
tending to the redistribution of transactions according to patterns flore 
similar to the pre-war ones. Already in 19^9 > exports and imports to and from 
countries situated outside the American continent had recovered considerably 
in relation to the war period. 

"This has been the result of the rapid economic recovery of the 
European countries, which are now in a position to offer goods which Chile 
had been Importing from the United States; while there has also been a 
diversion of part of our exports* ©specially agricultural products, towards 
those countries. The devaluation of the pound and of numerous other European 
currencies has given a special impulse to this process* This redistribution of 
our import trade has partly helped to jrelleve the problem of the acute shortage 
of dollars." ^ 

1/ Banco^Central, Balance of Payments 19**9> page 29 • 
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